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Chapter 1
The Case and Context for the DIAL/HIAL Aerotropolis
I. Study Context and Objectives
India is no longer a country of promise—it has arrived, and in a big way. Not
long ago regarded as a relatively closed and staid demographic giant, the nation
as emerged over the past decade as “open for business.,” quickly joining global
leadership in everything from IT and business process outsourcing to financial
services and medical tourism.
As India's integration into the global economy accelerated, so did its
annual GDP growth rate, averaging over 8 percent since 2003. In the fiscal year
ending in March 2007, its GDP expanded by 9.2 percent. Foreign investment
concurrently mushroomed, positioning India as as number 2 in the world
(behind China) as the preferred location for FDI. Net capital inflows (foreign
direct investment plus long-term commercial debt) exceeded US$46 billion in
fiscal 2006–07, nearly doubling from the prior year of US$24 billion (the
McKinsey Quarterly 2007 special edition: Building a Better India. p. 10).
The country's explosive economic growth has yielded a burgeoning
middle-class where higher incomes have led to sharp rises in purchases of
automobiles, motor bikes, computers, mobile phones, TVs, refrigerators and
branded consumer goods of all types. Rapidly rising household incomes have
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also generated a burst in air travel, both domestic and international. In just three
years from 2003–04 to 2006–07, commercial aircraft enplanements in India rose
from 48.8 million to nearly 90 million, a growth rate of almost 25 percent
annually.
Forecasts by IATA indicate that India will continue to experience doubledigit growth rates in passenger enplanements at least through 2020. Its major
metropolitan regions, such as Delhi, Hyderabad, and Mumbai, are expected to
experience the largest increases in air passenger traffic. For example, SH&E has
recently forecasted that air passenger traffic in the Delhi region, currently just
over 20 million annually, will quadruple by 2020.
For India as a whole, Boeing is forecasting a 20 percent annual growth in
air passengers for the next five years and 12 percent annually for the following
fifteen years. This will require almost 1,000 new commercial aircraft serving
India according to the 2007 Boeing forecast. It will also require that many
airports be modernized and expanded, and new ones constructed.
Mr. Praful Patel, the Minister of Civil Aviation, is acting quickly and
forcefully, trying to make 20 additional civilian airports operational by the end of
2008, increasing the current (2007) 80 to 100, with 35 new airports added by 2010.
These will include major new public-private partnerships for international
greenfield airports in Bangalore and Hyderabad, as well as smaller airports such
as those in Durgapur and Asansol. The country's two largest airports in Delhi
Final Report. February 2008. Proprietary and Confidential.
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and Mumbai have also been “privatized” (PPP) to accelerate their modernization
and expansion so as to better accommodate substantially larger domestic and
international passenger traffic.
Minister Patel has a vision of India becoming the largest aviation industry
in the world. In addition to accommodating monumentally more passengers in a
more convenient and flexible fashion, the Minister is focused on airport-linked
commercial development and on dramatically expanding air cargo volumes and
associated air and surface logistics infrastructure.
According to media reports, a new aviation policy is soon to be released
by the Minister of Aviation, following sign-off by other ministers. Labeled
“Vision 2020” the policy will emphasize not only air logistics and public-private
partnerships to modernize existing and construct new airports, but will also
build on “Aerotropolis” models and principles to generate commercial
development at and around airports to increase non-aeronautical revenues for
the airports and further boost passenger and cargo flows.
This was a similar message provided to me during my visits to Delhi and
Hyderabad to meet with DIAL and GHIAL executives. Mr. Kiran Grandhi, head
of the airport groups requested, in particular, that the present report focus on
enhancing air cargo volumes at IGIA and RGIA by providing not only the
business rationale and competitive need for this, but also describing the logistics
infrastructure, facilities and materials handling systems required to make both
Final Report. February 2008. Proprietary and Confidential.
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airports state-of-the-art in cargo handling. He also asked if I would address
means to attract more air cargo airline service to both IGIA and RGIA to boost
their cargo volumes, especially at RGIA.
A major report objective will therefore be specifying the hard and soft
infrastructure and future facilities required to develop world-class air cargo
complexes at Delhi's IGIA and Hyderabad's RGIA, as well as the best way to
market them to cargo airlines. Of course, other commercial attributes will be
addressed, as well, within the Aerotropolis framework to improve the success of
both airports.
I will begin by discussing the new competitive rules shaping airport area
development and the logistics-driven Aerotropolis. Next, I will provide an
overview of selected Aerotropolises evolving in the U.S., Asia, Europe, and the
Middle East, identifying their specific commercial components and development
impacts, and how their economic impacts are modeled. I will conclude the first
chapter by commenting on the credibility and viability of world-class
Aerotropolises evoloving at and around IGIA and RGIA, including the
transferability of key components and successful experiences elsewhere in the
world.
This introductory chapter thus will provide the strategic rationale and
competitive logic for GMR actively pursuing Aerotropolis development at IGIA
and RGIA and an elucidation of its key principles and commercial components.
Final Report. February 2008. Proprietary and Confidential.
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It will also serve as the foundation for the following three chapters specifying the
infrastructure and facilities plan, business plan, and implementation plan
guidelines that will culminate in a set of recommended actions to boost air cargo
at IGIA and RGIA, enhance their commercial success, and position the airports as
centers of leading global Aerotropolises.

II. Business Rational and Competitive Logic for the
Delhi and Hyderabad Aerotropolis
In his influential book, The World Is Flat: A Brief History of the Twenty-First
Century, Thomas Friedman makes it clear that an increasingly fast-paced,
globally networked economy is changing the rules of business location. These
rules are being altered by a catalytic convergence of digitalization, globalization,
aviation, and time-based competition. Speed, agility, and connectivity have
become the mantra of many of the world’s most successful firms.
The combined importance of these factors is creating a new economic
geography with major commercial airports driving and shaping business
location and urban development in the 21st century as much as highways did the
20th century, railroads in the 19th and river and seaports in the 18th. Today,
these airports and their surrounding areas have become key nodes and magnets
for time-critical manufacturing, distribution, entertainment, tourism and
corporate enterprises that require speedy connectivity to distant suppliers,
Final Report. February 2008. Proprietary and Confidential.
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customers, clients and partners nationally and globally. Aviation networks
operate as the new physical Internet connecting supply chains, business people,
and tourists among others quickly and efficiently across distant airport nodes.
As a result, airport development, business development, and regional economic
development are going hand-in-hand around the world.
Driving much of airport-driven economic development is the growing
importance of fast-cycle logistics, especially that which utilizes air express and
more traditional air cargo. In fact, in many good-processing sectors, the 21st
century is becoming known as the “Fast Century”. Customers in both India and
international markets are demanding speedy and reliable delivery of products,
often with distinctive features. An industrial advantage is thus being gained by
firms that respond flexibly and rapidly to their domestic and global customers,
delivering lower cost, higher-quality (often customized) products quickly and
efficiently over great distances.
For example, high-tech manufacturers must be able to access national and
global networks of suppliers of materials, components and sub-assemblies in
order to obtain the best-quality components at the lowest possible price.
Likewise, contract drug and medical testing often requires 24 to 36-hour
turnaround from potential source to distant test site and often back to source, the
latter usually done electronically.
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At the same time, increased flows of information worldwide are leading to
rapid changes in customer demands. Companies that can detect these changes,
design and produce the desired products and services, and deliver them more
quickly than their competitors will capture market share. Since speed also
reduces warehousing and inventory costs, stock-outs and remaindered goods,
the speed advantage becomes a cost advantage as well.
Fast-cycle logistics as a new competitive tool is being further validated by
marketing research which shows that, worldwide, consumer tastes and product
demands are changing much more swiftly today than was the case in prior
decades. Indications are that such shifts will accelerate even faster in the decades
ahead, resulting in situations where products that are “hot” one month may
become obsolete just a few months later. Such is already happening in the
fashion clothing industry and with digitized devices like iPhones where delivery
time to the retail shelf (or now directly to the customer) frequently separates
market winners from losers.
The implications of these trends for fast-cycle logistics strategies are
already evident. Adapting to growing market demands for flexibility and speed,
companies such as Acer, Boeing, Dell, Honda, Infosys, Nokia, Siemens, and Tata
are reengineering their sourcing and distribution systems to become much more
agile and customer responsive. They now compete not only on price and quality
but also on the basis of speedy, reliable delivery, and after-sales support
Final Report. February 2008. Proprietary and Confidential.
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(including repair and return) of their products. They manage complex networks
that encompass the entire value chain of suppliers, distributors, and customers
often across national borders.
Mandating such changes are rapid and relentless worldwide
technological, political, and economic transformations. Modern transportation,
telecommunications, and goods-producing technologies have spread throughout
the globe. Trade policies are being liberalized and new markets opened.
Communist/socialist and former socialist countries such as China, Russia,
Poland, and Vietnam have entered the capitalist marketplace with vigor. Huge
wage differences between advanced industrial and developing countries have
resulted in much wider geographic dispersion of component manufacturing
sites, places of assembly, and of final sale. With rising workforce skills and rapid
cross-border technology transfer, India and other emerging market countries
such as Brazil, China, Malaysia and Poland have achieved much greater levels of
economic output and now produce highly sophisticated products.
International customers have also become far more sophisticated and
demanding. They have available an unparalleled variety of products from all
over the world. They are able to assess and identify value, and are therefore
highly selective in purchasing. They expect quality, competitive pricing, and
reliable delivery. They also want customization of the products they buy, and
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they want these customized products right away, not in three to six weeks. For
many purchasers, not even three to six days is fast enough.

E-Commerce and Rapid Order Fulfillment
The rise of e-commerce further heightened time-based competition and the
importance of airports. As late as 1995, sales through the Internet were
essentially zero. By 1999, U.S. Internet-based business-to-consumer (B2C) sales
alone had grown to nearly $7 billion, skyrocketing to over $70 billion in 2004, a
50 percent increase over 2002 compared to a 9 percent increase in total U.S. retail
sales (U.S. Department of Commerce, 2004). According to Forrester Research,
166 million packages were shipped in 1999 by Internet retailers (e-tailers), with
approximately 70 percent going by expedited delivery. By 2003, e-tailers were
shipping 1.1 billion packages annually. This grew to nearly 2 billion packages in
2006. With the major expansion of consumer purchasing power in India and
expected dramatic rise in retail sales, the country is likely poised for similar
explosive growth in retail e-commerce.
It is thus near consensus among international economic and business
forecasters that digital commerce will flourish in the future. Most of this
explosive growth is actually expected to be business-to-business (B2B), supplychain transactions where materials and components will be ordered through the
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Internet and quickly shipped to next-stage producers. Manufacturers already are
able to electronically access an international network of suppliers in order to
acquire the best-quality materials and parts at the lowest possible price. The
introduction of E- marketplaces (auctions, aggregators, bid systems, and
exchanges) is greatly expanding B2B e-commerce: Forrester Research estimates
that e-marketplaces currently account for up to two-thirds of B2B supply-chain
transactions, depending on the industry, capturing 42 percent of online
industrial trade and an average 28 percent of all business-to-business trade.
Many suggest that with the wide-spread introduction of Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP), these e-commerce figures will go much higher in the near future.
According to E-markets, which tracks such transactions, international B2B ecommerce which stood at $551 billion in 2003 is expected to reach $1.3 trillion in
2008.
Since the web cannot move a box, the expansion of the B2B e-commerce
and direct-to-customer Internet orders has placed a particular premium on speed
and reliability in the delivery process. To meet these new imperatives in order
fulfillment, e-commerce distribution centers are being built near air cargo and air
express airports that offer speedy, reliable shipping networks. Some air express
hubs such as Memphis (to be describe later) actually extend the business day for
e-commerce and other forms fulfillment by allowing shippers to take orders for
expedited national or global delivery as late as 11:00PM. Hundreds of timeFinal Report. February 2008. Proprietary and Confidential.
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critical shippers have located at and around Memphis International Airport and
other air express hubs such as Louisville (UPS) as well as around the Guanzhou
and Shanghai, China air hubs.
Complementing airport-linked fulfillment centers are cold storage and
flow-through facilities for perishables (either in the physical or economic sense),
just-in-time supply-chain and emergency parts provision centers, and reverse
logistics facilities for the repair and upgrade of high-tech products such as
notebook computers and mobile phones. The clustering of such time-critical
goods facilities near air-express airports is stimulating further expansion of air
cargo, less-than-load (LTL) trucking, freight forwarders, and third party logistics
providers (3PLs) along major highways with quick accessibility to these airports.
Speedy, reliable delivery of products over long distances has become so
critical to the new economy that air commerce is quickly becoming its logistical
backbone. According to the International Air Cargo Association, forty percent of
the value of world trade now goes by air, and the percentage is steadily rising.
Air logistics, which includes air cargo, air express, and their supporting logistics
services represented a $250 billion industry in 2006. It is expected to nearly triple
by 2025, while international air-express shipments are expected to increase at
least four-fold during this period (Boeing Company, 2006).
Already, air cargo and air express are the preferred modes of international
shipping of higher value to weight product B2B transactions in microelectronics,
Final Report. February 2008. Proprietary and Confidential.
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medical instruments, mobile telephones, pharmaceuticals, optics and small
precision manufacturing equipment, as well as many perishables such as seafood
and fresh cut flowers. (See the global supply-chain model of Dell Computer's
Texas facilities in Exhibit 1.1.) Even lower value to weight B2B product
distribution including fashion apparel and seasonal toys are becoming timesensitive and increasingly shipped by air. As a result, their manufacturers and
distributors are also increasingly locating in airport areas.

The Importance of Air Passenger Service
It’s not just time-critical goods processors that cluster around airports. As the
world’s service-sector economy also shifts into fast-forward, major airports are
becoming magnets for regional corporate headquarters, trade representative
offices, and professional associations that require executives and staff to
undertake frequent long-distance travel. Airport access is likewise a powerful
attraction to information-intensive industries such as consulting, advertising,
legal, medical, and financial services, data processing, accounting and auditing,
which often send out professionals to distant customers’ sites or bring in their
clients by air. This has been particularly the case at larger commercial airline
hubs which offer greater choice of flights and destinations, more frequent
service, and more flexibility in rescheduling.
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With the shortest time between two distant locations being a non-stop
flight, the accessibility air passenger hubs provide has become essential to
attracting business meetings and conventions, trade shows, exhibitions and
merchandise marts. Such long-distance accessibility has likewise made them
attractive locations for large venue tourism and entertainment venues (e.g.,
theme parks, Formula 1 race tracks, etc.). Along with this have come hotel and
hospitality clusters on airports and to their nearby areas.
High-tech workers and airports also increasingly reinforce each other.
With intellectual capital supplanting physical capital as the primary factor in 21st
century wealth creation, time has taken on heightened importance for today’s
knowledge workers as has the mobility of these workers over long distances.
U.S.-based research (Erie, Kasarda, McKenzie, and Molloy, 1999) has shown that
high-tech workers travel by air 400 percent more frequently than workers, in
general, and 60 percent more frequently than most other professionals. With
India taking on a global leadership role in generating and supporting high-tech
professionals, many of their employers will desire locating near India's
international airports.
Some observers have suggested that advances in Internet access,
videoconferencing, and other distributed communications technologies will
diminish the need for air travel. The evidence indicates that telecommunications
advances often promote additional air travel by substantially expanding longFinal Report. February 2008. Proprietary and Confidential.
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distance business and personal networking that lead to future face-to-face
meetings. (See Business Week, August 20–27, 2007 cover story “The Future of
Work” for illustration of this.) In point of fact, every significant advance in
telecommunications technology has led to greater travel, beginning with
Alexander Graham Bell’s first words over his newly minted telephone: “Watson,
come here, I need you.”
Others have suggested that prolonged global economic downturns
exacerbated by catastrophic events such as 9/11 and the constant threat of
terrorism, along with contagious disease outbreaks such as SARS will
permanently diminish air passenger travel. This does not seem likely since the
business imperatives giving rise to the growth of air commerce and business
travel (speed, mobility and global access) are increasing in importance. From
2004 to 2006, air cargo and air passenger travel rebounded strongly from their
2001 to 2003 cyclical dips and, for India and most other rapidly developing
nations, both are cargo shipments and passenger travel are forecasted to grow
substantially in the decades ahead.
There are also those that contend that rising jet fuel prices and greenhouse
gases will limit future growth in commercial aviation and, hence, airport-linked
development. This has not happened thus far and, in my opinion, is unlikely to
slow forecasted aviation growth. Moreover, significant advances are in the
works on more fuel efficient jet engines which reduce emissions while aircraft
Final Report. February 2008. Proprietary and Confidential.
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manufacturers, airlines, and airports have commenced all-out efforts to reduce
aviation's carbon footprint. In this regard, IGIA and RGIA should become global
leaders in the “Green Airport” movement.
The current 4.4 billion passengers traveling annually world-wide are thus
conservatively forecasted to grow to over 8.2 billion within 15 years, with air
cargo projected to grow at even faster, nearly tripling in this time period. The
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) expects passenger-kilometers
(in billions) to expand from 3,720 in 2005 to 9,180 in 2025 (4.5 percent average
growth) and freight-tonne kilometers (in millions) to rise over this 20-year period
from 142,579 to 510,000 (6.1 percent average annual growth). India's passenger
and air cargo growth rates are expected to be much higher.

III. Economic Impact and Job Creation at and Around
Airports
Nowhere is the impact of airports becoming greater than the centerpiece of the
new economy—high-tech. With this sector’s supply-chains and employees
increasingly geared to speed, connectivity, mobility, and global access, extensive
air service has become essential to the location of many information and
communications technology (ICT) firms and other high-tech facilities. In the
U.S., clusters of ICT and high-tech companies are locating along major airport
corridors, such as those along the Washington, D.C. Dulles Airport access
Final Report. February 2008. Proprietary and Confidential.
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corridor in Northern Virginia and the expressways leading into and out of
Chicago’s O’Hare International Airport. Dulles’s and O’Hare’s experiences are
being replicated throughout the world (Viracopos, Brazil, Amsterdam, Incheon,
etc.) with aviation networks becoming a primary predictor of an area’s high-tech
job growth.
Regarding overall economic development, numerous studies from the
U.S. and around the world document the remarkable impact of larger airports on
urban economies. To note just a sample which will be elaborated later:
• Los Angeles International Airport (LAX) is responsible for over 400,000
jobs in the five-country Los Angeles region; 80 percent of which are in
LA County, where one in 20 jobs was found to be tied to LAX. The
airport generates $61 billion in regional economic activity, which
translates to $7 million per hour. A recently (August 2007) conducted
study on the economic impact of overseas flights alone on LAX revealed
that such flights add $82.1 billion annually to LA firms and account for
363,700 jobs in the LA area.
• Dallas-Ft. Worth International Airport has become a primary driver of
the Texas economy. Major ICT and commercial development has
occurred around the airport's peripheries and outward. For example,
the number of companies located within the dynamic Las Colinas area,
just to the east of the airport, has expanded to more than 2,000 and
includes Abbott Laboratories, AT&T, Exxon-Mobil, GTE, HewlettPackard, and Microsoft.
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• In the 26-mile commercial corridor linking Washington, D.C.’s two
major airports—Reagan National and Dulles International—
employment grew from 50,000 in 1970 to nearly 1 million by 2006.
Among the companies located along the airport corridor near Dulles are
America Online, Computer Associates, Nextel Communications, Cisco
Systems, and EDS. So substantial has development been around the
airport that the metropolitan Washington Airport Authority recently
purchased 400 acres outside the fence but adjacent to its 400 acre air
cargo complex for joint development with a private master developer.
• Ontario California International Airport, 35 miles east of downtown LA
and a major air cargo hub, has been the engine of major growth in
Southern California's Inland Empire. Over 10 million square feet of
logistics and distribution space have been added annually during the
past decade around the airport and along nearby I-10 and I-15
Interstates. Now class A office clusters and tourist attractions are
following.
• In the Philippines, Subic Bay Freeport rapidly expanded around a
former U.S. naval air base that was converted to commercial use in 1994.
Since FedEx located its Asia/Pacific regional hub at Subic Bay in 1995,
over 200 firms—employing 54,000 workers—have located there,
generating almost $2.5 billion in investment. Between 1995 and 2005 the
annual value of exports from Subic Bay jumped from $24 million to $1.3
billion. Acer has opened its largest personal computer assembly facility
in the world at Subic Bay; the facility relies heavily on air freight for its
supply-chain management. Nearer to Manila, the former U.S. Clark Air
Base is attracting tens of thousands of information and communications
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technology and other high-tech manufacturing jobs, as UPS is growing
its Southeast Asia regional air express hub there.
• In Penang, Malaysia air cargo has created a “Silicon Island”
contributing immensely to job creation near the airport. Dell Inc.
manufactures 100% of its laptops in Malaysia. The company relies
heavily on air express in its Malaysian facility sourcing and exports,
having over 2,000 employees alone there, with $5 billion in its sales
originating from Penang. Its firm clustering impact has also been huge
as 70 Dell suppliers have either manufacturing centers or distribution
centers at Penang, providing parts and components.
• Viracopos International Airport in Campinas, Brazil, is a major air cargo
hub; 10 percent of all Brazilian air imports arrive though air cargo
facilities there. Viracopos has greatly contributed to Campinas
becoming the second fastest growing high tech area in all of Latin and
South America, with investments in microelectronics and information
and communications technology (ICT) totaling $7 billion in the past 10
years. Fifty Fortune 500 companies have located high tech
manufacturing facilities in Campinas, including IBM, Motorola,
Alcatel/Lucent, Samsung, and Texas Instruments making it the Silicon
Valley of South America.
The impact of airport-induced job growth on land use in the vicinity of
airports is likewise substantial. Recent research at UNC's Kenan Institute of
employment growth in the suburban rings of U.S. metropolitan areas showed
that areas within six miles of airports are adding jobs much faster than the
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overall job-growth rate of the suburban ring within which the airport was
located. While most of the employment is concentrated near the airport or along
major connecting highways within 15 to 20 minutes of the airport, research at
Massachusetts Institute of Technology’s International Center for Air
Transportation documents that impacts occur up to 60 miles from airports with
air connections significantly facilitating a region’s access to suppliers, markets,
ideas and capital (EconSouth, 2003).

Modeling Airport Economic Impact and Job Creation
Modeling the economic impact of airports involves specifying the different types
of business revenues and employment generated by airports. There are four
categories of economic impacts:
• direct
• indirect
• induced
• catalytic

Direct Impacts
Direct business revenues and employment results from businesses whose
activity is directly and solely related to the operations of the airport; i.e., they
service aircraft, passengers, cargo and the airport itself. Aircraft servicing
Final Report. February 2008. Proprietary and Confidential.
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includes flight crews, aircraft maintenance, air traffic control, etc. Passenger
servicing includes airline cabin crews, airline customer service, retail and
catering staff, etc. Cargo servicing includes baggage handling, freight handling,
freight forwarding, couriers, etc. Airport servicing includes management,
maintenance, construction etc. Recent studies have included all retail and service
employment on airport property as direct impacts, as well.
Most direct employment is located within the airport boundary but some
may be located off the airport site, although within the immediate vicinity. The
off-site proportion typically depends on the capacity of the airport site and the
policy of the airport administration to locate certain employees outside the fence.

Indirect Impacts
Indirect business revenues and employment are generated by firms which
supply goods and services to airport users. They cover a wide range of activities
including off-airport lodging, food, local transportation and shipping; the energy
sector supplying aircraft fuels; the IT sector providing computer systems for
airport and airline operators and, the wholesale and distribution sector
supplying goods sold in airport retail outlets.
While direct employment is almost always located on or close to an
airport, not all the indirect employment needs to be located in the immediate
vicinity of the airport. The airport-related activities of the relevant businesses
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may be only one component of their operations. Furthermore, even where
airport activities comprise a major component of their operations, proximity to
the airport will be only one among several factors affecting their location
decision. These may also include: proximity to raw materials, markets, clients,
labor force; and land costs. The relative significance of all such factors will
determine how close to the airport the activity will choose to locate.

Induced Impacts
Induced business revenues and employment are generated by the purchase of
goods and services by direct and indirect impact firms and their employees. As
with indirect indirect, not all the businesses involved need to be located near the
airport. Indirect impacts represent the “ripple” or “multiplier” effects of direct
and indirect expenditures on the local and regional economy.

Catalytic impacts
The transportation infrastructure, facilities and services major airports provide
vastly improves the accessibility of firms to their distant suppliers, partners and
customers. This can make proximity to an airport a key to many in business
locational decisions, particularly in the case of companies involved in
manufacturing and distributing time-critical high value-low weight goods for
export as well as where frequent extended enterprise executive connectivity is
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required. Additionally, an airport provides access for entities which require a
substantial inflow of people, such as in the tourism and conference/exhibition
sectors.
The estimation of direct, indirect, induced and catalytic effects often
involves surveys of payrolls and employment in firms or each category. These
tend to generate the most accurate figures, but are quite expensive to conduct
properly. An alternative method has been to utilize a model based on average
impacts per million air passengers (MAP) on business revenues and employment
in each category. For example, Oxford Economic Forecasting (OEF) correlated
jobs generated directly by airports with their air passenger traffic which yielded
a ratio of approximately 1,500 jobs per million air passengers. Other studies have
come up with somewhat lower estimates with the direct average being around
1,200 jobs per million air passengers, but higher for international passenger
flows. When indirect, induced, and catalytic effects are added to direct effects
the figure comes close to 4,800 per million air passengers (as modeled for
Bangkok's proposed Suvarnabhumi Aerotropolis).
Exhibit 1.2 provides the general model used to estimate the impact of
Bangkok's planned Suvarnabhumi Aerotropolis. Decomposing the specifics is
very difficult, so the model presented in Exhibit 1.2 must be viewed as only
illustrative. It does provide the basic paths for calculating the direct, indirect,
induced, and catalytic effects over time based on passenger forecasts, however.
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IV. The Rise of the Aerotropolis
Emerging corridors, clusters, and spines of aviation-linked businesses are giving
rise to a new urban form—the Aerotropolis—an airport-integrated region. The
airport functions as a multi-modal transportation hub and commercial nexus of
this diffuse urban region, analogous to the function central business districts
(CBDs) play in the traditional metropolis (see Exhibit 1.3 for a generic
illustration). Indeed, under the rubric of Airport Cities, some of these airports
have assumed the very same roles of metropolitan CBDs by becoming regional
intermodal surface transportation nodes and significant employment, shopping,
meeting and entertainment destinations in their own right.
Reflecting the new economy’s demands for connectivity, speed and
reliability, the Aerotropolis is optimized by corridor and cluster development,
wide lanes, and fast movements.
Although most aerotropolises have so far evolved largely spontaneously
—with insufficient transportation infrastructure or previous nearby development
often creating arterial bottlenecks—in the future many will be improved through
strategic infrastructure planning. For example, at full future development, (as is
illustrated in Exhibit 1.3), dedicated expressway links (aerolanes) and commuter
rail (aerotrains) will efficiently connect airports to nearby and more distant
business and residential clusters. Special truck-only lanes should be added to
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airport air cargo areas, airport expressways and nearby major highways, as
should be improved highway interchanges to reduce congestion. Seamlessly
connected multi-modal infrastructure will accelerate transfers of goods and
people, improving transport system effectiveness and further influencing land
values, business development, and resulting urban form.
The metric for determining future land value and particular business
locations will be time-cost access to the airport and the airport's connectivity to
distant markets. Over time, firms of various types will bid against each other for
airport accessibility predicated on the utility each gives to the related
combination of time and cost of moving people and products to and from the
airport and the extensiveness of the airport’s flight networks to national and
global markets. Land values, lease rates, and commercial use will no longer be
measured by traditional bid-rent functions that decline linearly with spatial
distance from the primary node (here, the airport) but by the time and cost of
moving goods and people to and from the airport from alternative sites via
connecting highway and high-speed rail arteries.
To many, this new land use and structure may appear simply as
additional sprawl along main airport transportation corridors. Yet, the
aerotropolis is actually a highly reticulated system based on time-cost access
gradients radiating outward from the airport. In short, the three “A’s”
(accessibility, accessibility, accessibility) will replace the three “L’s” (location,
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location, location) as the most important industrial and business location
organizing principles. Of course, accessibility and location are closely related
with optimal business cluster locations guided by frequency of use of the airport.
Airport-linked commercial clusters and spines are already taking on
distinct spatial form around major international gateway airports such as
Chicago O’Hare, Dallas-Ft. Worth, Miami, New York Kennedy, WashingtonDulles, Hong Kong International, Korea’s Incheon, London Heathrow, Paris
Charles de Gaulle, Amsterdam Schiphol, and Dubai International. In the United
States, even small and mid-size airports—such as Alliance Airport, near Ft.
Worth, Texas (FedEx), and Ontario, California Airport (UPS)—are generating
mini-aerotropolises in the form of airport-linked business cluster and spine
development. For example, Alliance Airport alone has attracted over $4 billion
in commercial investments during the past decade to its 16,000-acre development
area. Similar development is beginning at Hahn Industrial Airport about 100
miles west of Frankfurt, Germany. (Both cases to be elaborated later in this
chapter)
Those in the air express and air cargo industry know that the battle for air
freight is won on the ground—not the air—with good highway connections to
the airport key. This is why most of the leading air express and air cargo airports
also have excellent expressway links and on-site or nearby truck cross-docking
facilities. These highway/air cargo synergies are often reinforced by nearby
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intermodal rail/truck complexes and sometimes by waterborne connectivity,
making a handful of airport regions like Hong Kong, Korea's Incheon, and
Memphis International quadramodal (air, highway, rail, and water transit).
In the following case summaries, I briefly describe the multi-modal air
logistics/Aerotropolis synergies utilizing specific cases of airport-driven
development in the U.S., Asia, Europe and the Middle-East. The purpose is to
provide DIAL and GHIAL executives and planners with a solid understanding
of commercial components of Aerotropolises currently evolving around the
world to help assess what might be successfully transferred to Delhi and
Hyderabad.

Selected Airport Cities and Aerotropolises in Evolution
As just noted, this section is basically meant to provide an overview of key
commercial elements of selected airport cities and aerotropolises forming around
the world. I will summarize existing and planned commercial components of
those in the U.S., Asia, Europe and the Middle East in order. I will also describe
components and challenges of smaller airports more comparable to the new
Hyderabad International Airport.
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Dallas–Fort Worth
DFW cornerstones the Dallas-Ft. Worth Metroplex, the largest and fastest
growing urban region of Texas (see Exhibit 1.4). DFW's regional economic
impact was estimated to be $19 billion in 2006, excluding catalytic effects. The
airport property itself is enormous—18,000 acres, covering parts of 4 cities and
two counties, and exceeding the size of New York City's Manhattan Island.
Airport officials plan to take advantage of the airport's vast size by developing
nearly 6,000 acres for commercial use over the next 20 years.
Airport commercial development is targeted to six areas as shown in
Exhibit 1.5. Two are for planned air cargo expansion (East Air Cargo, which has
hundreds of developable acres, and West Air Cargo which anchors most current
cargo facilities). To boost its air cargo throughput, DFW's management is
working hard for additional wide-body passenger and cargo flights to Asia and
to Europe. They have also formed partnerships with major U.S. commercial real
estate firms such a Trammell Crow and air cargo oriented REITs (Real Estate
Investment Trusts) such as AMB to construct “high velocity flow-thru” cargo
facilities in the west cargo area. Such large commercial real estate companies not
only have expertise in state-of-the-art cargo facility development, but they also
bring with them their network of potential air cargo and other commercial
tenants.
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International Commerce Park (see Exhibit 1.6) is targeted to light
industrial, freeway commercial, and flex office development. It currently has 264
acres leased with 115 remaining for industrial/commercial development.
A retail/hospitality/entertainment complex is planned on the northwest
corner of the airport. Covering nearly 200 acres it will contain mixed use retail,
restaurants, garden offices, a hotel and entertainment facilities (see Exhibit 1.7).
Bear Creek Office Park is an 1,800 acre tract with open space amenities
being marketed primarily as a corporate campus site (see Exhibit 1.8). Because of
natural streams and floodplain in this portion of airport property, substantial
open space must be maintained. The land-use plan thus calls for two 18 hole
championship golf courses along with wildflower meadows and heavy tree
cover. It is felt that this environment will be optimal for low-rise office
development just minutes from the airport terminals, with open-space amenities
desired by today's travel-intensive professionals and knowledge workers. A
smaller amount of shielded light industrial and mixed-use commercial
development may also be in this large tract's future.
Passport Park is a 600 acre hybrid zone at the southeastern end of the
airport (see Exhibit 1.9). Designed to be DFW's southern gateway this mixed-use
development is proposed to accommodate everything from retail and
entertainment to supporting hospitality and restaurants to light industrial and
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garden office development. Plans calls for an aesthetic, natural environment
between buildings with established trees and native landscaping.
In addition to a substantial amount of terminal retail, hotels have become
pivotal to DFW's airport city environment and critical to its non-aeronautical
revenues. These include the Hyatt Regency DFW and the new Grand Hyatt
attached directly to its largest passenger terminal. A third Hyatt is planned for
Passport Park and a Marriott Hotel may be added, as well. Today, 65 percent of
DFW's revenue comes from non-aeronautical activities.
Large airport hotel complexes featuring meeting rooms and concierge
business support services are increasingly acting as virtual headquarters for new
economy firms and are shaping a new corporate management style. This is
highlighted in the U.S. from the following paragraph extracted from the August
20-27, 2007, issue of Business Week on the future of work.
The fact that virtual connections still need to be balanced
with face-to-face contact places the airport squarely in the
path of modern urbanism. Consider the experience of Sage
Software Inc., a $1 billion company which sells software to
help businesses run better. It has 30 locations throughout
the U.S., the result of a nine-year acquisition spree, but no
headquarters. So its eight-member executive team, scattered
from Tampa, Fla., to Irvine, Calif., fly once a month to
Dallas. There they check into the Grand Hyatt DFW in
terminal D for two days of meetings. Everyone can get there
for a 1 p.m. start, work until 6 p.m., get dinner together, and
then work all day the next day until 5 p.m., when they run
for the next flight home.
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While DFW is evolving as a new urban core of Metroplex, its economic
reach and impact extends many miles out along nearby Interstate highways and
expressways. Two excellent examples of this are Infomart and Market Center,
both of which are located on the I-35 corridor to DFW. Infomart is a huge, ultracontemporary merchandise mart for information and communication technology
(ICT) companies. Market Center—a cluster of six large buildings that contain
nearly seven million square feet of display space for fashion clothing and home
merchandise—is the world’s largest wholesale merchandise mart. Hundreds of
thousands of buyers and vendors fly into Dallas annually to conduct business at
Infomart and Market Center. In 2005, Market Center alone attracted buyers and
vendors from all 50 U.S. states and 84 countries, who purchased 300,000 airline
seats and filled 720,000 nearby hotel rooms while conducting an estimated $7.5
billion in wholesale transactions.
The airport has been a major factor in attracting nearly twenty Fortune 500
corporate headquarters to the broader airport region including five major
Fortune 500 headquarters to Las Colinas just east of DFW. This 12,000 acre
airport-linked community has 21 million sq. ft. of class A office space, 8.5 million
sq. ft. of light industry, 1.3 million sq. ft. of retail, over 13,000 single- and multifamily residences, 3,700 luxury and business-class hotel rooms, 75 restaurants,
and 2 championship golf courses. Dedicated light rail to DFW and to downtown
Dallas is being developed with the plans for full service in 2015.
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Future regional passenger rail to DFW will be an important and
integrating feature of the broader airport region with longer-term sustainability
implications to reduce airport area congestion. Exhibit 1.10 illustrates planned
routes of future light rail, commuter rail and high-speed rail lines that will feed
into DFW's terminal stations. As is common in Texas, nothing is planned and
developed in a small way. What impresses me, though, is the recognition by
airport management and airport-area planners of the growing importance of
aesthetics and environmental amenities as they review plans and designs for
airport property commercial development. It doesn't hurt either to be flush with
cash, as DFW is as a result of 1 trillion cubic feet of natural gas being tapped into
under its property by Chesapeake Energy.

Denver International Airport
DIA is the United State's newest major airport, opened in 1995 in the middle of
300 square miles of mostly undeveloped open Colorado prairie. The airport
itself covers 33,000 acres (53 square miles) and is the third most spacious in the
world. The objective of its planners from the start was not just to construct a
world-class airport, but to have it drive economic development throughout its
vast surrounding airport area. A region-wide public-private consortium is
promoting and facilitating airport region development their goal is to have the
extended area full-fledged aerotropolis (“Aeropolitan” as the Partnership calls it)
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complete with office, medical, research, retail, hospitality, and entertainment,
and residential components.
With excellent highway access to downtown Denver (24 miles to the
southwest) and other growing regional economic nodes, the broad airport area is
already the home to over 300,000 residents and 184,000 workers, with an annual
payroll of over $7 billion. Exhibit 1.11 shows current and planned developments
in the DIA airport area.
Much of DIA's 33,000 acres of property are criss-crossed with eight
existing and planned taxiways and runways (including an existing runway three
miles in length) so relatively little development has actually occurred on its
property. Most is concentrated in the southern portion, home to DIA's passenger
and cargo terminals. Its huge passenger terminal provides a wide range of retail
services and restaurants and bids are just being let for a 600 room luxury hotel
connected to the terminal.
Despite being a hub for both United Airlines and Frontier Airlines and
served by all major air express carriers, DIA has had difficulty being competitive
for air cargo. In fact, over the past six years DIA's cargo tonnage has dropped
consistently from 500,000 tons in 2000 to just over 300,000 tons in 2006. Such is
not the case for passenger traffic which has risen rapidly over the past ten years
to 47 million enplanements in 2006, making the airport the fifth busiest in the
U.S. and the tenth in the world.
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Commercial development in the area near the airport, however, has not
been as fast as planners initially expected. Small clusters of hotels, retail and
offices have formed along airport corridors along with the $4.7 billion
Fitzsimmons Bioscience campus. Significant commercial developments closest to
the airport are either beginning or currently being planned. Let me describe two
that I am familiar with to give a sense of the nature of this development.
The first, known as High Point, is a 1,700 acre mixed-use commercial and
residential complex just outside the southwest boundary of the airport. High
Point will contain 10 million sq. ft. of office space, over half a million sq. ft. of
upscale retail, and a 505 room, $185 million conference resort. The 12-story
conference center, constructed of stone, stucco and glass, will be designed
“Rocky Mountain-style” with natural plateaus and rock outcroppings. In
addition, an 18 hole championship golf course will be developed at High Point
along with 1,600 houses, 1,400 of which will be “new urbanism” style multifamily row residences. Plans also include a substantial medical/educational
campus and a community civic center. Exhibit 1.12 presents the master plan for
the 1,700 acre High Point project.
The second illustrative project in the works is presently designated DIA
1287. It covers 1,287 acres directly south of DIA's cargo and air express complex
and is being planned to leverage this complex. Current plans call for the
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property to house third-party logistics, flextech, and e-commerce fulfillment
facilities, plus separate sections for retail, hospitality and offices.
There are numerous other 1,000+ acre undeveloped tracts of land
surrounding or quite near DIA that will likely be developed over the next 10 to
20 years as airport-linked commercial clusters. In fact, given that the airport area
is largely undeveloped and in the path of the Denver metropolitan area eastward
expansion, the 300 square mile DIA airport area is forecasted to grow at a rate at
least double that of the overall metropolitan area with a forecasted population of
558,000 in 2025 and a total employment base of 427,000.
Facilitating this expected expansion will be a commuter rail line
(FasTracks) connecting downtown Denver and other east Denver County
economic nodes directly to DIA's passenger terminal. FasTracks is expected to
be operational in 2014 and to provide a major boost to airport region commercial
development (see Exhibit 1.13).

Memphis International
In less than 30 years, FedEx has transformed Memphis from a sleepy mid-size
southern city into a global distribution center. It's Memphis hub is the largest,
fastest, and most connected air logistics complex in the world. In 2006, the
airport handled 3.6 million metric tons of cargo, 94% due to FedEx which
processed over 2 million packages per night on average. With 300 daily national
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international non-stop flights, the hub covers the globe. This air connectivity is
further enhanced by superior interstate highway and rail access as well as by
excellent passenger service. Northwest Airlines offers 279 daily scheduled
departures to 89 U.S. cities and to Amsterdam.
As a result of the FedEx presence, the economic impact of Memphis
International Airport is immense. According to a 2005 study by the University of
Memphis, the airport had a $22 billion impact on the metropolitan economy,
$19.5 billion resulting from air cargo activities. A total of 166,000 jobs in the
metro area are tied to the airport (40,000 employed by FedEx alone) which
constitutes over 1 in 4 jobs in the Region. Almost half of the businesses in the
Memphis area feel that their economic future is linked to the airport.
Because of the high employment multiplier effects of air express and air
cargo activities (e.g., trucking, logistics, and distribution centers, time-sensitive
assembly, repair and testing, etc.), Memphis International Airport has an
economic impact greatly disproportionate to its passenger numbers and
population base (see Exhibit 1.14). For example, while Phoenix Sky Harbor
Airport has nearly four times the annual passengers and its metropolitan
population base is three times larger than Memphis, Memphis International has
an economic impact that is 50 percent larger than Phoenix Sky Harbor airport.
A substantial aerotropolis is evolving at and around Memphis
International Airport. In addition to logistics and distribution facilities, hotels,
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office parks, retail and entertainment complexes are locating along airport
corridors. The FedEx hub has attracted major arterial clusters and strings of
logistics and distribution facilities (see Exhibits 1.15 and 1.16). These include:
• World's largest laptop computer repair depot—Solectron Repairs 5,000
laptops every night
• World's largest cornea bank—The National Eye Bank Center
• World's largest DVD distribution center—Thomson Technicolor ships
1.2 million DVDs per day (½ of DVDs purchased in the U.S.)
• Largest overnight drug testing center in the U.S.—Advanced Toxicology
runs 5,000 lab tests per night for next day delivery.
Major national distribution facilities for Flextronics, Hewlett-Packard,
Sharp, Cingular, Jabil Global, Pfizer, Baxter, GlaxoSmithKline, Medtronic, and
many others have located in Memphis largely because of the FedEx hub. Some
of these such as Sears logistics services, Hewlett-Packard, Nike, WilliamsSonoma and Thomson Technicolor operate distribution facilities that exceed two
million square feet.

Detroit Metro Airport
Detroit leadership is acutely aware that their metropolitan area is spiraling down
economically and that bold steps must be taken to overcome the likely
continuing decline in its dominant automotive manufacturing sector and other
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traditional industries. In a regional assessment of its assets to compete in the
new economy, one clearly stood out—the region's aviation connectivity.
As Northwest Airlines largest hub, Detroit Metro Airport (DTW) is the
sixth busiest airport in the U.S. in terms of takeoffs and landings, serving 145
nonstop destination in the U.S., Europe, Asia, and Latin America. Seven miles
from DTW is Willow Run Airport (Detroit's original municipal airport) that has
become a significant air cargo airport which is home to numerous charter cargo
airlines, including the U.S.'s leading on-demand heavy-lift air cargo carrier.
Airport area land-use assessments showed that just to the south of DTW
and along a major interstate highway corridor connecting DTW to Willow Run
Airport, there were 25,000 acres of undeveloped land (see Exhibit 1.17). A
public-private leadership group was formed (now called the Detroit Region
Aerotropolis Steering Committee) to encourage zoning and development plans
to leverage the two airports to attract new industry to the broader airport area
and serve as a nucleus of renewed regional economic development and business
competitiveness.
Over the past three years I have given a number of presentations to this
group on the aerotropolis concept. From these presentations, the steering
committee put together Exhibit 1.18 which illustrates how my generic model
might be adopted to specific commercial and residential land uses, including the
creation of a ring road with two aerotropolis corridors (I 94 and Ecourse Road).
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The I-94 corridor is also the main connecting highway between Ann Arbor
(home of the University of Michigan) and downtown Detroit of which the
aerotropolis region falls in-between. The Detroit Aerotropolis Steering
Committee hopes to leverage the substantial biosciences and medical device
development along the highway between the airport and Ann Arbor and the
advanced manufacturing research and development on the portion of I 94
connecting the airport to downtown Detroit.
In 2006, the University of Michigan School of Architecture and Design
along with participation from the MIT and Wharton design and business schools
conducted a Detroit Region Aerotropolis Charrette, involving over 100 faculty
and graduate students. Since pictures may each say 1,000 words, Exhibits 1.19 to
1.24 are summary renderings of the outcome of the Charette. These outcomes
include: (1) cross-jurisdictional planning with emphasis on green
space/aesthetics and building standards, especially gateways and along major
airport connecting roads, (2) clearly defined aerotropolis subareas for developing
or redeveloping with a few early successes generated, (3) aviation-themed public
art at gateways, (4) emphasis on cluster rather than strip commercial
development along airport corridors, and (5) preservation or reclamation of
green space. Where possible “new urbanism” live/work environments were
recommended to foster sense of neighborhood or community with efficient
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public transit (including regional commuter rail) to add convenience and reduce
road congestion, and define the aerotropolis core area (see Exhibit 1.24).
One of the issues that concerned the Aerotropolis leadership group was
how to overcome the image of Detroit as an unattractive, old industry “Rust
Belt” region. Most commercial development around DTW neither effectively
leveraged the connectivity the airport offered, nor was it physically attractive—
much of it being clusters of less expensive hotels and strips of conventional small
stores and service establishments (convenience, gas station, auto body shops),
with some old factories and warehouses along the connecting highways.
When 1,300 acres just south of DTW was acquired by the airport authority
and Wayne County for noise mitigation for the fifth runway, plans were drawn
up to use this as a new image-building gateway to DTW to signal Detroit's
emergence into the new 21st century economy. Designated as the Pinnacle
AeroPark, its physical layout, green space, and commercial facilities provide a
much more appealing and contemporary “front door” to the Detroit region by air
travelers (see Exhibit 1.25)
The project is designed with the physical features, site amenities, and
support services to attract and support clusters of research and high tech firms,
Class A office buildings, value-adding logistics and transformation centers as
well as exhibition, education, and meeting facilities in an aesthetically pleasing
and functionally integrated fashion. Amenities and support services proposed
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include, among others, luxury hotels, conference facilities, fitness centers, a
championship golf course, jogging and biking trails, upscale shopping,
restaurants, and a high-speed telecommunications infrastructure.
Wayne County, where Detroit is located and the initiator of the project, is
envisioning the Pinnacle as a “business location with wings” fully leveraging the
project's propinquity to Metro Airport to provide tenants and users with
excellent national and global air access. Their assumption is that time-pressed
executives and professionals whose responsibilities require frequent travel to
branch facility, partner, or client sites will have access in minutes to DTW's
passenger terminals for day and possibly even half-day business trips. Firms
who frequently bring in their clients by air for meetings, presentations or direct
service can host them with one day round trips, avoiding the costs of overnight
stays. Those clients or colleagues needing to remain for longer periods will have
available, convenient on-site amenities such as first-class hotel accommodations,
golf, fitness centers, and quality restaurants and shopping. These amenities
would also be available to international or other long-distance travelers
connecting through DTW and as an attractive “airport city” destination for local
residents.
To attract high-tech goods-processing firms, supply-chain management
and value-adding logistics service providers will be targeted. In many neweconomy industries, hours and even minutes are of critical importance to
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meeting market objectives. Examples here include medical and pharmaceutical
laboratory testing facilities, organ banks, and lost credit card reproduction, all of
which depend on rapid national and global shipping turn-around.
To appeal to today’s knowledge-workers and new economy industries,
the Pinnacle plans to blend efficient business form and function with on-site
amenities. Carefully planned and aesthetically integrated clusters of flex-tech,
research and development, clean light manufacturing, and value-adding
logistics/transformation (as opposed to big-box warehouse and distribution)
facilities will radiate from the core. These facilities, which will be developed
following covenants, restrictions, and quality construction design standards, will
have contemporary, architecturally appealing facades with buildings
interspersed with biking and pedestrian trails. The Pinnacle’s distinctive
roundabout serving as the town center, landscaped green space, and campus-like
clusters of commercial facilities will be highly visible to millions of U.S. and
international passengers flying into and out of DTW each year, acting as a
reinforcing 21st century visual complement to the new $US1.2 billion McNamara
passenger terminal that most will pass through (see Exhibit 1.26).
Numerous studies have documented that knowledge-workers and their
high tech firms frequently seek architecturally distinctive, planned campus-like
settings that are relatively self-contained and provide green space and
opportunities for active recreation. Incorporating such land use,, the Pinnacle
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hopes to set the standard for Detroit Region Aerotropolis development and go a
long way toward transforming the commercial use of the airport area. Its
planned site design, architectural features, and anticipated commercial tenants
would no doubt markedly improve the appearance of the airport area while
helping change southeastern Michigan's image from a region of traditional heavy
manufacturing to a location for high-tech firms.
In terms of commercial use, initial Pinnacle planning shows
approximately 25 million square feet (576 acres) devoted to “flex tech” buildings
that will enable customized allocation and periodic reallocation of
administration, research, laboratory testing, engineering, production, and
materials processing either under one roof or in one concentrated area.
Approximately 4.7 million square feet (109 acres) are allocated for value adding
logistics/transformation facilities that conduct supply chain management,
kitting, sequencing, reconfiguration as well as information technology functions
for tracing and tracking goods flows around the world. There are also 3.6 million
square feet (83 acres) allocated for commercial development, and 2.9 million
square feet for Class A offices. The remaining acres are designated for
landscaped open space, recreation, and rights-of-way (see Exhibit 1.27).
At full development, phased over an estimated 15-year time-frame, the
Pinnacle is expected to generate approximately 25,000 full-time jobs, including
13,000 in office, research, and technology, 7,500 in logistics, and 4,300 in
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retail/commercial. It is anticipated that this project will evolve into the central
business district (or airport city) of the broader Detroit Region Aerotropolis.

Asia's Airport Cities and Aerotropolises
Asia is leading the way in airport city and aerotropolis development. One key
reason is that their airports are newer with many constructed on greenfield sites.
This enables officials to design and develop them and their surrounding areas
consistent with the new roles of airports in the regional and global economy.
Many newer Asian airports were also be planned by powerful government
bodies that simultaneously control the development process of the airport and its
environs with few social or environmental constraints. Below, I elaborate the
commercial components of three leading examples: Hong Kong International,
South Korea's Incheon, and Singapore Changi.

Hong Kong International Airport
Hong Kong International Airport (HKIA) is an exemplary airport city and
aerotropolis in evolution. Its 1,258 hectare (2,700 acre) site was created in the
mid-1990s by leveling two small islands and reclaiming land from the sea. The
airport opened in July 1998 with a total project cost of US$20 billion, including a
26 mile multi-lane expressway and modern airport express train to both
Kowloon and Hong Kong Island.
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Three commercial districts adjacent to or near HKIA’s terminal and
runways are well along in development (see Exhibit 1.28). The 70 acre South
Commercial District is composed of logistics facilities, including (1) Tradeport
Hong Kong Ltd., constructed and operated by an international consortium of
Asia and European Partners, (2) HACTL’s Super Terminal 1 (the world’s largest
stand-alone air-cargo and air-express facility with a gross area of 2.7 million sq.
ft), (3) the 2 million sq. ft. Asia Air Freight Terminal, and (4) a 1.4 million sq. ft.
mixed-use freight-forwarding warehousing and office complex. DHL recently
opened its Asia air express hub in this zone, as well, with Cathay City (a major
aviation-linked office complex) developing nearby, (see Exhibit 1.29 showing
Cathay City under construction next to the HACTL super cargo terminal and
Tung Chung New Town in the background).
The 52 acre East Commercial District is being developed as an office park.
It will have gross floor area of 3 million sq. ft. targeted to regional corporate
offices and air travel-intensive professionals. The 125 acre North Commercial
District is the Airport City’s signature development zone, known as SkyCity.
The 10 million sq. ft. commercial development is adjacent to the passenger
terminal and served by the airport express train. SkyCity’s master planner,
Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, designed it as a commercial destination for
working, shopping, meeting and trading (see Exhibit 1.30).
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SkyCity’s first phase opened in late 2006 and contains SkyPlaza, a
multipurpose commercial complex connected to the passenger terminal and the
airport express train station. The lower floors of SkyPlaza provide a 300,000 sq.
ft. retail center, including an IMAX 3D theater (see Exhibit 1.31). Above this
podium is class A office space with a total gross floor area of another 300,000
square feet.
SkyCity’s first phase development also includes a 2 million sq. ft.
international exhibition center (Asia World Expo) with full-time trade rep offices,
a China cross-boundary ferry terminal, a 600-room hotel, and a 9-hole golf course
that will go commercial in future phases (see Exhibit 1.32). These future phases
will consist of a business park, hotels, and leisure and entertainment facilities
developed in a pedestrian friendly and public-transit integrated way (see
Exhibits 1.33 and 1.34). Another 500-room hotel opened last year adjacent to
HKIA's passenger terminal, which houses 30 high-end clothing designer shops
along with over 100 other retail, food and beverage, and service outlets.
SkyCity will be the multimodal Central Business District of a far reaching
Hong Kong Aerotropolis. In addition to its Hong Kong Island and Kowloon
connections, it will be linked by the express train and highway to the nearby
Disney Theme Park that also opened on the airport’s island in 2006, about 10
minutes from the SkyCity (see Exhibit 1.35). The airport express train connects
as well within 5 minutes to Tung Chung, a massive new town housing 45,000
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airport workers and their families, complete with schools, churches, shopping
and medical facilities (shown in Exhibit 1.29).
SkyCity is also well connected through high-speed turbo jet ferries to the
economically booming Pearl River Delta in southern coastal China. These highspeed ferries shuttle passengers, shoppers, workers, and tourists back and forth
between SkyCity and key Delta locations in 30 to 45 minutes. Such connectivity
to the mainland also exists from the South Commercial District where logistics
ferries link the District to the Delta’s main manufacturing centers, shuttling parts
and finished goods back and forth between the airport and the mainland.
Further integrating HKIA with both Hong Kong and the Delta will be a
new expressway and rail bridge and tunnel linking Hong Kong to Macau and
Zhuhai on the mainland. This combination express/rail bridge is planned to
connect through the airport island (Lantau). It will not only enhance SkyCity’s
role as a destination for shoppers, tourists, traders and other business people
from Hong Kong and Mainland China but also solidify HKIA’s role as the
multimodal nexus of a highly expansive and growing Hong Kong Aerotropolis.

Incheon: Korea’s Air City
Perhaps the most ambitious effort to develop an airport city and Aerotropolis is
taking place around South Korea’s six years old Incheon International Airport.
At its core is Air City, a set of multimodal commercial complexes being
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developed with all the features of a modern metropolitan center: retail areas,
office buildings, logistics and high-tech assembly facilities, ICT functions and
leisure activities, a conference and exhibition center, as well as a mixed-use new
town. Elaborate expressways, bridges and tunnels connect the airport to Seoul
(42 miles to the North) and to nearby islands, the latter forming an expansive
commercial and residential complex. A high-speed commuter rail line between
downtown Seoul and Incheon International Airport is under construction.
The airport property (15,000 acres) is considerably larger than most in
Asia. Opened in March 2001, Incheon was immediately among Asia’s major
airports in passengers and cargo. Its current master plan (with a 15-year
horizon) has commercial and residential development evolving through three
phases, creating an ever broadening and deepening urban expanse (see Exhibit
1.36). The first phase (already complete) is an Airport Support Community
consisting of airport-related industries (primarily logistics), commercial services,
and housing for airport area employees and their families, which total 100,000.
The second phase (in process) involves expanding (both spatially and
functionally) the Airport Support Community while transforming it into an
International Business City. Around the airport, a 360 acre international business
center composed of four office complexes, a shopping mall, convention and
exhibition facility and two five-star hotels opened this year.
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An additional 220 acre commercial project under development is the
Airport Free Zone. This international logistics and manufacturing zone became
fully operational in 2006. Both the International Business Center and Airport
Free Zone are planned to double in space in the coming five years with the
population of Air City doubling, as well, to 200,000.
The third and most ambitious stage (The International Free Trade City) is
a full-blown aerotropolis tied together by an extended international free
enterprise zone (IFEZ). The IFEZ will encompass three islands, connected by
expressway bridges (man-made Songdo and Cheongra, along with Yeongjong
where the airport is located). A pivotal component in the Republic of Korea’s
plan to transform the country into the commercial and trading center of
Northeast Asia, IFEZ is being promoted as “Pentaport”—a combined airport,
business port, seaport, teleport, and leisure port.
The greater Incheon Aerotropolis has dual urban growth poles. The first,
Yeongjong Island, is its Air City, with development around the airport focusing
on aviation-oriented office functions, hotel, trade and exhibition facilities,
logistics, and tourism and leisure activities (see Exhibit 1.37). Two of the largest
are a 384-acre water park and a 250-acre fashion island immediately south of the
airport. The latter, being developed at a cost of $1 billion, is planned to be the
fashion mecca of Asia with state-of-the-art luxury outlets, hotels, and exhibition
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space (see Exhibit 1.38). Universal Studios just recently announced it will be
constructing a US$2 billion entertainment complex next to the airport
Songdo Island will host the aerotropolis’ second urban growth pole, New
Songdo City, being created from scratch entirely on reclaimed land by Gale
International of New York City and Posco (South Korea's largest steel producer)
in partnership with the Korean Government with financing through Morgan
Stanley, the World Bank, ABN Amro and Kookmin Bank. This 1,500 acre, US$30
billion project is the largest private development project currently underway in
the world. At full build-out in 2016, New Songdo City will have over 15 million
square feet of office and commercial space, more than 9,000 residences (mostly
condominium and town houses), a convention center, a cultural center, a central
park greenway, an 18-hole golf course designed by Jack Nicklaus, a state-of-theart medical facility, and an international school for children of expatriate workers
being planned by Harvard (see Exhibit 1.39).
Phase I of this mega-project commenced in 2005 and will include a 1
million sq. ft. retail complex, a 1,000 room hotel, a 65-story trade center, and 2,360
homes by the end of 2008. As an incentive to its developers, the Korean
government has agreed to construct a six-mile, six-lane bridge from New Songdo
City directly to Incheon International Airport and provide all utilities.
From the start of Air City crossing the airport property line to the
development of New Songdo City six miles away, the Korean government is
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actively soliciting private-sector participation and foreign investment. Tax
holidays and other generous financial incentives along with the provision of
extensive infrastructure throughout the greater Incheon airport region are likely
to catalyze considerably more private-sector development throughout this
emerging Korean Aerotropolis.

Singapore Changi International Airport
Since commencing operation in 1981, Singapore Changi, 16 miles from
downtown Singapore, has been considered among the most efficient and
aesthetically pleasing airports in the world. The opening of its upscale Terminal
2 in 1991 positioned Changi as an Asian leader in infusing passenger facilities
with modern retail and service functions. The Civil Aviation Authority of
Singapore (CAAS) has invested continuously to upgrade its two terminals and
establish them as commercial and leisure nodes of a relatively compact Changi
Airport City. A third terminal (Terminal 3), costing $1.8 billion, is scheduled to
opened in January 2008, consisting of an even more extensive array of
commercial and leisure services, along with major “green” areas such as a
butterfly park.
Branding Singapore and providing a memorable experience to airport
users are key objectives to the ongoing modernization of the passenger terminals.
More than 150 retail outlets, many with Singapore or S.E. Asia themes, line
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Changi’s concourses in a free-flow manner. Artwork and waterfalls exhibit a
sense of local history and natural beauty. Coffee shops and food outlets also
provide a local flavor, modeled after the facades of 1960s Chinatown, while
restaurants have open kitchens where passengers can observe cooks preparing
Singaporean dishes along with a variety of other international cuisines.
At the same time, Changi’s passenger terminals are state-of-the-art
technologically and in service amenities. They were among the world’s first to
offer Wi-Fi access to passengers with laptops and high-quality surround sound
lounge seats with plasma and liquid crystal video equipment. Small group
movie theaters, sports and news viewing lounges, in-transit passenger sleeping,
massage and shower facilities, along with health and fitness clubs round-out
terminal commercial amenities. Passengers with a 5-hour layover can even take
a 2 ½-hour off-airport tour, including the downtown financial district and a bum
boat ride on the Singapore River. More than 60 percent of the airport’s revenues
come from non-aeronautical activities.
The limited amount of land surrounding Changi’s 2,600 acre airport
property has constrained landside commercial development. Connectivity to
downtown Singapore has therefore been enhanced by a newly opened subway
line that transfers travelers to the airport in about 20 minutes and a beautified
tropical expressway with excellent taxi service between the airport and the
downtown. The airport, airport expressway, and downtown are pristine, giving
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visiting business people and tourists a highly favorable impression of the
Singapore city-state, a factor often noted in attracting international corporations.
To spice up its sometimes staid image, a large casino, hotel and entertainment
cluster is being constructed on reclaimed land near the expressway and close to
downtown.
As one of Asia’s leading tradeports, logistics is big business in Singapore,
accounting for 7 percent of the nation’s GDP. In 2001, CAAS along with
Singapore’s Economic Development Board and the local government authority
created a 60 acre Free Trade Zone at the airport. Known as Airport Logistics
Park of Singapore (ALPS), the zone has been developed to house value-adding
third-party logistics providers, firms involved in assembling high-tech products,
and e-commerce fulfillment. With direct airfield access, a considerable number
of the world’s top logistics firms already have located in the zone, most in multistory facilities, given the airport’s limited developable land.
The airport is minutes away from large wafer fabrication and disk-drive
manufacturing facilities that rely on Changi’s sophisticated and rapid
international air cargo handling. Reclaimed open land lies to the east of the
airport and to the west is an industrial park with an aeronautical focus.
Aggressive wide-lane highway development ensures that all of
Singapore’s industrial, office, hotel and exhibition space is in quick and easy
access to the airport. The most distant industrial estate, for example, is still
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within 40 minutes of Changi. Because of the great importance of international air
passengers and air cargo for Singapore’s economy, Changi has become the
pivotal transportation node in what is essentially an island-wide aerotropolis.

European Airport City and Aerotropolis Experiences
Europe has been a pioneer in the airport city model, with Amsterdam Schiphol
first introducing this approach to airport and airport area development over 20
years ago. Others have followed and are beginning to expand their airport cities
into full fledged aerotropolises. Here I describe Amsterdam Schiphol and
Frankfurt as exemplary.

Amsterdam Schiphol
Amsterdam Schiphol is the leading European airport city and is clearly driving a
greater Aerotropolis. Its grounds employ 62,000 people daily—far more than the
50,000 resident criteria to attain metropolitan central city status in the U.S. Two
major expressways link the airport to downtown Amsterdam and the broader
urban area. A modern train station, directly under the air terminal, efficiently
connects travelers to the city center and the rest of the Netherlands.
Schiphol’s passenger terminal, incorporating modern retail plaza design
elements, contains expansive, well-appointed shopping and entertainment
arcades accessible both to travelers and the general public. By combining
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terminal design with mall design, Schiphol has substantially increased revenues
through concession rents and passenger purchases. In fact, the airport often
attracts Amsterdam residents who come to shop and relax in its public section,
especially on Sundays when most city retail stores are closed. Schiphol's
terminal even has a a branch of the Rijksmuseum where passengers can view
famous Dutch Masters' paintings.
A 100,000 sq. ft. multimedia aviation theme park (Dreamport Schiphol) is
being developed on the terraces of Schiphol terminal. Partnering and cobranding with KLM and Boeing, Dreamport Schiphol will highlight aviation
progress and be a leisure experience for travelers and airport visitors.
Directly across from Schiphol’s passenger terminal is the 4 million sq. ft.
World Trade Center with meeting and commercial facilities and regional
headquarters of such firms as Thomson-CFS and Unilever. A Sheraton and a
Hilton hotel adjoin this complex (Exhibit 1.40). Surrounding Schiphol (near the
airport fence) are large tracts of land being developed for office, leisure, light
industrial, and logistics purposes (see Exhibit 1.41). These include Schiphol
South-East and Schiphol Logistics Park for cargo distribution and 3PLs; Anthony
Fokker Business Park and Schiphol Eizenhof with 1.4 million sq. ft. and 1.8
million sq. ft. of offices, respectively; Schiphol-Rijk for time-sensitive light
industrial and the Schiphol Golf and Business Center for sports, golf and leisure
activities that are to complement a corporate office campus on the site.
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Providing further logistical advantage, the A4 and A9 high-speed
motorways are both within a mile and a half of the airport center. Radiating
from Schiphol along these motorways are strings and clusters of business parks,
logistics parks, high-tech industrial parks, distribution centers, information and
telecommunication complexes, and wholesale merchandise marts such as the
famous Aalsmeer Flower Auction Market—all of which are airport-intensive
users. Exhibit 1.42 illustrates the synergies between Schiphol's Airport City and
its broader regional Aerotropolis.
An excellent example of airport-Aerotropolis development synergy is
Amsterdam Zuidas within a southern reaches of the city of Amsterdam, about
six minutes by airport expressway or airport express train to Schiphol's
passenger terminal. Zuidas is a 21st century airport “edge city” containing over
10 million sq. ft. of class A office space and retail, along with a large mixed-use
commuter rail terminal with a World Trade Center above it. This airport edge
city is the home of the world headquarters of both ABN Amro and ING banks
and numerous regional corporate headquarters that heavily rely on Schiphol
airport. In good measure because of the airport and its multimodal commercial
mix, over 1,000 international companies have chosen the Amsterdam region as a
place to invest and create jobs, many of which located in downtown Amsterdam,
not just Zuidas.
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Schiphol's experience illustrates that as the aerotropolis forms and
evolves, it is a reinforcer of downtown investment and business vitality, rather
than a competitor. We have seen this in Asia (Hong Kong, Singapore, etc.), the
U.S. (Atlanta, Chicago, Miami, etc.) and throughout Europe.
As one concrete U.S. example, Boeing located its world corporate
headquarters in downtown Chicago, rather than the O'Hare area, even though
most of its commercial activities it deals with, including the headquarters of
United Airlines, are in the immediate airport area.
Yet, the airport area (if properly developed and maintained) has become
so attractive to office and time-sensitive industries that it often commands the
highest commercial rents in the metropolitan region. This can be seen in Exhibits
1.43 and 1.44 which present the office rents (Eu/m2/yr) and industrial rents for
2006 in the immediate Schiphol area compared to those of Amsterdam city center
and other outlying locations. In fact, research on industrial rents around the
globe show that the highest are found adjacent to London's Heathrow airport.

Frankfurt International Airport
Fraport, as it is known, is the most international hub in the world with 129
different scheduled airlines flying to 304 destinations in 112 countries. Every
single day the airport handles over 140,000 passengers (54% of whom are
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transfers), 40,000 meters and greeters, 6,000 metric tones of cargo, 1,300 aircraft
and 380 terminal-linked passenger trains (both short and long-distance).
Its international hub status brings in tens of millions foreign passengers
annually who eat, shop, and other participate in Fraport's upscale street-scapes
of commercial establishments. These include 17 duty-free shops, 97 specialty
retail stores, 52 food and beverage establishments, and 44 service establishments
including a medical clinic serving 36,000 patients annually and a casino.
Together, these terminal retail and services facilities brought Fraport over
US$200 million in profit in 2006.
Because Fraport is surrounded by protected green areas on the one side
and noise-sensitive communities on the other, it has been constrained in its
outward growth. Fraport management has therefore had to be innovative in its
approach to airport city development. They have followed a strategy of
commercial development based on the principles of best use and highest value,
maintaining top international standards
Connected by pedestrian walkways to Terminals 1 and 2, respectively, are
Frankfurt Airport Center 1 and 2. These 1 million+ sq. ft. complexes contain
offices, banks, a 1,008-room Sheraton convention hotel with a 1,400-person
congress center and an executive tower with all business services. The two
airport centers office complexes are targeted to companies engaged in aviation
and tourist-related businesses as well as for business meetings and trade shows.
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They are less than a five minute walk from the public section of the airport's
terminals and to the local and regional commuter rail station under Terminal 2 as
well as to the long-distance ICE train station with 174 daily connections
throughout Germany and western Europe.
The Airrail Center Frankfort, currently under construction, above the
airport's long-distance train station is a nine story complex more than two
football fields long (see Exhibit 1.45). With covered pedestrian access to
Terminal 1, it comprises nearly 2 million sq. ft. of class A office space, high-end
retail, restaurants of all types, a wellness center and a Hilton Hotel with
conference facilities. Airrail Center is scheduled to open in late 2008.
Not far from Airrail Center is a development just getting underway called
Gateway Gardens (see Exhibit 1.46). This 3.5 million sq. ft. project is being
position as a management hub and civic plaza for international business.
Designed with cutting-edge architectural style Gateway Gardens will offer trendsetting corporate office buildings, hotels, restaurants and entertainment facilities
with “new urbanism” civic plazas and a central park (see Exhibits 1.47 and 1.48).
In addition to business offices and their supporting urban services, an
International Trade Center with meeting and conference facilities is planned.
Development, which is being financed through a public-private partnership
including Fraport, is expected to be market-driven and incremental, commencing
this year through projected build out in 2016.
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The third major development, near the other end of the airport, is a 240
acre mixed-use project called the Mönchhof site. This site will be adapted to a
range of commercial facilities from logistics companies to large-scale retailers to
airport-related enterprises and is being led by the real estate division of Fraport.
Like Gateway Gardens, quality construction and aesthetics will be emphasized at
the Mönchhof site.

Dubai : United Arab Emirates
The leaders of Dubai have been visionary in their use of air commerce to foster
investment and development in the emirate. Recognizing that the emirate’s
position halfway between Asia and Europe could make it an important transit
point for passenger and cargo traffic, a decision was made in the mid-1980s to
fully liberalize its air cargo and passenger access for development purposes.
This put air cargo at Dubai International Airport on a rapid trajectory. By
1998, the airport was handling 300,000 tons annually in its Cargo Village, with
another 120,000 tons flowing through temporary areas. Dubai’s air cargo has
continued its rapid trajectory in recent years to 1.5 million tons in 2006, up from
940,000 tons in 2003. With cargo growth at the airport continuing at a breakneck
pace, new facilities have followed suit. The first phase of a Mega Cargo Terminal
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with annual capacity in 2018 expected to be 5 million tons has been completed
along with a state-of-the-art fresh flower facility.
Dubai’s airport is within a free trade zone, which makes it even more
attractive to companies looking to invest in the emirate. The Dubai Airport Free
Zone (DAFZ) has 1.2 million square meters of space for offices, warehouses and
distribution centers and manufacturing plants. Its benefits, including 100 percent
foreign ownership of companies in the Zone, tax-free status for up to 30 years
and no personal income tax, are designed to attract those companies producing
high value-to-weight goods and shipping them by air. There are over 330
companies in the DAFZ, including Bang & Olufsen, Boeing, Chanel, Diageo,
Johnson & Johnson, LVMH, Mitsubishi, Caterpillar, Porsche, Rolls Royce and
Wyeth Pharmaceuticals.
So successful has development been at and around Dubai International
Airport, that the emirate’s leaders are currently constructing a second massive
airport complex 10 years earlier than planned. The new Dubai World Central
Airport (JXB), whose first phase will open in 2008, will be an example of the
Airport City/Aerotropolis model. It will include planned clusters of industries
in logistics, high technology, financial services and tourism whose needs are
served by aviation. The entire Aerotropolis complex, when fully built out, will
cover 140 square kilometers (54 square miles), including an airport operating
area composed of six parallel runways and three passengers terminals with
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extensive shopping and entertainment arcades. The first commercial zone will
be Dubai Logistics City, located adjacent to the airport operating area and next to
the Jebel Ali Free Zone.
A fully-integrated multimodal platform covering nearly 10 square miles,
Dubai Logistics City (DLC) is designed to eventually support an annual air cargo
capacity of 12 million tons annually—over three times that of the current world
leader, Memphis (3.7 million tons in 2006). DLC will also operate as a free trade
zone and offer the complete complement of logistics, transportation and supply
chain management services. An express light rail system and dedicated road
network will link DLC to Dubai International Airport 40 kilometers away via a
special customs-bonded highway and railway.
Dubai Logistics City tenants will include light manufacturers and
assemblers, importers, exporters, freight forwarders, third-party logistics
providers and other companies requiring air cargo services and complex supplychain management. By January 2008, more than 100 regional and international
operators had reserved in excess of 30 million square feet of DLC land, including
such logistics heavyweights and Kuehne + Nagle, Danzas, and Panalpina.
In DLC, logistics service providers can operate (1) within flexible shared
facilities, such as DLC shared forwarder warehouses and offices, (2) within selfbuilt or turnkey multi-client facilities on a DLC long-term lease, providing largescale multimodal and logistics services, (3)within facilities dedicated to contract
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logistics services defined by key customers, or (4) a combination of the above
scenarios.
DLC tenants will also benefit from a custom-designed, dedicated road
system that separates professional cargo flows from public traffic, exclusive
access to terminal facilities and the freedom to choose whether to break and
build air pallets in-house or to outsource handling to third-party service
providers.
DCL is thus designed as a highly efficient location for logistics service
providers to meet their local and regional business needs. Air cargo from the
existing Dubai International Airport will be linked to DLC via a bonded and
professionally operated shuttle service. This scheduled resource will operate
round-the-clock, several times an hour, delivering cargo directly to the heart of
the DLC business community.
In addition to logistics and distribution service providers, Dubai Logistics
City is targeting manufacturers and supplies of high-tech and electronics,
pharmaceuticals, health care and life sciences, consumer goods and fashion,
spare parts and after-sales services, and disaster relief aid facilities.
Tenants can build their own customized facilities on DLC land under
long-term lease and establish dedicated operations, such as distribution centers
and regional head offices to manage their core business. Alternatively, tenants
can establish themselves in advanced business units provided by DLC such as
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distribution centers, light industrial units and offices. Operations can also be
outsourced to contract logistics companies and even manufacturers.
Along with Dubai Logistics City, other airport city components of Dubai
World Central will include (1) Commercial City which will Dubai World
Central's business and financial hub with more than 85 towers ranging from six
to seventy-five stories in height and expected to employ around 130,000 people,
along with up to twenty-five hotels, ranging from three-star to five-star deluxe,
(2) Enterprise Park targeting advanced materials manufacturing and the home of
research institutions, conference venues, pavilions, and a medium-size science
park with its own specialized university, and (3) Residential City to house up to
250,000 people in a mix of two-story villas and luxury apartments in blocks
reaching up to twenty-four stories in height. Residential City will also include
three hotels, an international school, medical facilities, and a large shopping mall.
Exhibit 1.49 is a rendering of Dubai World Central International Airport
and its adjacent airport cities. Scheduled build-out is 2017; exceptionally fast by
world standards, but not by Dubai's construction and implementation standards.
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Smaller Air Logistics Hub/Aerotropolises

Ontario, California
Commercial growth surrounding Southern California’s Ontario Airport—an
emerging air logistics hub that cornerstones a major urban complex 35 miles east
of Los Angeles—offers an excellent contemporary illustration of multi-modal
logistics and aerotropolis development synergies. The airport (recently renamed
LA/Ontario International Airport) is at the nexus of major east-west and northsouth interstate highways I-10 and I-15, with the Burlington Northern–Santa Fe
intermodal rail yards nearby. The ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach are
connected by interstate highways and rail lines. Between 2000 and 2006, over 60
million square feet of warehouse, distribution, and light industrial space were
added adjacent to the airport and along Interstates 10 and 15 radiating out from
it, led by e-commerce fulfillment and distribution facilities ranging up to 1
million square feet in floor space. With commercial clusters rapidly developing
around the airport and outward along I-10 and I-15, Ontario is emerging into a
full-fledged aerotropolis.
Enhancing Ontario’s air logistics and aerotropolis development is the
growth of air express transportation services at and around Ontario Airport.
During 2006, UPS, whose west coast regional hub is at Ontario Airport, handled
over 700 million pounds of freight while FedEx carried over 100 million pounds.
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This express service was boosted by another 100 million combined pounds
carried by BAX Global, Menlo Worldwide and Airborne (now DHL/ABX)
Express. Ontario’s development as a regional air express airport has greatly
contributed to making its broader “Inland Empire” area one of the fastest
growing employment regions in the United States, where tens of thousands of
jobs are being created annually.

Alliance, Texas
Another U.S. regional air express airport/aerotropolis example is Fort Worth
(Texas) Alliance Airport, where 15,000 acres span two counties and include
portions of four cities. Promoted as the nation’s first industrial airport by Ross
Perot’s company, development began in 1988 with the objective of serving
business and commercial users rather than passengers. From the beginning,
multi-modality was emphasized, especially quick and efficient access to regional
and national markets via interstate highways and intermodal rail connections. A
major development driver was put in place in 1997 when FedEx opened its
southwest regional hub at Alliance. Since then, over 100 major companies (33
from the Global 500 largest) have located at and around Alliance; such as AT&T,
Nokia, BFGoodrich Aerospace, Bell Helicopters, Gulfstream, Zenith Electronics,
Nestle Distribution, and Dell Inc. Alliance offers a Foreign Trade Zone, an
enterprise zone with further city and state incentives, a world trade center, state-
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of-the-art fiber optics and telecommunications, and a special inventory tax
exemption, as well as efficient U.S. customs services.
As a result of its wide variety of present and expected future tenants and
users, such as time-sensitive manufacturers and distributors, third-party logistics
providers, retailers, international firms and aviation-related companies, Alliance
is partitioned into geographic sectors geared to different tenant needs and
requirements. These developments include:
• Alliance Center, a 2,600-acre high-density business complex that encircles
the airport and is geared primarily towards aviation-related enterprises
that require direct taxiway access.
• Alliance Commerce Center, a 300-acre business park for manufacturing
and high-tech firms, which has served as a starting point for several
small and mid-sized companies that have expanded into larger facilities
throughout Alliance.
• Alliance Air Trade Center, a 52-acre air cargo development with direct
access to the Alliance Airport runway system, direct access to Interstate
35W, and nearly adjacent to the BNSF intermodal facility. It has over
250,000 square feet of warehouse space available for intermodal cargo
and international air freight companies.
• Alliance Gateway, a 2,400-acre distribution, manufacturing and office
sector which provides parcels of land for constructing large-scale
facilities such as warehouses and is designed to accommodate large
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distribution and industrial firms. It also has convenient access to
Dallas/Fort Worth International Airport via State Highway 170.
• Alliance Advanced Technology Center, a 1,400-acre complex that is
becoming one of the nation’s premier technology hubs for major
companies from around the world.
• Heritage Reserve at Alliance, which is integrated into a woodlands
greenbelt and offers locations for research and development facilities in
a natural setting.
• Westport at Alliance, a 1,500-acre industrial and distribution sector
located directly adjacent to Burlington Northern Santa Fe Railway’s
main north/south line and Intermodal Center. It caters to shippers
needing rail access and other multi-modal transportation options.
• Alliance Crossing, a 170-acre retail complex that is designed to
accommodate retailers, restaurants and other service-oriented firms
needed to service the areas increasing population base as well as
employees and visitors of Alliance.
Alliance’s commercial success has been attributed to its excellent multimodality, a variety of economic incentives it provides to tenants, its attracting a
substantial number of third-party logistics (3PL) providers who offer
manufacturers, distributors and retail shippers with value-added services
including packaging, labeling, inventory management, transportation and
transportation tracking as well as returns management. Alliance also provides
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educational and technical training facilities for companies located at its complex,
including conference and teleconference facilities.
All firm recruitment and real estate development is managed by a private
company, Hillwood Development. Of the $4.8 billion invested in Alliance thus
far, 97 percent has been from private sources. According to the Alliance website,
this translates into over 20,000 permanent jobs at the complex and $150 million
annually in local property taxes generated.

Southern California Logistics Airport
An effort to create an air cargo/industrial airport that has faced challenges is
Southern California Logistics Airport (SCLA) located at the former George Air
Force Base in Victorville approximately 100 miles northeast of Los Angeles. The
private developer of SCLA, Sterling Enterprise, has entitled 64 million square
feet for commercial and industrial development. Thus far, the firm has leased
out 1 million square feet to air cargo and logistics providers, as well as for
distribution facilities of major companies such as Boeing and General Electric.
The former air base has faced a number of barriers. It is considered too
isolated for air express activity and its local industrial base is not strong enough
to provide sufficient origin and destination air cargo. There is also intense
competition from other nearby “Inland Empire” airports, including Ontario, San
Bernardino, and March Air Base. Los Angeles International and Ontario have a
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solid grip on freight forwarders, who are reluctant to move to SCLA, despite its
cost advantages and major incentives provided. Since freight forwarders account
for the vast majority of traditional (non-express) air cargo, this has proven to be a
liability that SCLA has yet to overcome.

Subic Bay, Philippines
In the prior section, I noted how establishing the FedEx regional hub at Subic Bay
accelerated the development of the area around it. Within months of the opening
of the regional hub in 1995 with only 15 daily flights, substantial investment in
time-sensitive industries began flowing into industrial parks at and around the
air express hub. As the FedEx hub expanded, many more firms were attracted to
the airport area. These included, among numerous others, South Korea's Anam
Group, one of the world's largest producers of computer chips. Anam invested
US$400 million in its Subic Bay plant that now turns out 50 million chips per
month, equivalent to nearly half the production of South Korea. Also from South
Korea, Poongsan constructed a $100 million facility to make components for chip
boards. Taiwan's Wistron (Acer's manufacturing subsidiary/spin-off) was
attracted to Subic Bay's fast-cycle logistics and rapid response distribution time,
investing $120 million in its computer assembly facility there. Other major
microelectronics firms, such as Taiwan's TEMIC Semiconductor, Japan's Omran,
and U.S.A.'s Sanjo Allow, were attracted to Subic Bay for the same reason.
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Between 1995 and 2005, more than 200 firms located around the airport,
constituting US$2.5 billion in commercial investments. During the same period,
as stated previously, exports increased from US$24 million annually to over
US$1.3 billion annually, while airport-linked employment grew to 56,400. Closer
to Manila, the UPS regional air hub at the former Clark Air Base (now known as
the Clark Aerotropolis) is having a similar impact, drawing time-sensitive
manufacturing and fulfillment centers from throughout Asia as well as call
centers and ICT activities.

Europe: Vatry and Frankfurt Hahn
I have already described the evolution of an Aerotropolis around Amsterdam’s
Schiphol Airport and development at Frankfurt International Airport.
Considerable airport-driven commercial development is likewise occurring
around Paris’ Charles de Gaulle Airport and London’s Heathrow, the latter
exhibiting the most expensive industrial space in the world.
There are also a number of smaller cargo-oriented airports using air
logistics to attract industry. These include Vatry Cargo Airport in the
Champagne Region of France, about 100 miles north of Paris. It has been trying
to position itself as a logistics hub and third airport of the greater Paris Region.
Vatry commenced operations in March 2000 following a seven million euro
investment by local authorities and advertised itself as “the first multimodal
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100% cargo center in Europe.” In 2002, Vatry handled 6,100 tons of freight and
had a total of 10,300 aircraft movements. It is near the center of major trucking in
Europe linked to the French motorway network (A26 and A4). Prologis, a major
U.S. real estate investment trust focusing on logistics and distribution centers is
building a substantial complex at Vatry. Overall, development at Vatry has been
slower than many anticipated with the primary reason given as its distance from
Paris and paucity of freight forwarders and third party logistics providers (3PLs)
in the vicinity.
A growing cargo and passenger airport in Germany is at Hahn, about 100
miles from Frankfurt. This former U.S. airbase has consistently raised its freight
tonnage from just 5,500 tons in 1997 when it opened to over 150,000 tons in 2006.
Frankfurt AG (FraPort) has taken a major equity stake (73%) in Hahn and the
airport has been renamed Frankfurt-Hahn.
A number of 3 PLs are active at Frankfurt-Hahn. The airport features a
five-lane road feeder system with integrated truck cross-docking facilities along
with complete logistics services including all documentation and processing of
special cargo. The airport also features 24/7 operation and is the German base of
a number of air cargo charter companies, including the Western European hub of
Volga-Dnepr Heavy Lift. It likewise serves as the European hub for Antonov
(Russia) and as the German base for low-cost passenger carrier Ryanair.
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Frankfurt-Hahn received a major boost in September 2004 when British
Airways commenced weekly B747F flights to Johannesburg, Africa and Hong
Kong. In November 2005, it added two more weekly flights to Hong Kong.
Russia’s Aeroflot has also made Hahn its European cargo hub with four DC10Fs
stationed there currently offering 12 weekly fights to Moscow, Beijing, Shanghai,
and Tokyo. Scheduled cargo flights are also now offered by Egypt Air, Air
Armenia, Iran Air, Turkey’s MNG Airlines, and Royal Jordanian.
Hahn’s success in attracting air cargo companies, which is driving nearby
airport-linked industrial development, is due to its fast and efficient cargo
handling and lower costs compared to Frankfurt International Airport and other
large European airports. Hahn also has the advantage of being located within
four to six hours trucking time of major European markets.
Once Hahn’s air cargo traffic began to boost airport-related industrial
development, additional air passenger demand was created. Annual passenger
traffic expanded from just 29,000 in 1998 to 1.5 million in 2002, to 2.8 million
passengers in 2004, and on up to 3.7 million passengers in 2006. Although much
of this passenger growth resulted from Irish low-cost carrier RyanAir
establishing Hahn as its German hub, a number of other new European carriers
have started passenger service at Hahn, as well, over the past three years.
With both cargo and passenger demand at Frankfurt Hahn soaring, in
2004 the German state of Hesse took a 17.5 percent stake in the airport (leaving
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Fraport with a 65 percent majority share) with the other 17.5 percent share held
by the state of Rhineland-Palatinate. These three shareholds have committed
themselves to investing 42 million Euros from 2005 to 2009 to improve airport
infrastructure and further expand cargo and passenger capacity.

V. DIAL/HIAL Aerotropolis Potential: Credibility,
Viability, and Transferability of Successful Experiences
from around the Globe
This introductory chapter presented the competitive rationale and business case
for Delhi and Hyderabad Aerotropolises, including a discussion of fey
commercial components of the Aerotropolises around the world and their
economic impacts. It is also provided a benchmarking assessment of sorts to see
how IGIA and RGIA stack up with respect to existing and planned commercial
development at and around selected international airports which are following
Airport City and Aerotropolis models. I will now briefly discuss DIAL and
HIAL Aerotropolis potential beginning with Delhi. The next three chapters will
specify in some detail how they can achieve their full potential.
In terms of Aerotropolis comparability, Delhi International Airport is not
a Dubai, Hong Kong International, or Incheon where 21st century global megahubs and surrounding development were planned and implemented on a blank
canvas with autocratic, top-down government decision-making and few
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environmental or social factors considered. Nor does DIAL have the nearly
10,000 developable acres of a Dallas-Fort Worth or Denver with massive amounts
of open land surrounding it.
DIAL is more like Detroit or Memphis where considerable development in
the airport area occurred decades ago (some of it posing congestion and image
problems) and where future aerotropolis development needs to mesh with an
existing commercial mix and older ground transportation infrastructure. But
even here, DIAL does not have a 1,300 acre avaiable open parcel at its front door
like Detroit's Pinnacle which can be designed and developed according to 21st
century aerotropolis functions and form, or a global air cargo hub of immense
scale such as Memphis.
What DIAL does have is domestic and international gateway status to one
of the world's most dynamic economies. DIAL has a catchment area of 230
million people. Delhi’s annual per capita incomes are rapidly rising and already
150 percent greater than the national average. These people will be flying in
accelerating numbers, many staying at airport area hotels and purchasing goods
and services while they are in transit. Indeed, one aggressive recent forecast has
the air traffic projection for the Delhi region exceeding 150 million passengers
annually by 2036.
Further fueling DIAL's commercial development potential are rapidly
growing numbers of business managers and professionals. Delhi is the clear
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locational choice in India for expats with fully 44 percent of India’s foreign firms
based in Delhi. These foreign firms will generate huge demand for airport area
hotels, exhibition, and commercial space to serve business travelers from their
headquarters countries and from around the world.
Growing expat managers and professionals using the airport will be
complemented by expanding numbers of India professionals and managers as
the country’s domestic firms increasingly go international. More and more India
professionals abroad will likewise be increasingly flying back home to visit
family, friends, and colleagues.
The nearby booming office, commercial and IT clusters of Dwarka and
Gurgaon will accelerate aerotropolis development. Their likely explosive future
growth will further fuel IGIA and its planned commercial districts, as will the
anticipate mushrooming of tourists to India.
Already serving over 60 international destinations and connecting to over
50 domestic cities domestically, IGIA will solidify its position as India’s primary
international gateway. Further enhancing IGIA’s gateway status and commercial
development potential (especially in the hospitality and retail sectors) is Delhi’s
dominant position in the foreign tourism arena. Delhi is on the most popular
tourist circuit of India-the Golden Triangle of Delhi-Agra-Jaipur, thus making
IGIA the largest entry point for foreign tourists in India which reached an
estimated 5 million in 2007, up from 3 million in 2003. The Ministry of Tourism
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is targeting 10 million foreign tourists annually by the 2010 Commonwealth
Games to be held in Delhi. With India's growing dynamic destination status, this
figure appears well within reach. For example, in 2007, Conde’ Nast Traveler
named India the most coveted tourist destination in the world, while both Lonely
Planet and National Geographic currently rank the country among the top five
international tourist destinations.
IGIA (and to an extent, India as a whole) has lagged in air cargo, an
important issue I will focus on in the following three chapters. Huge potential
exists to substantively boost air cargo and cargo-linked commercial facilities at
and around IGIA. With its already strong and rapidly improving international
networks and extensive domestic connectivity, IGIA can become the fast-cycle
logistics and supply-chain nexus for the transfer of high-tech and other high
value goods into and out of India as well as domestically throughout the nation.
The rapid growth of special economic zones in and around the Delhi region
markedly enhances that potential.
There are challenges, however. While roadways are improving,
bottlenecks and congestion at and near IGIA remain a serious problem. Much
older, unattractive commercial and residential development exists near IGIA that
is not compatible with Aerotropolis functions and the majority of open land that
does exist is controlled by the military. Unsightly areas by the airport must be
upgraded as must some still shabby airport infrastructure itself. Federal and
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state policies are not conducive to optimizing IGIA's commercial development
potential and unless they are altered (a key requisite I will return to later) not
only DIAL but also Delhi and the greater NCR could be short-changed.
The bottom line, though, is all the key drivers are in place for a major
aerotropolis to evolve at and around IGIA. Most of the commercial components
I described evolving at other airport cities and aerotropolises around the world
can be transferred in some form (often scaled down due to space constraints) to
IGIA and its greater aerotropolis area. I will return to the requisites for
successful DIAL Aerotropolis development shortly
HIAL (RGIA) is a different story. Blessed as a greenfield international
airport with ample open land to design and develop, following contemporary
Aerotropolis principles, HIAL has a remarkable opportunity to become the
exemplary 21st century Aerotropolis of Asia. Let me note just the highlights here,
which will be elaborated upon in Chapter 2. I will begin with a summary of
RGIA’s locational context and economic drivers to establish its potential as an
Aerotropolis.
From a multinational firm location standpoint, Hyderabad is fast
becoming a “hot spot” on the Indian continent. It already has an impressive base
of financial, biotech, IT, and IT-enabled service companies, represented by a
major presence of multinationals, such as HSBC, Microsoft, Oracle, Accenture,
and Nokia. Hyderabad itself is among the fastest growing cities in India with a
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metro area of 6.5 million and airport catchment region of over 75 million people.
Both the City and the State of Andhra Pradesh (the latter holding 13% equity in
GHIAL) are expecting to experience economic growth at of over 9 percent
annually.
Passenger traffic at the existing Hyderabad International Airport has
expanded a remarkable 40% annually in the past two years reaching 6 million
passengers in 2007. When new RGIA opens in March 2008, this upward
passenger trajectory is expected to continue reaching 12 million passengers
annually in 2012 (under Phase I development) and upgraded in two additional
phases to eventually handle over 40 million passengers by 2038.
Equally important, RGIA, located about 25 miles south of downtown
Hyderabad, has been conceived from the start as a magnet for commercial
activity and an engine for regional economic development. It’s 5,500 acres will
be transformed into a full-fledge Airport City complete with hotels, offices, retail,
convention, and entertainment complexes. There are provisions for special
economic zones (SEZs) for cargo, industry and trade as well as zones for business
parks, logistics parks, commercial activities, recreation (golf), and education
(aviation training).
Excellent access to the airport will be provided by an 11.8 km elevated
expressway (the longest in India) and a 6-lane inner ring road connected to
regional and national highways. In the planning stages are a dedicated express
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rail and MRTS systems to the airport from and around Hyderabad city. The
highways and future rail will not only improve passenger connectivity to RGIA
but also foster corridors and clusters of aviation-oriented businesses and
industries along them, forming the greater Hyderabad Aerotropolis.
An HIAL (RGIA) Aerotropolis master plan has been developed by CPG
Consulting. To be elaborated in some detail later, this plan contains a town
planning strategy and urban design strategy that fits very well with nearly all the
fundamental principles and competitive advantages of a 21st century Airport
City, including commercial appeal, visual identity, environmental sensitivity,
and integrated functionality.
I have worked on numerous airport city and aerotropolis plans around
the world. My assessment of the GHIAL vision and CPG plan is that it
represents the most forward-looking I have seen. However, with success
typically being one percent “vision” and 99 percent “perspiration,” a lot of hard
work will be required to implement what has been envisioned commercially for
RGIA.
In the chapters which follow, key components of critical success factors
will be discussed. Chapter 2 will provide infrastructure and facility guidelines,
Chapter 3 business plan guidelines, and Chapter 4 strategic recommendations.
Following the designated scope of work for this project and the special request of
Mr. Kiran Grandhi, special attention will be on given to improving air cargo
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functionality and growth at IGIA and RGIA, with emphasis on making RGIA a
future air logistics and cargo hub.
The special attention given to air cargo will complement the considerable
amount of previous work done on basic commercial functions and layout at IGIA
and RGIA. It will also provide the guidelines and critical success factors to have
both airports be major economic engines for their broader regions.
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Exhibit 1.1
GLOBAL SUPPLY CHAIN—DELL COMPUTER TEXAS FACILITIES

Dell Manufacturing Plant
Austin, Texas

France
Soundcard

Mexico
Keyboard

Japan
DRAM Chips
CD-ROM

China
Power Supply

Taiwan
Network Card
Monitor
Cooling Fan

Malaysia
Floppy Drive

Singapore
SCSI Card
Disk Devices

Hong Kong
Video Card
Microprocessors

Source: Memphis-Shelby County Airport Authority, 2005.
Source: Abbey, Twist and Koonmen. 2001
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Exhibit 1.2
ILLUSTRATIVE MODEL FOR CALCULATION OF EMPLOYMENT IMPACT OF AIRPORTS
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Exhibit 1.3
AEROTROPOLIS SCHEMATIC
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Exhibit 1.4
DFW AIRPORT OVERVIEW—DFW AIRPORT IS LOCATED IN BETWEEN THE CITIES OF DALLAS AND FORT
WORTH, AND IS LARGER THAN MANHATTAN ISLAND

Source: DFW—An Airport City. April 25, 2007
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Exhibit 1.5
DFW AS AN AIRPORT CITY—DFW IS FOCUSED ON SIX KEY AREAS OF COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT

Source: DFW—An Airport City. April 25, 2007
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Exhibit 1.6
DFW AS AN AIRPORT CITY—INTERNATIONAL COMMERCE PARK

Source: DFW—An Airport City. April 25, 2007
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Exhibit 1.7
DFW AS AN AIRPORT CITY—RETAIL/HOSPITALITY/ENTERTAINMENT

Source: DFW—An Airport City. April 25, 2007
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Exhibit 1.8
DFW AS AN AIRPORT CITY—BEAR CREEK OFFICE PARK

Source: DFW—An Airport City. April 25, 2007
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Exhibit 1.9
DFW AS AN AIRPORT CITY—PASSPORT PARK

Source: DFW—An Airport City. April 25, 2007
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Exhibit 1.10
DFW AS AN AIRPORT CITY—FUTURE LIGHT RAIL, COMMUTER RAIL AND HIGH-SPEED RAIL LINES WILL FEED
INTO NEW STATIONS

Source: DFW—An Airport City. April 25, 2007
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Exhibit 1.11
CURRENT AND PLANNED DEVELOPMENT IN THE DIA AIRPORT AREA.
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Exhibit 1.12
PROPOSED 1,700-ACRE DEVELOPMENT (IN PROGRESS) AT DIA SOUTHWEST BOUNDARY
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Exhibit 1.13
FASTRACKS ACCESS TO DIA 1287 (POSSIBLE ULTMATE CONFIGURATOIN)
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Exhibit 1.14
COMPARATIVE ECONOMIC IMPACT OF AIRPORTS

Airport/City

2004
Passengers

Metro Population

Economic Impact

Memphis

10,883,759

1,250,293

$21 Billion

Denver

42,393,766

2,330,146

$17 Billion

Phoenix

39,504,898

3,715,360

$14 Billion

Minneapolis

36,713,173

3,116,206

$11 Billion

Source: Memphis-Shelby County Airport Authority, 2005.
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Exhibit 1.15
MEMPHIS AEROTROPOLIS
LOGISTICS AND DISTRIBUTION CLUSTERS, 2005
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Exhibit 1.16
MEMPHIS AEROTROPOLIS CONCEPTUAL OVERVIEW
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Exhibit 1.17
PROPOSED CORE OF DETROIT REGION AEROTROPOLIS
25,000 ACRES OF DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL
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Exhibit 1.18
DETROIT REGION AEROTROPOLIS CONCEPTUAL MODEL
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Exhibit 1.19
2006 AEROTROPOLIS CHARRETTE VISIONS
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Exhibit 1.20
2006 AEROTROPOLIS CHARRETTE VISIONS
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Exhibit 1.21
2006 AEROTROPOLIS CHARRETTE VISIONS
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Exhibit 1.22
2006 AEROTROPOLIS CHARRETTE VISIONS
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Exhibit 1.23
DETROIT AEROTROPOLIS PUBLIC TRANSIT LINKAGES
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Exhibit 1.24
PUBLIC TRANSIT LINKAGES
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Exhibit 1.25
AERIAL VIEW OF THE PINNACLE AEROPARK
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Exhibit 1.26
THE PINNACLE AEROPARK: DTW'S NEW FRONT DOOR
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Exhibit 1.27
PINNACLE AEROTROPOLIS COMMERCIAL CLUSTERS AND LAND USE

Source: Wayne County Departments of: Jobs & Economic Development / Airports / Public Services / Management & Budget; and SKW.
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Exhibit 1.28
HONG KONG INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
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Exhibit 1.29
OFFICE AND RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT
NEAR HONG KONG INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT MAJOR CARGO TERMINAL
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Exhibit 1.30
HKIA SKYCITY, PHASE I

Source: SOM.
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Exhibit 1.31
TERMINAL 2 / SKYPLAZA

Source: SOM.
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Exhibit 1.32
SKYCITY – PHASE 1

Source: HKIA.
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Exhibit 1.33
SKYCITY ULTIMATE DEVELOPMENT PHASING CONCEPT

Source: SOM.
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Exhibit 1.34
SKYCITY AS A PEDESTRIAN PRECINCT

Source: SOM.
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Exhibit 1.35
SKYCITY AND HONG KONG DISNEYLAND
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Exhibit 1.36
INCHEON INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT (SEOUL, KOREA)
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Exhibit 1.37
IIAC AIR CITY DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT

Source: IIAC.
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Exhibit 1.38
INCHEON AIRPORT FASHION ISLAND PROJECT

Source: IIAC.
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Exhibit 1.39
NEW SONGDO CITY (CONCEPTUAL PLAN)
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Exhibit 1.40
AMSTERDAM SCHIPOL—WOLRD TRADE CENTER
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Exhibit 1.41
AMSTERDAM SCHIPOL AREA COMMERCIAL CLUSTERS

Source: NACO.
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Exhibit 1.42
AMSTERDAM SCHIPOL AIRPRTY CITY – AEROTROPOLIS SYNERGIES
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Exhibit 1.43
AMSTERDAM COMPARATIVE OFFICE RENTS (2006) EU/M2/YR

270

365

365

Amsterdam Zuidas (6minute rail link to Schiphol)

Schiphol central area

260

215

Amstelveen (upper-end
suburb)

Amsterdam City Center

Amsterdam Central Station
area (new high-end office
development)

Source: DTZ Zadelhoff
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Exhibit 1.44
NETHERLANDS COMPARATIVE INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY RENTS (2006) EU/M2/YR

78.33

58.36

Rotterdam

59.80

60.69

Den Haag

Amsterdam

Schiphol area

Source: DTZ Zadelhoff
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Exhibit 1.45
AIRRAIL CENTER FRANKFURT

Source: Fraport.
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Exhibit 1.46
GATEWAY GARDENS LOCATION

Source: Fraport.
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Exhibit 1.47
GATEWAY GARDENS PLANNED LAYOUT

Source: Fraport.
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Exhibit 1.48
GATEWAY GARDENS URBAN SPACES

Source: Fraport.
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Exhibit 1.49
DUBAI WORLD CENTRAL INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT AND ITS ADJACENT AIRPORT CITIES
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Chapter 2
Infrastructure and Facilities Guidelines
I. Introduction
Key to the success of any enterprise is accessibility. This is especially the case of
IGIA and RGIA whose business is moving people and products. All airports, by
definition, are multimodal in that they are accessed via highways (and, in some
cases, rail and water). At present, the surface transportation to both IGIA and
RGIA is less than adequate.
Substantial improvements in existing surface transportation infrastructure
to be completed either within 12 months, the next three years, or further in the
future will dramatically improve access to both airports. In the sections below, I
discuss infrastructure and facilities that will shape IGIA and RGIA access and
efficiency of operation as international passenger airports, multimodal air
logistics hubs, and aerotropolis drivers, including a discussion of their key
aerotropolis components.

II. IGIA Accessibility
Exhibit 2.1 locates IGIA (Delhi International Airport) in the context of
primary road and rail connectivity within the Delhi metropolitan area and to
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major cities beyond. In preparation for the 2010 Commonwealth Games,
significant improvements are being made in terms of accessing IGIA not only
from Games villages and venues, but also to locations throughout Delhi. These
include widening and resurfacing of roads to and from IGIA, new bypasses, new
flyovers, bridges, and roundabouts, as well as improved signage and
appearance. For example, a six-lane, 2-way 3km long Mahipalpur bypass and
three-lane, 1-way 0.7 km long Masaodpur flyover are in the works to address
current bottlenecks at Mahipalpur and Masaodpur. Flyovers will circumvent
congested junctions and create a through fare leading to both IGIA's domestic
and international terminals.
Major highway transporattion and multimodal rail links in the
Arotropolis area need to be accelerated. These include the Connaugh Place to
IGIA corridor, the Dwarka to IGIA multimodal corridor; the Gurgaon to IGIA
corridor, and the DFL area to IGIA corridor. Rights of way still need to be
acquired for some of these by the Delhi Development Authority (DDA) and for
that already acquired much remains only in the land clearage stage.
Accessibility to the Delhi CBD and to Gurgaon should be markedly
improved by immediate upgrades to National Highway 8 and a Link Road from
National Highway 24 to National Highway 8 by 2009. In future years, an air
express train link that will shuttle air passengers from between the airport and
Delhi CBD in under 20 minutes (see Exhibit 2.2). There is also a planned Ring
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Metro Line, will enhance airport area accessibility to many ports of Delhi and its
suburbs, with a planned integrated underground train station complex, linking
IGIA to both the Ring Metro Line and the air express train link.
To cope with the anticipated rapid growth in air passengers, existing IGIA
infrastructure and facilities are being modernized, expanded, and otherwise
upgraded while new infrastructure and facilities are being added. Both the
existing domestic and international terminals are receiving face-lifts while being
functionally enhanced. To improve operations and passenger flows to and from
aircraft, new aircraft parking bays are being added while airside operations are
being improved to allow aircraft quicker turnarounds and to service more
aircraft. These efficiencies have boosted hourly aircraft movements from 35 to 40
on the two current runways. When the new (third) runway is activated in 2008,
75 aircraft movements per hour will be possible.
A new integrated Terminal 3, capable of handling at least 30 million
passengers annually will be completed in 2010. Terminal 3 will be state-of-theart in every respect providing modern passenger amenities and services along
with 55 new contact stands, 20 remote stands, and 4 passenger stands. Departing
and transfer passengers will have a bevy of retail and service options to
experience that will measure up to leading terminals such as Changi, FraPort,
and Hong Kong International, including a 300-room four-star passenger transit
hotel connected to the terminal. The terminal and adjacent infrastructure are
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being designed in a modular, expandable fashion allowing the airport to serve
up to 100 million passengers in 2036.
Despite having a 5,500-acre property, DIAL is restricted by federal law to
commercially developing only 250 acres of its airport land. It is, therefore, doing
this wisely similar to a principle that FraPort has been following: best use and
highest value.
The first major Aerotropolis component to be developed is a 45-acre
DAPL hospitality district located adjacent to IGIA's planned new private jet
facility and National Highway 8 (see Exhibit 2.3). The district will be composed
of six land parcels: (A) 5.5 acres for a 5-star plus deluxe hotel and premium
apartment hotel with a maximum built up area of 590,000 sq. ft.; (B) a 4.7 acre
parcel for another luxury hotel and apartment hotel of maximum 625,000 sq. ft.;
(C) 7.1 acres for business and mid-market hotel, a mid-market condo hotel, office
and retail space with maximum 970,000 sq. ft. built-up; (D) a 140-acre “High
Street” style pedestrian arcade surrounded by luxury, business, and mid-market
hotels and condo hotels plus office, retail, and a hotel convention facility,
including metro station access with a maximum gross buildout of 1.9 million sq.
ft.; (E) an 8.7 acre parcel for luxury and business hotels, luxury apartment hotels,
office, and retail with maximum build-up of 1,220 sq. ft.; and (F) a 5.0 acre parcel
with proposed boutique, and luxury resort hotels, spas, and hotel villas.
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The above six districts will each be designed to have a district thematic
identity, yet integrated functionally. All will be architecturally appealing with
green spaces and a perimeter road network for vehicular access. Internal
pedestrian routes lined with upscale retail will give a feel of a high-quality urban
experience.
The hospitality district has the potential to become the aerotropolis core
and second CBD of the Delhi metropolitan serving an accelerating number of
passengers expected to pass through IGIA, as well as destination visitors. The
DAPL hotel district will also help reduce a serious deficit in Delhi hotel space,
currently estimated to exceed 30,000 rooms.
The DAPL hospitality district will be complemented and reinforced by the
Delhi Development Authority's (DDA) planned International Convention and
Exhibition Center, Hotels, and Allied Commercial Facilities Complex in Dwarka,
just 2 miles from IGIA along NH-8. This 30-acre parcel will house a 86,400 sq.
meter convention and exhibition complex; a 60,000 sq. meter hotel complex and a
36,600 sq. meter commercial complex, all built to top international standards.
With both the DAPL hospitality district and the DDA convention and
exhibition/commercial complex serving as major aerotropolis clusters along
NH-8, this national highway should evolve into India's primary aerotropolis
corridor.
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The NH-8 corridor also continues to Gurgaon near the airport which is
developing into a major southern Delhi IT, office, and retail mall cluster housing
such multinationals as Adobe Systems, General Electric, Hewlett Packard, Nokia,
and Pepsico Holdings. The burgeoning Gurgaon area is attracting thousands of
young professionals who also regularly shop at the many malls also being
developed there.
There will no doubt be other major commercial complexes attracted to the
NH-8 corridor and around IGIA in the not-too-distant-future, assuming traffic
congestion does not again become a serious constraint. I will return to this
challenge later.
IGIA itself still has two other substantial land parcels of a combined 220
acres reserved for future commercial development along with several other small
parcels of land adjacent to new Terminal 3. These hold immense potential for
IGIA to become the functional core of a world-class Delhi Aerotropolis. This will
be especially the case if the guidelines and recommendations I will soon be
presenting to help transform IGIA into a leading air logistics hub are followed, as
well.
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III. RGIA Hyderabad
What was originally conceived by AAI as an airport to reduce congestion
at existing Begumpet Airport near the center of Hyderabad City has become a
bold experiment in Aerotropolis development. A visionary and ambitious
master plan has been prepared by CPG Consultants. If implemented, the plan
will transform the new 5,500 acre international airport with state-of-the-art
infrastructure and facilities into a world-class aerotropolis and driver of
economic development throughout a broad Hyderabad Airport Development
Area and beyond.
Phased market-driven infrastructure and facility development is planned
with an initial capacity at opening in March 2008 of 12 million passengers and
100,000 metric tonnes of cargo. Expansion will occur in phases rising to a
targeted 40+ million passengers and up to 1 million metric tonnes of cargo by
2038. Modular design of facilities will enable incremental expansion to meet
growing aeronautical demand and associated commercial opportunities. The
plan is for the new airport to evolve into an airport city complete with business
parks, hotels, shopping malls, convention centers, and exhibition halls as well as
an air cargo/industrial complex the latter anchored by logistics hubs and SEZs.
In its first phase (see Exhibit 2.4), RGIA will house 4,300 sq. meters of
airside retail (3,000 sq. meter in international and 1,300 sq. meter in domestic)
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and 500 sq. meter of landside retail. In addition, there will be a 2,500 sq. meter
landside “Airport Village” where passengers and meeters and greeters can shop
and dine with aesthetic Indian ambiance. There will also be a four-star terminallinked business hotel for transit passengers.
At later phases of development, numerous commercial, logistics, and
industrial facilities are planned. These are organized into three zones: Zone
West, Zone Core, and Zone East (see Exhibit 2.5). Zone West (landside) is
envisioned as a core 250-acre multi-product special economic zone (SEZ) with an
affiliated 17-acre logistics hub near the airport's air cargo terminal. In addition,
Zone West is designated to house a 57-acre business park, 22 of mixed
commercial, a 2.5-acre hospital and a 71-acre recreation golf course. The multiproduct SEZ can be built out to a maximum of 3.4 million sq. ft.; the logistics hub
to 723,000 sq. ft.; the business park to 3.4 million sq. ft.; and the mixed
commercial to near 7 million sq. ft.
Zone East (airside) will have 125-acre aviation support SEZ with affiliated
39-acre logistics hub in close proximity to Terminal 2, a 67-acre business park, a
25-acre corporate office complex, 313 acres of commercial and mixed commercial,
a 104-acre MRO zone, a 5.2-acre business hotel and 3.7 acres for service
apartments. Together, the commercial and mixed commercial parcels, can
support just office parcel 1.9 million sq. ft. of buildings; the logistics hub 1.7
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million sq. ft. of facilities and the business park (including IT offices) 5.3 million
sq. ft.
The Core Zone will house the passenger terminal complex (89.5 acres),
hotels (13 acres), a convention center (16 acres), the GMR corporate office (19
acres) along with a 104-acre commercial parcel supporting nearly 7 million sq. ft.
of additional commercial facilities. Exhibit 2.6 provides a development summary
by function, land area, and maximum facility sq. footage of the proposed CPG
land use plan.
Overall, I find the CPG proposed plan to nicely capture the essence of a
21st century Airport City and Aerotropolis model and principles. If RGIA is built
out fully along the lines proposed, it will rank up with Dubai and ahead of most
other major Asian airports in Aerotropolis form and function.
I detected only one inconsistency with the Aerotropolis model and
principles which I suggest CPG and GHIAL reconsider in developing the final
master plan. That is the importance of spatially segregating goods-processing
activities from passenger, commercial, and white-collar service functions. In the
ideal aerotropolis, logistics, fulfillment, supply-chain management, trucking, and
other cargo processing are best concentrated in adjacent zones and away from
passenger, office, and general commercial facilities. The spatial splitting of the
two SEZ's and two air logistics hubs will possibly affect economies of
concentration and integration. In addition, by generating a substantial amount
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of truck traffic, they will add to congestion near the passenger terminal, the
business park, and commercial facilities planned in both Zone West and Zone
East. Since their operation and physical appearance also tends to contrast with
office and commercial activities, the SEZ's and associated logistics hubs will not
complement them and damage the urban ambiance CPG and GHIAL wishes to
create on major portions of the airport property.

RGIA and Aerotropolis Accessibility
RGIA and its future Aerotropolis are situated in a well-connected metropolitan
area. Exhibit 2.7 illustrates the major roads, national highways, and rail lines
linking Hyderabad and RGIA to the state and the rest of India.
To improve future regional and beyond connectivity, plans are in the
works for an ambitious ring road circumnavigating the entire city, thereby
providing quick metropolitan access to RGIA from all parts of Hyderabad. The
6-phase, 118 km, 8-lane corridor is being constructed at a rapid pace, with the
first phase of 23 km stretch from the airport junction before Shamshabad up to
the APPA junction scheduled to open in early 2008.
To facilitate quick access to the airport from the downtown Hyderabad, a
six-lane, 11.8 km elevated expressway is being built between Mehdipatnam
Junction up to the Aramgarh Junction. All pillars have been constructed and
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concrete surface laid over 75 percent of the pillars. This elevated corridor, named
after the late Prime Minister of India, P.V. Narasimhavo, is targeted to be
completed by the March 2008 opening of RGIA, but that target might not be met.
HIAL therefore needs to work closely with Hyderabad and state authorities to
smooth and speed traffic to IGIA as much as possible, until the elevated
expressway is finished.
A second important point of access to RGIA is being created from the old
City of Hyderabad to the cargo complex. This four lane road is nearly complete
and will reduce the distance to the airport by approximately 9 km, allowing
passengers and cargo from the old City to reach RGIA in a little over 15 minutes.
Every effort must be made to finish this project ASAP.
As shown in greater detail in Exhibit 2.8, the new airport will thus
connected to its west by the National Highway 7 (NH-7) and to its east by
Srisailem State Highway. An arterial road (to become a 6 to 8 lane spine road
with secondary north and south spine roads) passes though the airport
connecting to both major external highways (see also Exhibit 2.9).
In addition, a dedicated air express train will connect the airport to
Hyderabad city in the future as well a proposed MRTS rail line. This will
provide RGIA good, future commuter, rail access to major economic and
population modes throughout the region (See Exhibit 2.10). At later phases of
development RGIA will have superb internal and external roadway and rail links
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to the broader metropolitan region and other major cities in India as illustrated in
Exhibits 2.8 and 2.11.

IV. Broader Aerotropolis Planning Challenges
In addition to helping construct world-class multimodal infrastructure to RGIA,
the State Government has made some strategic policy decisions to foster broader
Aerotropolis development. This involves creating an extensive outside-the-fence
zone to regulate development around the airport and special economic zones to
fuel economic growth administered by a Hyderabad Airport Development
Authority (HADA). At present, HADA has been focused on
• Restricted use of land within the zone
• Restricting the height of buildings
• Emphasizing green zones over two-thirds of any layouts.
While the intention was to control the exploitation of land in an 19 km arc
around the airport and make development eco-friendly, this has created a twoedged sword. As building to land proportions have gone down with the new
regulations, it has driven land prices through the roof, dissuading some new
commercial investment. It is may professional judgment that the open-space
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regulation be reexamined by HADA officials to see if a better compromise might
be reached between economic development and environment protection.
Exhibit 2.11 places RGIA within the context of the HADA and greater
Hyderabad transportation links. Exhibit 2.11 also shows a HUDA area (which,
as I understand it from talking to others) is a restructuring of the DTCP—
Directorate of Town and Country Planning—geared to facilitate and regulate
growth of communities outside the airport area. It is also my understanding that
both HADA and HUDA (Hyderabad Urban Development Authority) rules
uniformally specify infrastructure parameters such as the formation of 60 ft wide
roads and the approaches to main roads. The main difference appears to be the
extent of land development in the areas administered by the two authorities,
with HUDA permitting construction over two-thirds of the land parcels but
HADA allowing construction over only one-third the land parcel. This may end
up driving productive development away from RGIA, creating longer passenger
and cargo transit distances and times, thus, undermining the environmental
benefits of low-density HADA-area development.

V. DIAL and HIAL Cargo
Though highly respectable, growth in air cargo volumes at IGIA and Hyderabad
Begumpet Airport have not been as dramatic as their passenger growth. From
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April 2006 to March 2007, IGIA handled just over 400,000 metric tonnes of cargo
while Begumpet handled 46,000 metric tonnes. With new cargo and logistics
facilities being planned and implemented at IGIA and new RGIA-Hyderabad,
DIAL and GHIAL management are very interested in seeing actual future
growth in cargo volumes come close to what is projected for passenger traffic at
both airports.
In fact, HIAL was planned from the start to be a cargo hub and a joint
venture is already in place with Menzies Aviation, Plc., a global leader in
international air cargo handling, to achieve this goal. A new air cargo building
with over 100,000 sq. ft. of floor space, including perishables, hazardous goods,
and temperature controlled areas will be ready at airport opening. I described
earlier the SEZ's and logistics hubs planned for later development phases at
RGIA. With IGIA's superior international and domestic air connectivity, there is
no reason why it too should not evolve into a major air cargo hub.
In the rest of Chapter 2, I will focus on the infrastructure, facilities, and
materials-handling systems required at IGIA and RGIA to boost cargo volumes
and to attract air cargo and air express firms, as well as better support timecritical industries locating in the Delhi and Hyderabad metropolitan areas. In
Chapters 3 and 4, I will discuss the business environment and regulatory
conditions that will be necessary to make both IGIA and RGIA more attractive to
air cargo and air express firms, as well as a cargo expansion strategy.
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Key to success will be making IGIA, RGIA, and their broader
Aerotropolises the fastest, most agile locations in Asia for air cargo service
providers and time-oriented industries to operate. I will therefore begin by
presenting the infrastructure and facilities guidelines for developing world-class
air logistics hubs at IGIA and RGIA. Emphasis will be on HIAL and RGIA for
strategic air cargo development at RGIA, but many of the principles and
recommendations will apply to IGIA, as well.

VI. Air Logistics Hub/Aerotropolis Design and
Configuration
Since logistics hubs are critical components of both the future East Zone and
West Zone of RGIA, let me begin with development guidelines for these and
their associated SEZ's. As just noted, most of the guidelines presented for RGIA
will be equally appropriate for IGIA when its new cargo complex is built at the
northern sector of IGIA (see Exhibit 2.12 proposed IGIA final-stage master plan).
At points I will therefor refer to DIAL/IGIA, as well.
The RGIA air logistics hub (ALH), including its SEZ’s, should incorporate
many proven elements of a modern industrial park. What will set it apart is the
fusion of export-oriented manufacturing and distribution facilities with
multimodal transportation, advanced telecommunications, and state-of-the-art
materials-handling systems along with significant reductions in taxes and
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customs clearance times that will cut tenant costs and speed the movement of
both imports and exports. Bringing these elements together according to air
logistics and regional surface transportation design principles to be outlined
herein will substantially improve access and response time of RGIA tenants and
users to their domestic and international suppliers and customers.
This will involve making sure that the full line of improvements are made
in local highways including the 4-lane connectivity to the 6-lane NH-7 leading to
Bangalore; the 2-lane connectivity to the 4-lane Srisailam State Highway, the
inner ring road being widened to 6 lanes and finishing the extensive outer ring
road circumventing the city, allowing multi-directional entry to RGIA. To assist
multimodal transport, work must get started on the express train infrastructure
to the airport. It is assumed that the elevated expressway will be completed soon
after RGIA opens.
The situation around IGIA may be worse, however. Many local roads
where the new cargo complex is to be located are too narrow and congested to
handle the substantial truck flows that will be moving cargo into and out of
IGIA. All proposed road widenings, bypasses, and flyovers must be accelerated.
As noted, special attention needs to be given to the airport corridor to Connaught
Place; the Dwarka Multimodal corridor, the proposed Gurgaon to airport superspeed corridor and an airport linkage corridor to the DLF area where India’s
largest real estate firm is transforming former wheat fields into commercial and
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residential zones on the edges of Gurgaon. Multinationals are pouring into
Gurgaon which essentially abuts IGIA. Together with DLF and Dwarka, they
will form major nodes in the greater Delhi’s Aerotropolis.
The prior section of this Chapter presented and discussed the location and
configuration of the RGIA SEZ’s and logistics hubs. It was recommended that
they be consolidated since they will focus primarily on goods-processing and
should be therefore segregated from passengers, traditional commercial, and
office functions. Since the primary value the airport location provides is quick
access to air cargo and air express services, they should also be clustered around
the central cargo area.
In the final phase of RGIA logistics hub development, a cargo transfer
system (CTS) should be completed to carry materials, components, and finished
products throughout the ALH (including the SEZ's) on an internal network of
dedicated rights-of-way. This network will link off-ramp tenants to the central
cargo area, a state-of-the-art intermodal complex providing access to air
freighters, trucks, rail, and materials-handling systems. In addition, the CTS
should connect tenants and the central cargo area to a large off-site intermodal
rail facility (IRF) containing multiple rail sidings, loading platforms, and truck
cross-docking. The IRF could be sited and built along the rail line near the
airport. It would handle primarily bulk products and containerized cargo and
would be a valuable link to a national rail network and to India ports. The IRF
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should be linked to a new inland port also situated near the airport with
appropriate truck cross-docking facilities and highway links to regional and
national markets, as well as to ports.
Key to the efficiency of the entire operating infrastructure is the ALH’s
intermodal interfaces. These must be designed to allow seamless and flexible
flows of materials among convergent transportation modes and commercial
facilities, both in the core and peripheral areas of the ALH.
The hub of the central cargo area and cargo transfer system is the central
cargo facility (CCF). The CCF provides off-ramp and off-site factories,
warehouses, and distribution centers with automated sorting capability, customs
clearance, and air freighter access. Since most RGIA ALH (SEZ) tenants will not
have the volume of cargo to justify direct air freighter docking, the central cargo
facility offers them air access via the cargo transport system and/or direct truck
cross-docking at the rear of the facility (see Exhibit 2.13 RGIA ALH Central
Cargo Facility).
At full development, the entire complex will be served by an internal and
external road complex, providing efficient access to all parts of the ALH and
SEZ's and to local and regional highway systems as well as to the intermodal rail
facility. Internal roads will connect the central cargo area and SEZ tenants to the
south spine road and loop road system. Rail access should also be considered
via a potential freight rail access similar to passenger rail access proposed to run
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through the spine. This will require careful planning now to insure multimodal
rail and road accessibility to future SEZ and logistics hub tenants and users.
The RGIA ALH (air logistics hub) must be conceived as more than a
multimodal logistical infrastructure, though. Its full potential and ultimate
success rest on creating a total business environment that will substantially
improve sourcing, production and distribution activities of its tenants and
region-wide users. This business environment will be elaborated in the next
chapter. Sufficient to note here that along with its multimodal transportation
and cargo-handling systems, the ALH design must support tenants and users
with comprehensive advanced commerce capabilities. Electronic data
interchange (EDI) and other telecommunications systems using the latest
technologies, including broadband fiber optics, wireless, multimedia networks,
an on-site digitized satellite uplinks and downlinks, should offer RGIA ALH
tenants and users state-or-the-art electronic access to the global commercial
world. EDI improves supply-chain management and a variety of other logistical
practices as it tracks, coordinates, and controls materials and product flows
across both domestic and international transportation modes. Open architecture,
plug-in software systems (described later) will allow the ALH’s tenants and
regional users real-time access to worldwide supplier, distributor, and customer
databases.
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International air cargo is expected to be a substantial component at RGIA
in the future. Expedited customs procedures using automated manifest systems
and express customs clearance will therefore be essential to facilitate tenant and
user import and export activities. GHIAL also needs to make sure that all SEZ
operation permits are in place so tenant recruitment can begin.

VII. Central Cargo Area and Facilities Design
The core design element of the air logistics hub should be the Central Cargo Area
(CCA) which constitutes a zone of facilities at the operational center of the
complex. The CCA includes the Central Cargo Facility (CCF), as well as
Perishables Centers (PC) to support in-transit and regional agricultural
shipments, and the Customs Clearance Center (CCC). Other primary
components of the Central Cargo Area are the Airport Operating Area (AOA),
manufacturing and distribution tenant facilities, a possible general aviation
passenger terminal, nearby intermodal truck and rail terminals (linked to port
facilities), special materials handling and freight forwarder and 3PL facilities,
along with a Cargo Transport System (CTS) connecting ALH tenants with cargo
processing facilities. Since the CCA is the primary and most important
component of the ALH, its development and design guidelines are elaborated
below.
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Guidelines for Central Cargo Area Design
Three key principles of agility should be followed in the design for the Central
Cargo Area: 1) Flexibility; 2) Targeted Mechanization; and 3)
Expandability/Phased Growth. Building agility into the processing capability
and location of facilities is essential because of: 1) unpredictable longer-term
cargo handling demands the ALH; and 2) a dynamically changing and
improving technological environment.

Flexibility
A critical design requirement of the CCA is that its development be demanddriven and responsive to changing needs and requirements of ALH tenants and
users. A flexible, incremental development approach is highly recommended,
given the difficulties of forecasting the exact types and levels of cargo activity at
RGIA's ALH. Thus, for example, automation of materials handling systems or
full-scale development of intermodal connectors and interfaces may not be
prudent early in the implementation of the ALH. In the design of most
processing systems, cost, flexibility of operation, and operational efficiencies
demand appropriate compromises at different stages of infrastructure and
technology development.
Three realities caution against initial automation of CCA materials
handling and processing systems: 1) RGIA's airport operating area (AOA) will
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likely have to accommodate all manner of aircraft and cargo equipment (i.e.,
standardization of aircraft gauge and related cargo handling equipment for
serving an international air cargo market is currently not possible); 2) nonautomated materials handling and accumulation (short-term storage) systems
are often more cost-effective and flexible in terms of meeting peak requirements
and other unanticipated immediate problems by simply providing more forklifts
and manpower to meet unexpected or peak requirements; and 3) longer-term air
cargo demand and other transportation mode cargo demand are difficult to
forecast in early stages for a newly evolving complex such as the ALH.
Only as actual demands are experienced over time for such a multimodal
logistics complex would it be possible to incrementally predict materials
handling, equipment, infrastructure, and facility needs, and to gain verification
of the estimated industry mix of cargo demands placed on the RGIA ALH (e.g.,
parts and components, manufactured products, fresh cut flowers, seafood and
other perishables, retail distribution products, etc.). For these reasons, it is
recommended that the RGIA ALH commence operations with relatively
inexpensive, low-tech systems, to be upgraded over time as the demand and
future tenant requirements become better known and the benefits to be acquired
through automation become better understood, measured and demonstrated.
One means of attaining processing flexibility, and commonly employed in
modern just-in-time (JIT) operations, is to create subsystems that have multiple
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processing equipment rather than one large processing system. Designing one
large system often appears to offer economies of scale (i.e., less cost per unit
produced as process equipment size increases). Such “all the eggs in one
basket” type of operation, however, typically leads to inflexibility and an
inability to shut down part of the total process capability for maintenance,
equipment testing, equipment enhancing and even off-line employee training.
To save initial expenses and promote flexibility, mobile equipment is
generally preferred to fixed position equipment (e.g., a mobile nose
loader/unloader as compared to a fixed-bridge nose loader/unloader). Ideally,
all equipment should be readily reconfigurable and rearrangeable as operations
layout requirements change over time. Fixed position equipment (e.g.,
automated conveyors attached to the floor or hung from the structural system)
hinders the “fluid” design concept recommended for the RGIA ALH.

Targeted Mechanization
Experiences of air cargo operations and associated materials handling needs at
IGIA, Begumpet and airports elsewhere do permit initial determination of some
targeted modest mechanization in RGIA ALH operations essential to efficient
cargo handling. Mechanization of standard processing operations such as
container consolidation, container breakdown, and conveyors to accommodate xray equipment should be included in initial operations. Yet, such targeted
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mechanization should be provided only when and where it is clearly demand
driven and economically justified.
As stressed above, because of the difficulty of predicting material
handling demands for this first-of-its-kind facility in the region, and a desire to
provide flexibility of arrangement which is consistent with 21st century business
practices, the ALH facility design should assume that initial material handling
operations would be performed with low-tech material handling equipment
(e.g., forklifts, motorized tugs, pallet jacks, etc.). This technology is not only far
less costly but also “tried and true” time-tested and reliable. At likely relatively
low initial levels of manufacturing and supply-chain management demand at the
RGIA ALH, fully automated materials handling systems, though flashy, simply
do not make economic sense.
When demands over time become better known and experienced, one-ata-time evaluation of potential productivity benefits of automated equipment and
facilities can be assessed and enhancements implemented to take advantage of
operational improvements. For example, as available RGIA Central Cargo
Facility (CCF) space fills up over time with increased activity, pallet racks should
be provided to gain better use of the facility cube. Later when sufficient putaway and picking requirements develop, fork-lift use would be discontinued for
automated put-away and picking of cargo from racks and replaced by
computerized rail-guided picking and put away equipment.
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Expandability/Phased Growth
I have been stressing that future demands placed on RGIA ALH facilities and
their resulting space needs are difficult to predict with any confidence. This is
why it was proposed that facility development at the ALH encompass flexible,
evolutionary and phased growth. Facility requirements should be estimated as
accurately as initially possible based on air cargo data currently available, but the
RGIA ALH must also be allowed to become what it needs to be as requirements
reveal themselves over time. Thus, proposed design guidelines are not so much
a fixed plan as they are a flexible framework to accommodate a wide variety of
tenant industries, regional users, and physical layouts.
The above framework allows for ALH development to be modified as
demand, resources, new technologies, and infrastructure advances occur. For
example, the central cargo area including commercial facilities should employ a
modular layout for maximum flexibility and phased development. Ground
transportation designs should incorporate redundant routings and flexible road
systems to minimize the impact of congestion or accidents, both within the ALH
and in connecting highway systems. Rights-of-way should be sized to allow
future expansion without negatively affecting ongoing highway operations.
RGIA's runways must always be equipped with state-of-the-art navigational aids
to allow for growing air capacity demands and eliminate weather delays.
Extensive zoning controls in flight paths should be implemented to minimize
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potentially conflicting land uses and noise problems that could preclude the
optimal 7-day, 24-hour airport operation. The new runway being planned can
significantly help here.
GHIAL also must be prepared to respond rapidly and creatively to
evolving tenant and user needs and an ever-changing business environment;
hence, RGIA ALH management itself must be agile as it creates or coordinates
“one-stop shop” support for tenants and regional users from each logistical or
institutional sector. In this sense, such agencies may not only wish to market the
ALH, but is also will operate as a strategic partner with tenants and users in
dealing with Customs and other government agencies and in seeking access to a
full range of technical, financial, and political resources.
Consistent with ISO 14000 standards (international standards that enable
companies to systematize and improve their environmental management
efforts), maintaining environmental quality and safety are a fundamental
objective of RGIA ALH planning and development. The ALH system must
provide facilities and procedures for the handling, storage, transportation, and
disposal of environmentally sensitive materials as a continuous process.
Likewise, modern ALH utility systems must offer high-quality and reliable
power, water, natural gas, wastewater treatment, and solid-waste disposal to
meet growing tenant needs.
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Each potential tenant in the SEZ's and throughout the ALH should be
evaluated for its compatibility with environmental regulations and standards.
The RGIA management/tenant partnership will address the requirements for
operating within acceptable environmental parameters jointly. Innovative site
planning and design should ensure visually attractive development with ample
landscaping and aesthetic touches, as proposed by CPG. Ideally, the RGIA ALH
should appear more like a university campus than a traditional SEZ/logistics
park.
Although cost savings remain important in today’s industrial location
decisions, the ALH system should be designed and developed on the assumption
that tenants will pay more for its integrated, high-quality, reliable services and
sound environmental planning. Because a delicate tradeoff exists between costs
and on-site services, however, the RGIA ALH’s cost effectiveness will be
achieved by the phasing of development to minimize initial investment and
location costs for tenants. Development of the overall site infrastructure should
be incremental, demand-driven, modularized, and reconfigurable. Further
flexibility will be achieved by oversizing and reserving spacious rights-of-way
for future infrastructure and facility expansion. The internal transportation
corridors linking the transportation modes and production facilities also should
be oversized to meet increasing traffic levels overtime and to accommodate
future developments in vehicles and transport systems. The same corridors
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should have all the underground utility channels needed for powering and
servicing production and distribution facilities. This includes designing
corridors with rapid and flexible plug-in telecommunications capability for
tenants, as needed.
I’ve recommended that RGIA's Central Cargo Area be designed for lowtech, cost-effective, flexible or expandable facilities with modular and
reconfigurable attributes. Such design would allow facilities to grow over time
to accommodate ultimate space needs. One way to reserve space initially is to
provide excess separation between contiguous facilities, allowing them to grow
closer together as increasing space requirements are met over time. Another way
is to site selected easy-to-relocate facilities between other facilities with the
intention of moving them at a later date to permit the surrounding facilities to
grow together in the space vacated by the relocated facility. All of this is key to
agile infrastructure development that should guide the planning at the RGIA
ALH.

Major Facilities within the CCA
The Central Cargo Area, as noted, is the primary area within the ALH for
processing of shipments. Shippers will include just-in-time (JIT) fabricators,
assemblers, and distributors, and third-party logistics firms that may receive
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direct air, truck, or rail shipments. The purpose of the CCA is to provide, in one
location, a complex of structures, infrastructure, and services capable of
providing interfaces with domestic and international air, ocean, truck, and rail
transportation networks. Major facilities located within the CCA should include
the following:
• Central Cargo Facility (CCF)
• Perishables Center (PC)
• Decompression Facility
• Fumigation Facility
• Live Animal Inspection
• Live Animal Holding/Quarantine Area
• Ground Support Equipment (GSE) Staging (Parking) Areas
• GSE Maintenance and Service Facility
• All-Cargo Aircraft Parking Apron
• Aircraft Maintenance
• Truck Loading/Unloading Court
• Freight Forwarder and 3PL Facilities zone
• Visitor/Customer/Employee Parking
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Central Cargo Area Activity Relationships
An activity relationship chart for the CCA should be developed to assure the
efficient and continuous flow of various types of cargo through the ALH.
Proximity relationships for space within the CCA building, and between other
associated buildings, should be determined as a guide to facility layout. Specific
activity and space relationships clarified through the CCA relationship analysis
—both within the CCA and from/to other facilities—should be determined for
the following elements of the CCA, as appropriate:
• CTS—The Cargo Transportation System's most desirable interface
points between the Central Cargo Facility and the CTS land network are
at the receiving dock where goods arrive on the CTS for processing as
outbound shipments and the delivery dock where processed inbound
cargo is ready for transport by the CTS to RGIA ALH tenants. The CTS
should run the full length of the CCF building (initial and ultimate
buildout) and other ALH manufacturing and distribution facilities. It is
recommended that the CTS be above grade, reached by ramps within
the CCF, and other hub facilities in order to eliminate problems of cross
flow of cargo on the main floor of the CCF or on-site manufacturers,
distributors and 3PLs.
• Security X-Ray and Decompression Facilities—Security X-ray
equipment and decompression facilities are closely related to outbound
cargo. As such, they need to be close to outbound and transit air cargo
accumulation areas. The decompression facility, however, poses a
hazard to neighboring personnel, facilities, and equipment. Because of
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those hazards, the decompression facility should be located in an area
where there is the least likelihood of major interaction with large
numbers of personnel or major facilities. The area surrounding the
decompression chamber should be cleared of personnel or major
equipment assets during its occasional operation.
• EDI—The services provided by the electronic data interchange (EDI)
system will be required wherever cargo is processed including
receiving, inspection, make up, breakdown, accumulation, and delivery.
The capability for input and readout of data must therefore be available
at all points where cargo is processed.
• Fumigation Area—Given anticipated growing flows of agricultural
products through the ALH, fumigation of products will likely be
required predicated on country of destination or, in cases of in-bound
flows, origin. Fumigation can take place on an open apron type area
(under tent type covers) and should be remote from other functions to
prevent hazards to personnel or contamination of other cargo by
fumigation chemicals.
• Hazardous Materials—Hazardous materials should be processed in an
isolated or protected area. If processed within the Central Cargo facility
building, it is recommended that an area be set aside and isolated by fire
walls and doors. Radioactive materials may require a special vault.
• Live Animal Quarantine—The quarantine of live animals within the
CCA is not recommended because of aircraft noise and air pollutants. A
more remote location at the ALH or an off-site location is recommended
for live animal quarantine.
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• Perishables Center—Some perishable goods may be processed within
the CCF. As the volume of such goods increases, however, separate
perishables centers would be added. Some refrigerated and freezer
space should always remain within the CCF, however.
• Customs—The inspection of cargo by India Customs authorities should
occur at a centralized customs inspection area, in the CCF but also at
separate facilities at later development stages. For large foreign
forwarders and 3PL’s at the ALH, customs may be located in these
private facilities. Customs requires office space for their inspectors, an
accumulation area for cargo being inspected and cleared, and offices
with public access and cross-docking facility where shipments may be
released.
• Aircraft Maintenance—Given the fact that nearly 1,000 more
commercial aircraft will be required to meet India's forecasted
passenger and cargo growth over the next 20 years, an MRO at RGIA is
certainly warranted. The airport is strategically located to serve not
only India-based airlines, but airlines throught Southeast Asia and the
Middle East.

VIII. Intermodal Interfaces
A major process element of the ALH (air logistic hub) is the interconnection and
integration of multiple modes of transport (air, ocean, truck and rail). Ideally,
each mode must be able to seamlessly and efficiently connect to any other mode
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without significant loss of time or high cost. The primary operational ALH
connector (the “glue” that connects the various transportation modes) is a cargo
transfer system. The transfer system will emanate from the Central Cargo
Facility (CCF). The cargo transfer system may be composed of a combination of
trucking modes operating on internal roads, or in later phases of development by
dedicated automated cargo movement systems (for example, rail or tram)
depending on the relative configuration of the elements of the ALH and the level
of activity.

Guidelines for On-Site Transportation Connectivity
The CCF would need to interface with the following modes of transportation: 1)
air, via RGIA's taxiways; 2) truck, with adequate cross-docking at the CCF and
other CCA facilities, as required to meet trucking demand forecasts; 3) sea, with
connection to Hampton ports; and 4) rail, by first providing a rail access and an
intermodal terminal at the ALH, and later providing an interface between the
CTS and a rail hub in proximity to the CCF. The CTS would also be the primary
connector between the CCF and off-ramp ALH production and distribution
facilities, as well as an inland port. These intermodal interfaces are illustrated in
Exhibit 2.14.
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Because the predominant mode of transportation of products moving to
and from RGIA domestically would be via highways, truck terminal facilities
and facility cross-docks at the ALH along with spine and loop road links to NH-7
and Srisailam state highways would be critical design elements for successful
operation of the RGIA ALH.

Guidelines for ALH Connectivity
An HIAL Aerotropolis multimodal logistics system must be able to
accommodate a broad variety of transportation origins and destinations to and
from the ALH. Flow paths of domestic and international air, ocean, truck and
rail modes are represented in Exhibit 2.15 as they might occur between the ALH
and domestic or international origins and destinations at ultimate development.
Flow paths of intra-ALH cargo are shown within the boundaries of the ALH in
the exhibit. Sea links and an air cargo terminal are included as nodes of the
cargo transfer system. Truck and rail terminals, separate from the Central Cargo
Facility, may locate near manufacturing or distribution tenants as the ALH
develops in later phases.
Regional truck and rail transportation should be available between all
major Hyderabad area commercial nodes and the ALH. Truck shipments
consigned to ALH tenants will most likely be delivered directly to those tenants.
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Deliveries to consignees located further from the ALH will be delivered to the
Central Cargo Facility, or to appropriate truck or rail terminals for processing
and subsequent delivery to the consignee. During early stages of operations, the
truck or rail terminal may be located beyond the core of the RGIA ALH (i.e.,
outside of the CCA).
Rail transportation lines between the ALH and India ports will eventually
be required if the ALH is to achieve its full development potential. Also to be
considered is the eventual provision of spur rail lines to larger SEZ industrial or
distribution facilities that may have as high dependence on rail transportation as
on air.
Transportation to and from international origins and destinations both
through a future ALH-type network linking RGIA SEZ and Hyderabad area
businesses to the rest of Asia, the Americas, the Middle East, and Europe will be
provided by air and ocean transport. Much of this will likely go through ports or
even be transited through Delhi's IGIA, but as international cargo service builds
at RGIA eventually air freighted directly from RGIA (see Exhibit 2.15 titled
“Transportation Linkages between RGIA ALH and Domestic and International
Cargo Network”).
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Guidelines for EDI Design
To support 21st century business practices of electronic commerce, just-in-time
delivery, and supply chain management electronic data interchange (EDI) must
be provided as a tool for ALH operators, tenants, logistics service providers, and
India Customs. The ALH EDI system will be a network of computers and
databases that provide an interface between all parties involved in arranging a
shipment. This EDI system must be capable of interfacing with multimodal
carrier systems to provide on-line tracking and tracing capability for the shipper.
A key function of this system should be to interface with India Customs. The
local ALH EDI network should also have access to global telecommunications
networks via satellite transmission. Similarly, the EDI system should be tied to a
bar-coding or more advanced RFID systems for shipment identification within
the system and in-transit. The general objectives of the RGIA ALH EDI system,
consistent with the communication vision of 21st century business practices are
to:
• Build a cost-effective, resilient, and manageable EDI network,
throughout the Hyderabad region;
• Allow all Hyderabad regional businesses to connect to the RGIA ALH
via a network backbone at lowest charges possible;
• Ensure connectivity by providing enough fiber optics bandwidth and
connection channels;
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• Ensure capacity so that the Hyderabad region and RGIA ALH tenants
can connect and not be denied access due to insufficient ports;
• Provide support for all protocols required by the users of the system;
• Allow tenants, users, and logistics service providers with a range of
hosts (e.g., workstations with high-speed network access, mobile
computing and data exchange via secure WiFi wireless networking) to
connect to the RGIA ALH’s network.
• Allow RGIA ALH tenants and the Hyderabad user community to access
applications (e.g., database inquiries/updates) on a range of different
information management systems operated by third-party entities.
Conceptually, the ALH Communications System can be viewed in
Exhibit 2.16. This exhibit presents a vision of a possible future global
communications system for the RGIA ALH.

IX. RGIA ALH Planning Integration Strategy
As described in the previous sections, the ALH represents a new kind of
logistical center in which information technology, transportation and supply
chain activities are operationally integrated to create a seamless business
environment. Traditional planning activities do not capture the intersections and
linkages that are necessary to create this new environment.
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The proposed integrated planning process at and around RGIA must
differ from traditional planning processes in three respects:
1. Shift from Element Focus to Process Focus. Traditional master
planning exercises target individual elements of infrastructure in
separate plans. For example, independently produced a master
plan for ports, highways, and the airport. Each of these master
plans is based on traditional concepts of the role and function of
these infrastructures. In a process-oriented plan, the exercise
begins with an understanding of the integrated business processes
and needs of the tenants and customers. In this new approach, for
example, the design concept for a port or airport should be guided
by the desire to create value for the commercial user of the facility
rather than to maximize the utilization of designed capacity. This
will involve a close coordination and integration of all elements
infrastructure planning for the RGIA ALH and Hyderabad region.
2. Identify New Elements of the ALH. The RGIA ALH will require
new elements of infrastructure. In the 21st century, businesses
compete based on how efficiently and creatively they manage
information to create competitive advantage. Even Fred Smith,
Chairman of FedEx, has described his company as an IT firm that
happens to fly airplanes. The provision of information technology
therefore is not an afterthought, addressed once the size and
function of a building or infrastructure have been designed, but
rather an organizing principle around which the identity and
function of a building or infrastructure have been designed. In this
process planning environment, information technology capabilities
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must complement and reinforce the development of multimodal
transportation and industrial capabilities at the RGIA ALH and
throughout the Hyderabad region.
3. Establish New Linkages Between Infrastructure Elements. The
creation of a 21st century business environment at RGIA requires
new linkages among key infrastructure elements. Uninterrupted
flows of products and materials through the RGIA ALH require the
integration of various modes of transportation. It is therefore
necessary to plan the material handling and management systems
that will integrate the movement of goods and materials from
across these modes regionally and to and from the RGIA ALH.

X. Designing for Future Tenant Needs

Business Process Needs of Tenants
The ultimate success of the RGIA ALH will depend on how well it meets the
business needs of future tenants. The real customer for the planning process is
not GMR, GHIAL, or or any India government body, but firms that GHIAL and
other Hyderabad economic development organizations wish to recruit.
Therefore, concepts and capabilities targeted to 21st century business practices
described below should guide and inform the planning process and the required
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functionality of the RGIA ALH and regional infrastructure. These businesses
need the following:
• Paperless Environment. Companies have moved to a paperless
environment in which orders for materials as well as finished goods are
transmitted electronically from customers worldwide to their suppliers.
Global manufacturers are increasingly requiring that their suppliers
communicate electronically, and the availability of access to global
communications and information networks will qualify future ALH
tenants, large and small, for new commercial opportunities.
• End-to-End Supply Chain Visibility. The ever growing imperative for
speed and lower costs has caused companies to more closely manage
their supply chains. The basis of competition has changed from headto-head competition between companies to a competition that pits
supply chain against supply chain. A weak link anywhere along the
supply chain can have a devastating impact on a company’s ability to
perform. Increasingly companies are requiring end-to-end asset
visibility along the entire chain requiring state-of-the-art tracing and
tracking information technology.
• Just-in-Time Delivery. As companies manufacture in increasingly
smaller lots and provide more customization of their products, the need
for just-in-time delivery has grown. Not only must small batches of
materials be shipped as economically as large batches, but they must be
delivered within 24 to 48 hours anywhere in the nation and, indeed,
across the globe. Traditionally, manufacturers seek suppliers that are
located near the manufacturing site. The availability of an integrated
information and transportation infrastructure provides the capability
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for suppliers, manufacturers, and customers to work across great
distances as if they were located nearby.
• Real-Time Asset Control. To assure flexible and fast response to
changing customer needs, companies must not only to able to trace and
track their assets quickly, but also to change their destination, routing or
carrier mode as customer requirements change. Only the complete
integration of information, transportation and manufacturing can
provide this capability. Few, if any companies are able to do this now,
but this will be a required standard of doing business in the near future.
In sum, successful development of the RGIA air logistics hub (ALH)
intermodal and information technology systems will require a broad
understanding of the basic business processes of tenants, users, and logistics
service providers, their current information system capabilities, and future
technology/business needs. These include better understanding of the emerging
needs of information-rich industries such as software packaging, financial
services, transport-related services such as intermodal logistics and trading and
transshipment, strategic and high-growth industries such as aerospace parts,
micro-electronics, pharmaceuticals, and telecommunications, and even
hospitality industries, such as hotels, tourism, and recreation that will form the
service backbone of airport-driven commercial development.
Attracting manufacturers, assemblers, and distribution industries will also
require a thorough understanding of modern supply chain management
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principles and the order-to-delivery process. To offer a truly marketable
competitive advantage, GHIAL (and DIAL) with the assistance of state and local
economic development organizations should bring together experts in logistics
and supply chain management, multimodal infrastructure development, and
information technology to work to create the design specifications that properly
integrate all system elements. To my knowledge, no location in the world is
doing this, so GHIAL can have a first-mover advantage in attracting high valueadding industries if it takes the lead in seizing this opportunity.
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Exhibit 2.1
PRIMARY ROAD AND RAIL CONNECTIVITY NEAR DELHI INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
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Exhibit 2.2
PLANNED COMMUTER RAIL CONNECTIVITY TO DELHI INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

Source: Delhi Metro Rail Corporation.
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Exhibit 2.3
PLANNED HOSPITALITY DISTRICT LOCATED NEAR DELHI INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

Source: Lehman Brothers — Jones Lang LaSalle
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Exhibit 2.4
RAJIV GANDHI INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT — INITIAL PHASE

Source: GMR Hyderabad International Airport
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Exhibit 2.5
RAJIV GANDHI INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT — LATER-PHASE LAND-USE ZONES

Source: CPG
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Exhibit 2.6
RAJIV GANDHI INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT — DEVELOPMENT SUMMARY

HIAL LANDSIDE
HIAL CENTRAL PASSENGER TERMINAL LAND
HIAL AIRSIDE DEDICATED FOR MRO SEZ PROCESSING ZONE
TOTAL
NO

Total Built-Up (GFA)
sqft
-

106.7
14.7
3.6
125.0

4,648,018.9
640,355.0
156,821.6
5,445,195.5

3,718,415.1
3,718,415.1

56.5
44.9
5.0
18.6
125.0
250.0

2,461,228.4
1,955,914.2
217,807.8
810,245.1
5,445,195.5
10,890,391.0

3,371,665.1
3,371,665.1
7,090,080.2

104.7
20.3
125.0

4,560,895.8
884,299.7
5,445,195.5

3,648,716.6

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT COMPONENT

SEZ -1: Multi Product SEZ

Nett Land Area
acre
sqft
80.4
3,503,221.0
53.3
2,321,831.4
40.1
1,746,818.7
61.7
2,687,748.5
235.5
10,259,619.6

SEZ -2: Aviation SEZ

CENTRAL
SPINE
RESERVE

Central Spine Road
MRT reserve
Service Corridor Reserve
Central Spine Green Landscape Reserve
SUB TOTAL
SEZ Multi Product Airport Based (west)
Processing zone
Road & Infrastructure
Open spaces
Sub Total (Processing Zone)
Non-processing zone:
Retention Pond & Parks / 9 holes recreational golf course part 1
Business Parks
Open Spaces
Road & Infrastructure (stp & Digital switch exchange)
Sub-total Non-processing zone
SUB TOTAL SEZ-1
MRO - SEZ Aviation Sector Specific (east)
Processing zone (AIRSIDE & LANDSIDE)
Road & Infrastructure
Sub total (Processing Zone)
Non-processing zone:
Business Parks
Commercial
Road & Infrastructure
Sub-total Non-processing zone
SUB TOTAL SEZ-2
Retail and Entertainment (PTC)
Convention Centre
Hotels
Service Apartment
Logistic Hub
Corporate Office
Mix Commercial (commercial + service apartment)
Commercial
Parking for LCCT 1 & 2
Business Parks
Fire Station
CPG
Police Station
Petrol Station
Hospital
GMR Corporate Office
Post Office
Flight Catering Site
Golf Course - Part 2
SUB TOTAL
Electrical Sub-Station
Solid Waste Dumping Site
Water reservoir & hydro Pneumatic Booster Station
Telephone services
District Cooling
Sewerage Treatment Plant
Open Spaces & Parks
Road & Infrastructure reserve
SUB TOTAL
TOTAL OVERALL
* TOTAL GFA EXCLUDE PASSENGER TERMINAL COMPLEX
OTHERS SERVICES

Source:

PROPERTY COMPONENT

LAND AREA
ACRE
SQFT
1,667.9
72,656,332.60
131.9
5,745,770.29
103.0
4,486,841.09
1,902.8
82,888,943.98

67.5
2,940,405.6
27.0
1,176,162.2
30.5
1,328,627.7
125.0
5,445,195.5
250.0
10,006,091.3
89.5
3,898,760.0
15.9
692,628.9
22.5
980,135.2
3.7
161,177.8
55.2
2,404,598.3
46.4
2,021,256.6
87.7
3,820,349.2
396.6
17,276,516.3
17.7
771,039.7
12.5
544,519.6
3.0
130,684.7
4.8
209,095.5
4.7
204,739.4
2.5
108,903.9
19.4
845,094.3
1.3
56,630.0
6.5
283,150.2
14.3
622,930.4
789.9
34,409,279.4
10.5
457,396.4
6.6
287,506.3
2.9
126,328.5
2.5
108,903.9
3.8
165,533.9
2.4
102,805.3
57.7
2,513,502.2
233.2
10,157,685.5
319.5
13,919,662.2
1,902.8
79,485,043.4
63,490,543.9 SQFT

3,648,716.6
6,068,997.1
882,121.7
6,951,118.8
10,599,835.4
5,848,140.0
692,628.9
980,135.2
161,177.8
2,404,598.3
3,638,261.8
6,876,628.5
26,796,896.1
771,039.7
980,135.2
130,684.7
209,095.5
102,369.7
196,027.0
1,521,169.8
56,630.0
283,150.2
51,648,768.4
69,338,683.9

Source: CPG
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Exhibit 2.7
PRIMARY ROAD AND RAIL CONNECTIVITY NEAR
RAJIV GANDHI INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

RGIA
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Exhibit 2.8
RAJIV GANDHI INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT HIGHWAY CONNECTIVITY
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Exhibit 2.9
RAJIV GANDHI INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT — TRAFFIC CIRCULATION SYSTEM – SPINE ROAD & LOOP
SYSTEMS

Source: CPG
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Exhibit 2.10
RAJIV GANDHI INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT — PROPOSED MRT LINE FOR COMMUTER RAIL ACCESS

Source: CPG
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Exhibit 2.11
EXTENSIVE CONNECTIVITY AROUND RAJIV GANDHI INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

Source: GMR
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Exhibit 2.12
INDIRA GANDHI INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT — PROPOSED FINAL MASTER PLAN

Source: GMR / DIAL
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Exhibit 2.13
RGIA ALH CENTRAL CARGO FACILITY
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Exhibit 2.14
INTERMODAL INTERFACES AT THE RGIA AIR LOGISTICS HUB (ALH)

Central
Cargo
Facility
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Exhibit 2.15
TRANSPORTATION LINKAGES BETWEEN
RGIA ALH AND DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL CARGO NETWORK

RGIA
ALH
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Exhibit 2.16
VIEW OF RGIA ALH COMMUNICATION SYSTEM AT FULL BUILDOUT
Air Carriers
Banks

Freight Insurers
Manufacturers

India Customs

CCF

Distributors or
Retailers

RGIA ALH
Communications
System

Rail Carriers

Truck Carriers

Receivers

Forwarders/
3PLs

Consignees

Suppliers
Rail Yards
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Chapter 3
IGIA/RGIA Logistics Complex Business Plan Guidelines
I. Introduction
In Chapter 1, I described how speed and agility had become 21st century
priorities for business and industrial success. The ability of India's companies to
respond rapidly and flexibly to market opportunities will depend not only on
internal management and operational changes but also on the creation of the
external business environment that makes new commercial practices possible.
Exhibit 3.1 identifies the key resource needs for a competitive business
environment at and around IGIA/RGIA and their broader metropolitan regions
to make them world-class in logistics and Aerotropolis development.

II. Business Resource Needs

Multimodal Transportation
First, logistics success requires integrated multimodal transportation systems for
efficient sourcing and distribution of parts, components and manufactured
products. Seamlessly connected multimodal transportation systems have
become a key to modern supply chain management. Raw materials, perishables,
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manufacturing inputs, and outputs must flow among geographically dispersed
firms in a fast, flexible and synchronized fashion. Air cargo facilities that are
integrated closely with efficient highways and railways are needed to support
the development of logistics parks, SEZ's, industrial parks, distribution centers,
and to more efficiently link goods-processing firms to their sourcing, production
and customer networks.
For example, the ability of agribusiness firms to get high value fresh
produce to and from distant markets quickly and reliably requires temperaturecontrolled cross-docking facilities that link regional surface transport with
aircraft servicing overseas markets. Similarly, manufacturers require crossdocking facilities that bring raw materials, parts, components, and semifinished
goods efficiently to production sites and facilitate the rapid shipment of
assembled products to customers domestically and globally.
The automotive industry (a new manufacturing target of India) is a good
example of how the proper integration of multimodal transportation networks
can serve a major industry. Heavy metal components would arrive via rail. At
the same time, smaller high-value digitized parts and custom components, often
made by local and regional suppliers, must be delivered on a just-in-time basis to
the assembly facility. These may arrive from local suppliers by truck and from
longer-distance suppliers by air. The newly assembled automobiles are then
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trucked or transported by rail to domestic markets and to ports for shipment to
international markets.
Another example of multimodal supply chain convergence is a potential
future target industry for Hyderabad and the State -- aerospace manufacturing.
China has been aggressively pursuing this sector and it wold be wise for India to
pursue aerospace manufacturing, as well. Boeing (2007) forecasts that between
2006 and 2007 there will be a demand for 28,600 new commercial aircraft worth
US$ 2.8 trillion. Of these, 8,350 aircraft worth over 1 trillion US dollars will be
sold in the Asia/Pacific region. Boeing has already purchased land for a MRO in
Nagpur and it is quite possible that both Boeing and Airbus will eventually have
assembly facilities in India, as well. Both companies are now requiring linkages
among major modes of transport in their site selection competition for new
commercial aircraft assembly facilities. They are looking for large, uncongested
industrial airport sites with highway and rail interfaces that link to ports. RGIA
may be well-suited for a future role in commercial aircraft or aircraft parts
assembly.

Advanced Telecommunications
Second, the IGIA/RGIA air logistics systems require an advanced
telecommunications and electronic data interchange (EDI) network (as described
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in the previous chapter) to obtain information on markets and orders, trace, track
and manage materials and inventory, and control movements of goods to
customers. Such a network is also essential to attracting more sophisticated
transportation-related and third-party logistics (3PL) companies and 4PLs
(managers and integrators of 3PLs) to the Hyderabad airport area that will
provide state-of-the-art logistics services to airport users and SEZ tenants, thus
boosting air cargo volumes at RGIA.
According to the Georgia Institute of Technology annual global survey of
manufacturers and logistics providers, third party logistics firms are used by
nearly 90 percent of large manufacturers in Asia to manage their outbound
transportation. The survey also showed that 3PLs now regularly use webenabled and other advanced communications in meeting manufacturer’s needs
for supply chain ordering and inventory control, shipment tracing and tracking,
customs clearance and warehouse management. Similarly, IT is used by 3PLs for
route optimization and carrier selection, fleet management, order fulfillment,
customs brokerage, duty and tax payments and even factoring (inventory and
trade financing).
The RGIA and greater Hyderabad telecommunications system should
feature information technologies served by fiber optics loops, RFID, WiFi, and
GPS satellite linkages that assist 3PLs and connect companies in the airport area
and throughout the State to their suppliers and customers and to their own
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branches, offices, and partners around the country and the world. HIAL is
fortunate to already be putting this fiber optics and telecommunications network
in place. A teleport with advanced information and telecommunications
management systems will serve SEZ's and customer premise equipment
(including rapid worldwide communication, EDI systems, business to business
(B2B) exchanges, and video conferencing equipment) through communications
satellite, fiber-optics, and high-speed internet networks. Operations
(manufacturing process) research is showing that the telecommunications and
information technology infrastructure external to a firm now heavily influences
the effectiveness and efficiency of internal firm processes. This can be a key
competitive advantage of RGIA in its SEZ and other business recruitment.
As international air commerce evolves at RGIA (and IGIA) this
telecommunications system must also support express customs clearance and
efficient trade data processing. RGIA should be used as a laboratory for new
expedited customs clearance procedures and electronic data interchange to
achieve high-speed, barrier-free international flows of agricultural products,
parts and components, and manufactured goods.
In future phases, to speed customs clearance, RGIA should expand the
automated customs environment to its entire SEZ and air logistics complex.
Through joint determination with India Customs of appropriate technology,
procedures, and staffing levels (and in partnership with participating private
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sector firms), GHIAL should take the lead in creating the India’s (and indeed,
Asia's) fastest and most efficient customs clearance system—24 hours a day, 7
days a week.
The key to greater air cargo growth at both IGIA and RGIA will be speed
and agility in moving high value to weight products to and from the region,
providing it with a major competitive edge in fast-cycle logistics. Here much
remains to be done. For example, at IGIA average dwell time is 40 hours for
exports and 165 hours for imports. Compare this to Fraports 6 and 16 hours
dwell time for imports and exports, respectively; Singapore's 6 and 12 hours and
Sharjah's 4 and 7 hours of dwell time for imports and exports. DIAL has set a
target of reducing average dwell time for exports to 24 hours and for imports to
48 hours. This is not world-class. Both DIAL and GHIAL must do much better if
they are to become major air cargo centers.

Commercial Support
Third, the new business environment requires modern commercial support
services. Globally-linked manufacturers, assemblers, and distributors must have
access to SEZ's like those planned for RGIA. Tenants and external users require
bonded warehouses at and near the airport, as well as financial institutions,
marketing, sales and employment agencies, legal services, and trade and
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exhibition centers. As noted above, expedited customs procedures are required
to streamline and accelerate the import of raw materials, parts and components
and the export of finished goods. One-stop government service centers
(combining federal, state, and local agency requirements) are also necessary to
expeditiously provide foreign investors with all required licenses, permits, and
investment promotion privileges. Trade and exhibition facilities are needed to
display and market products of the region’s and nation’s firms.
In addition, investors’ ability to attract professional managers and highlyskilled younger workers requires a full array of community amenities including
modern housing, quality public schools, good shopping and fine restaurants,
nightlife, recreational, and cultural facilities, which need to develop in the
Aerotropolis. DIAL and GHIAL should partner with major Delhi and
Hyderabad real estate developers to foster clusters of higher-end shopping,
restaurants, nightlife, and leisure facilities not only on their airport property but
in surrounding areas, as well.

Knowledge Support
Fourth, many high-tech and other new economy industries must be located near
or have access to knowledge resources that can generate or stimulate innovation
and provide a reliable source of trained workers and managers. Among the most
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important knowledge-based organizations on which global businesses depend
are top-notch colleges and universities providing well-educated professionals
and research capacities, and consultancy organizations that help commercialize
technology, develop new products, and service local and multinational firms
more effectively. Such knowledge resources well represented in both the Delhi
and Hyderabad area have proven to be a strong asset in meeting these objectives
as well as attracting technology clusters especially in the IT and ITES sectors. At
the technical and vocational level, DIAL and HIAL distance education and
training facilities drawing on their airports’ telecommunications networks could
provide real-time audio, video and tactile worker training on-site (and, via
distributed education and training, to facilities throughout Delhi and
Hyderabad) from training centers in distant headquarter firm locations around
the world.

III. Functional Requirements for IGIA/RGIA Air Logistics
Hubs
DIAL/GHIAL should incorporate integrated responses to the business resource
needs described above. To become world-class in air logistics, six broad
functional capabilities targeted to these needs must be addressed. For each
functional (business) requirement, examples of key infrastructure elements are
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noted. (Refer back to Chapter 2 for more detailed discussion and
design/location of these elements and challenges passed.)

1.

Multimodal Transportation System with Access to Local, National and
Global Transportation Networks

On-site cargo terminals and inland ports with efficient intermodal
capability should be linked to Delhi/Hyderabad's major highway and rail
systems and with global sea and air transportation networks. Primary
integration capability for an air logistics-driven Aerotropolis must provide a
seamless interface between transportation modes and between local firms and
major air cargo and ocean shipping routes so that goods and materials can flow
uninterrupted through the area to airports and ports quickly, at low cost, and
with a minimum of human handling. Efficiently linking all the various modes of
transportation is important to establishing a competitive infrastructure at both
IGIA and RGIA and to attracting industrial investment to the airport area and
throughout the greater Delhi and Hyderabad regions.
Examples of infrastructure needs at the DIAL/HIAL Aerotropolis:
• Upgrades of internal local roadways and an intermodal rail facility with
truck cross-docks connecting to national rail and highway systems.
• Upgrades and completion of ring roads in Delhi and Hyderabad and
improving accessibility of IGIA and RGIA to businesses throughout the
Delhi and Hyderabad metropolitan areas.
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• Intermodal integrators for seamless connections between alternative
modes (air/truck/rail for goods transfers and provision of commuter
rail service to IGIA and RGIA for more efficient passenger flows)
• Electronic tracking capability from mode to mode for total asset
visibility and real-time asset control

2.

On-site Cargo Processing Capability

At the core of any world-class air cargo airport must be a cargo processing
facility with advanced material handling that can accommodate the needs of a
variety of aircraft and industries. Flexibility in both the processing capability
and location of material handling activities is essential because of nonstandard
aircraft and ground cargo-related equipment, and because of a dynamically
changing cargo processing environment. Targeted mechanization at IGIA and
RGIA for cargo operating processes can be provided when it is productivitydriven and demand-justified.
Examples of key cargo infrastructure elements many of which are already
or soon will be at IGIA and RGIA include:
• New Central Cargo Facility (CCF) with advanced material-handling
systems (MHS) and intermodal interfaces
• High-velocity flow-through facilities with airside cargo access and truck
cross-docking
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• Automated customs clearance procedures and facilities
• In-bound breakdown and delivery staging areas
• Cargo inspection, security, and holding areas
• Facilities for value-added service provision, such as pick and pack, and
temperature-controlled storage.

3.

On-site Cargo Transport System

A third need is an on-site cargo transport system that connects the airports
with all transportation modes and terminals (air, road, and rail), with each mode
to the other inside the airport fence, with inside the fence and for RGIA's SEZ's
manufactures, distributors and logistics providers, and with the regional
manufacturing and distribution facilities. These systems can be fully automated,
semi-automated or manual depending on traffic flow profiles (cargo demand)
and the specifics of the site.
Examples of such logistics infrastructure elements include:
• Both low-tech and advanced materials handling capability
• Internal road and cargo tram system (CTS)
• Intermodal rail facility
• Automated storage/retrieval systems
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• RFID tagging and tracking technologies and sortation systems

4.

Shared Communications System with Transparent User Interfaces

Computer-to-computer information transfer between companies
(Electronic Data Interchange and B2B e-commerce) have replaced paper and fax
transmissions and most traditional face to face supply chain transactions. This
electronic interchange of data and information requires message standards,
translation software and transmission capability. Recent technology
developments have created new opportunities to enhance inter-modal, intercompany and inter-industry communications with harmonization software,
more powerful work stations, improved data transportation mediums, global
communications networks and faster routers for electronic transmissions.
Incorporating these capabilities and new technologies at IGIA and RGIA
will greatly facilitate seamless relationships between their tenants and users and
their suppliers and customers--regionally, nationally and worldwide. The net
effect is to accelerate materials handling, customs processing and product
transfers among industrial and commercial facilities, aircraft, trucks, rail cars, as
well as to other India and global airports. A key planning challenge, as
described in Chapter 2, is to design a communications system that is flexible
enough to support the majority of IGIA and RGIA users, that offers rapid
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connection to regional, national and global networks, that maximizes
functionality, and that allows for continuous improvement and innovation.
Examples of key electronic commerce elements include:
• Electronic data interchange (EDI) and RFID interoperability across
transportation modes
• Fiber optic, Wi-Fi and satellite networks
• Wide-area broadband
• Web-based harmonized software architectures and message standards

5.

Access to On-site and Remote Services for Commercial Support, Logistics
Education and Worker Training

In the new speed-driven economy, businesses are demanding access to a
variety of support services that reduce the time and cost of logistical transactions.
Desirable commercial support services noted earlier include a variety of legal,
financial, and government services such as the securing of permits, customs
clearances, and export licenses. Some of these services can be provided
electronically. Co-location of these services at IGIA/RGIA or at a strategic point
in its their greater aerotropolises can provide a “one-stop-shop” support for
IGIA/RGIA tenants and users.
Similarly, electronic access to education and training facilities throughout
India and the world can provide substantial value to IGIA/RGIA tenants and
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users. The proposed distance education facilities at IGIA and RGIA would
provide agile support for custom training the local labor force by offering tenant
and area companies real-time audio, video, and tactile access to knowledge and
training resources from around the world. For example, if Rolls-Royce wanted to
locate a jet engine production facility at RGIA or elsewhere in the Hyderabad
area, worker training could be conducted on site, via simultaneous audio, video,
and tactile instruction from its European production headquarters.
Examples of such supporting infrastructure elements include:
• Interactive audio/video capability
• Wide area broadband information exchange
• On-line interactive and/or automated support of negotiations and
contracting
• Education and training center with distance-learning capabilities
• One-stop shop service center for investors

6.

Arterial Movements Unencumbered by Congestion

Success of the DIAL/HIAL Aerotropolis requires speed and agility of
movement on local highway systems. As the airport areas further develops the
potential for serious congestion rises. As discussed in Chapter 2, planning and
action must begin now to insure that people and product movements are fast
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and flexible to and from IGIA/RGIA and throughout the greater Delhi and
Hyderabad areas.
Examples of key infrastructure elements include:
• New roadways, flyovers, and by-passes
• Additional lanes in high-volume traffic areas
• Intelligent highway system technologies
• Truck-only lanes on certain routes
• Airport express rail service to both airports

IV. Critical Success Factors for the DIAL/HIAL
Aerotropolis
Effective planning requires not only vision but also an appropriate strategy.
Guiding the development of a business plan for the DIAL/HIAL Aerotropolis
should be a set of critical success factors that, if followed, will greatly facilitate
their ultimate success. Realizing these critical success factors will also provide
the greater Delhi and Hyderabad urban areas with a major competitive edge in
attracting business and industry.
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Critical Factor #1
The DIAL/HIAL Aerotropolises Must Be Designed Around Emerging 21st Century
Business Practices
Beginning with my frequently repeated fundamental point, planning of the
DIAL/HIAL Aerotropolis must reflect the business practices and processes of
21st century global companies. I noted that dramatic changes are occurring in
how companies transact their business, and especially in how today’s most
successful mega-retailers, manufacturers and logistics providers move goods and
materials throughout countries and around the world in a fast and flexible
manner. Aerotropolises therefore cannot be developed as separate
infrastructures that reflect more traditional civil engineering objectives and
traditional business practices. New business practices require new business
infrastructures. Successful Aerotropolises must be geared to modern supplychain management that fuse multimodal transportation, advanced
telecommunications, sophisticated materials handling systems, and state-of-theart business support services to offer unmatched speed and agility to their
tenants as well as users from throughout their broader regions.
Critical Factor #2
Development Plans for the DIAL/HIAL Aerotropolis Must Give High Priority to
Quality of Life Considerations
Unlike most other air logistics complexes around the world, the DIAL/HIAL
Aerotropolis should be developed as a multi-functional district that will support
not only manufacturing and distribution activities, but also white-collar service
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and knowledge-intensive functions, so important to Delhi’s and Hyderabad
economy. This raises the importance of quality of life considerations with
respect to their broader built environment. By balancing industrial, commercial
and environmental factors, the DIAL/HIAL Aerotropolis can provide benefits
not only to the companies that locate there, but also to nearby residents, as well.
High-quality design standards, beautified access roads and commercial clusters,
and environmental sustainability should be overarching objectives.
Critical Factor #3
Master Plans for the DIAL/HIAL Aerotropolis Must Be Flexible and
Reconfigurable.
I have stressed that planning for the DIAL/HIAL Aetropolis should not be
viewed solely as detailed land-use or civil engineering plans to guide
construction and development. Rather, the master plans for both the DIAL and
HIAL Aerotropolises should be developed as a flexible framework that can
accommodate a wide variety of commercial facilities, tenants, and physical
layouts. As suggested above, master planning must look to the long-term, with a
design that is both environmentally and economically sustainable, as well as
aesthetically appealing. It must also be able to adapt to emerging business needs
and incorporate new technologies and infrastructure advances. A basic planning
principle is that the DIAL/HIAL Aerotropolis be designed as a flexible
infrastructure and commercial system that can be adapted to current and future
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business requirements, and changing consumer demands. While the features of
the competitive landscape for the near term are in focus, competitive strategies
will undoubtedly change over time and both the DIAL and HIAL Aerotropolises
must be able to respond quickly to new logistical, infrastructure, and commercial
requirements. A 20 to 30 year DIAL/HIAL Aerotropolis development horizon is
therefore not unreasonable to build milestones on.
Critical Factor #4
DIAL/HIAL Must Establish Synchrony with Other Infrastructure Projects Around
the Country and the World.
We are moving into an era in which networks of firms compete rather than
individual companies. In this new commercial environment, Delhi and
Hyderabad companies and DIAL/HIAL Aerotropolis tenants must be able to
access their partners quickly and effectively. This requires synchrony with other
air cargo systems throughout India and the world and with harmonized
communications systems and surface/sea transportation networks. Major air
logistics service providers such as FedEx, Lufthansa, UPS, and DHL are racing to
set up efficient and seamless international networks. By aligning and integrating
more closely into their international networks, DIAL/HIAL and area businesses
will be able to participate more quickly and efficiently in the rapidly growing
global economy that these firms are themselves major drivers.
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Critical Factor #5
DIAL/HIAL Must Emphasize the Importance of Logistics-Based Capabilities in
Attracting Globally-Oriented Businesses.
As companies search around the world seek quality parts and components at
competitive prices, and as customers demand quick response and rapid delivery,
access to multimodal air logistics hubs will be a major criterion for industrial
location. Companies will certainly continue to require traditional economic
incentives, such as investment offsets for land or facilities, federal, state, and
local tax abatements and workforce training. However, as the competitive
priorities of speed and agile response to changing customer demand
predominate, the relative importance of these traditional factors will lesson.
Increasingly, investment decisions will be made as much on the basis of the
logistical capabilities of the site and access to national and global networks, as on
government incentives. This could be DIAL/HIAL’s trump card.
Critical Factor #6
DIAL/HIAL Planning Must Demonstrate Metropolitan and Statewide Benefits
To obtain broad-based public and governmental support, IGIA/RGIA
development must be positioned as a vehicle for greater metropolitan area and
State competitiveness and economic growth. The development of a DIAL/HIAL
Aerotropolis that would attract commercially successful business and industries
to the airports and their immediate environs should be a primary goal. But,
ultimately, the success of the DIAL/HIAL Aerotropolis will depend on how their
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capabilities leverage businesses and industries throughout Delhi, Hyderabad
and their respective states. It is critical that Aerotropolis planning recognize this
fact and that both DIAL and HIAL work with local, state, and federal agencies to
design and implement an integrated logistics system plan that builds synergies
among metropolitan and state-wide transportation networks and commercial
centers.

V. Marketing Strategy to Make RGIA a Leading Air
Cargo Hub
I turn now to guidelines for a marketing strategy to help HIAL attract industrial
investors and air cargo service providers to RGIA to substantially boost cargo
volumes. I will assume that for the immediate future the GHIAL as well as
Hyderabad and Andhra Pradesh economic development agencies will continue
to have the lead role and responsibility for promoting the HIAL Aerotropolis and
for identifying and attracting viable tenants to the airport area. In the next
chapter, I will provide some options to consider regarding potential future
investment and operation of infrastructure and facilities in the SEZ's and logistics
hub. Here, I will raise the prospect that GHIAL consider partnering with a
private-sector master developer to finance, develop, and manage the SEZ and
logistics complex (air logistics hub).
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Among the master developer‘s primary responsibilities would be
providing up-front investment capital and the promotion of the RGIA including
the creation of a marketing program for the logistics complex, complete with
public relations, advertising and publicity brochures and materials, to the
identification, contact and recruitment of potential industrial tenants and users,
as well as logistics service providers. If a master developer is feasible and
chosen, it would be expected to have its own approach and techniques to finance,
market and develop the industrial components. The reason for this suggestion is
simple. GHIAL does not have significant experience or networks in commercial
real estate development. Nor, despite its new joint venture with Menzies,
Aviation, is it a third-party logistics provider. These functions may best be
handled on a concessionary basis, perhaps, in part, by Menzies.
In view of current realities, though, I first concentrate on the industry
marketing strategy tasks that fall to GHIAL and government economic
development agencies for the period prior to the possible involvement of privatesector developers and/or operators. It is also understood that GHIAL may well
retain responsibility indefinitely for the entire commercial development of RGIA
project. Recognizing this likelihood, I also address longer-term marketing goals
and issues for the HIAL Aerotropolis that would be relevant either to a privatesector master developer/operator or to GHIAL should the latter continue to be
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the entity to design, promote, and develop the airport’s SEZ's and logistics zones
indefinitely.

1.

PHASED MARKETING THEMES

Air cargo at RGIA can best be boosted by the airport serving as a major
multimodal logistics hub and airport-driven industrial complex offering tenants
and users state-of-the-art air cargo and commercial support. Based on
experiences of multimodal air logistics airports elsewhere, to achieve of this goal,
RGIA will likely evolve through a series of phases. In each phase, the marketing
effort should be designed to attract a nucleus of appropriate facility users, which
in turn serves as a catalyst to attract additional complementary companies to the
complex and the airport environs.
The kinds of tenants likely to be attracted to RGIA will vary with each
phase of the complex’s infrastructure and facility development. Marketing
activities should be planned to match these anticipated development stages and
tailored to the kinds of tenants that are most suitable to each stage, and not
outrun physical development stages. If marketing gets ahead of these
improvements, credibility will be lost and the targeted tenants may well become
disenchanted.
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a.

Near Term

The near term represents a period from the present through the next 5
years. Based on interviews and surveys of potential users of air cargo complexes
elsewhere, the near-term marketing strategy should build on the strong previous
efforts to attract internationally networked air cargo carriers, especially the
integrated air express carriers (e.g., FedEx, UPS, and DHL). Though substantial
efforts by DIAL and GHAIL and local and state development agencies have
shown how difficult this can be, the international air express industry is growing
rapidly (averaging 16.4 percent annually over the last decade) and is expected to
lead international air cargo expansion in the future. All of the integrated air
express carriers are operating a number of regional as well as international hubs.
For example, Fred Smith, Chairman of FedEx, has set India as one of his firm’s
primary locations for network expansion. Other international air express
companies are looking to expand considerably in India, as well.

b.

Mid-Term

The mid-term for RGIA cargo development represents roughly the years 3
through 10, including earlier year overlap with near-term activity. This period’s
marketing strategies should be designed to continue to boost the air cargo
demand at RGIA and then to further expand this demand by progressively
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widening and deepening the nature of goods processing activities located at and
around the airport. Key components of these strategies include
• attracting charter air cargo service providers to the RGIA;
• targeting industrial and commercial users of those air services;
• encouraging improved logistics management; and
• preparing for the full integration of production and logistics.
While the above strategies are broadly sequential, there would naturally
be substantial overlap among them. Most important, the impact of this
marketing will be cumulative, with efforts in one stage preparing a network of
contacts and a RGIA operating reputation to make it possible to begin moving
the cargo complex toward its next phase of evolution.

(1) Attracting additional charter air cargo service providers (years 3 to 10)
For RGIA to attract additional international air cargo service providers, a
critical mass for air cargo demand (load) is necessary on a regular basis.
Previous surveys have indicated that charter air cargo operators (e.g., Atlas Air,
BAX Global, Cargolux, Evergreen, and Polar) serve airports where they can be
assured of a significant volume of airfreight. The key to building a critical mass
of cargo demand will be to focus on promoting RGIA to all industries within a
200-mile radius of the airport that are airfreight dependent. The intent here will
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be to persuade the firms not necessarily to relocate to the Hyderabad
metropolitan area, but to use RGIA rather than trucking their freight to other
international airports in India.
To capture a significant portion of the broader region's air cargo leakage
will require closer working relationships with major freight forwarders and
third-party logistics service providers. Initial marketing targets should focus on
3PL’s, freight forwarders and shippers of time-sensitive products in the 200 mile
radius of RGIA. The latter include microelectronics companies, pharmaceutical
firms, fresh produce, and seafood, and other high value to weight export
products. Marketing strategies geared to shippers, freight forwarders, 3PL’s and
air cargo firms should emphasize the value-added that RGIA can contribute in
terms of lower cost and faster, more efficient operations. During this mid-term
phase of development, RGIA should become a much more significant air cargo
airport, featuring substantially greater cargo volumes with highly efficient
materials handling and transshipment capabilities.

(2) Attracting Air-Intensive Commercial Users to RGIA and the HIAL
Aerotropolis (years 3 go 10)
As RGIA's air cargo service capability expands significantly, reciprocal
marketing should focus on attracting shippers (i.e., manufacturers and
assemblers of export products) and more freight forwarders and third party
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logistics providers (3PLs) to locate at and around RGIA. The goal will be to
begin generating on-site origin/destination cargo shipments in terms of inbound raw materials and components and out-bound intermediate and final
goods flowing to and from the time-sensitive manufacturers and distributors that
operate at or near RGIA. Again, the emphasis should be on demonstrating a set
of real cost, speed, and service quality advantages to firms locating at or using
RGIA that are compelling to shippers, forwarders, and 3PLs, not the least of
which is increasing airport connectivity which is measured both by the number
of flight destinations served and the frequency of service on those routes.

c.

Longer-Term (years 10 to 25)

The longer term (years 10 to 25 and beyond) will focus on developing a
full-scale RGIA logistical complex and attracting the necessary additional
complement of manufacturers, logistics providers and air services to accomplish
ultimate GHIAL objectives.

(1) Improved logistics management (years 10 to 16)
Once a core of air cargo firms, shippers, forwarders or 3PLs have located
and successfully operated at and around RGIA, the marketing emphasis will
shift to promoting an extension of the range of value-added logistics
management services RGIA offers. From its early stage, RGIA will have had its
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SEZ's that will have been implemented at two proposed sites which I have
recommended be consolidated.
Pointing to the importance of these features for cost-effective logistics,
plus the record of efficiency that GHIAL should have established for its tenants
and users to that date, marketing programs will begin to focus more on the
advantages of RGIA in overall logistics management. The marketing emphasis
should be on helping industrial and commercial shippers and 3PLs find
opportunities at RGIA to coordinate the movement of materials and finished
goods so that they can rapidly and flexibly respond to customer’s needs as well
as to cut costs and increase supply-chain management efficiency. The
possibilities of performing value-added logistics functions such supply-chain
sequencing, pick and pack, product labeling, and assembly of knock-down
product kits should be stressed. The marketing targets during this phase should
be the companies already located in the 200 mile radius of RGIA, plus the whole
spectrum of major fright forwarders and third-party logistics providers that
serve shippers globally. RGIA’s later capabilities in automated
warehousing/distribution, electronic data interchange, and electronic tracingtracking will be underlined for these logistics specialists. GHIAL’s sales
proposition during this phase should not only emphasize cost and quality of
service advantages, but also the enhancements to the speed and agility of supply
chain operations that RGIA could provide shippers and 3PLs.
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(2) Integration of production and logistics (years 10 to 25 and beyond)
Once RGIA has developed a reputation for world-class cargo handling
and logistics management, a final stage of marketing can begin. The emphasis at
this point would be essentially an intensification of the “improved logistics
management” marketing theme set forth above, whereby the marketing program
will concentrate on supporting shippers, forwarders, and 3PLs to find ways to
integrate production and logistics so as to substantially reduce inventories and
further improve manufacturers’ supply chain management.
Promotional materials must seek to differentiate RGIA and its aerotropolis
environs from other industrial-logistics complexes as sharply as possible in terms
of the price, quality, speed and agility benefits that it offers. RGIA and its greater
aerotropolis will at this point be marketed internationally to the most
sophisticated shippers and 3PLs as a site where airfreight dependent
manufacturers can fully coordinate and integrate their supply chains and overall
manufacturing capacity with customer demands. The marketing message will
also stress the RGIA’s world-class standards in total logistics management
practices including fusion of air, road, and rail transportation modes (with
connections to ports), and advanced telecommunications, sophisticated materials
handling systems, and state-of-the-art commercial and knowledge support
services.
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2.

TARGET INDUSTRIES

At every stage of marketing, the HIAL/Aerotropolis promotional strategy
should be grounded in solid business research and planning. This will involve
market research of a generic nature on likely RGIA tenants and users, given its
stage of development, as well as market research specific to the greater
Hyderabad region. Research on commercial shippers from around the world
points to five generic types of shipments where air transport is the consignees’
mode of first choice. These are when:
• Flexible and customized production is the norm
• The high value of the product compared to its weight justifies the extra
cost of airfreight
• The product is perishable—either in the physical or economic sense
• Short production cycles and/or “just-in-time” inventories require air
freight
• Immediate delivery of spare parts, time sensitive documents or
products is required
Target industry analysis for air logistics hubs conducted by the University
of North Carolina’s Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise identified eleven
industrial groups that are most likely to utilize the facility. Most of these would
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no doubt also be the best target industries for the HIAL Aerotropolis, as well.
They include:
• Logistics service providers
• Semi-conductor and computer chip manufacturers
• Pharmaceuticals and contract biotech and pharmaceutical lab testing
facilities
• Computer and electronic sub-assembly manufacturers
• Aircraft assembly, aircraft parts suppliers and aircraft maintenance
services
• Garments and fashion accessory suppliers
• Specific elements in the scientific or medical industrial supplies
business, particularly those supplying small volumes of high value
products, for example aromatics
• Optics and small precision equipment manufacturers
• Suppliers of perishable products—for example, seafood, live animals,
fresh fruit and flowers
• Digital automotive component manufacturers and spare part suppliers
• Gems, jewelry and watch manufacturers
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Exhibit 3.2 provides a list of potential target firms in these industries. In
targeting these firms and others in the industries noted above, there are a
number of services that need to be highlighted in a marketing plan for the RGIA
and its aerotropolis environs. Many have already been discussed and some
already exist, but let me provide a summary list of the key support services to be
implemented and leveraged in marketing RGIA and its surrounding
aerotropolis.
• Expedited customs clearance and pre-clearance procedures
• Full electronic data interchange capability
• Free Trade Zone and in-transit bonded status for re-exports
• New and improved highway and rail access to RGIA
• State-of-the-art materials handling services
• Reliable utility services (e.g., electricity, natural gas, water, sewer)
• Industrial support services such as repair and maintenance and machine
shops
• Quality of life—good housing, schools, restaurants, recreation and
nightlife
• Knowledge and education support, including a distance education and
worker training facility at RGIA
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• Enhanced one-stop servicing for foreign investors
• Expedited site and building permit approvals
All of the above need to be woven into both the business plan and the
implementation plan for the RGIA and its surrounding aerotropolis. They are
not only essential to the marketing effort, but also to developing a successful
multimodal air logistics hub and broader Hyderabad logistics network. And, of
course, many of the strategies described for RGIA cargo are transferable to IGIA
as DIAL seeks to boost its air cargo and commercial development, as well.

VII. Conclusion
This chapter presented the main elements that should guide development
of a full business plan for a DIAL/ HIAL Aerotropolis, highlighting pertinent
findings from related studies. Emphasis was on creating a competitive business
environment at IGIA and RGIA, business resource needs, critical success factors,
marketing strategies and target industries. Key to this competitive environment
will be logistics-based capabilities at and around IGIA and RGIA, as well as a
region-wide integrated logistics network that provides advantages of speed and
agility to goods-processing firms throughout a 200 mile radius of both airports.
In the final Chapter, I will focus on key elements of an a DIAL/HIAL
Aerotropolis implementation plan and a set of recommendations and action
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steps to design, develop, manage, operate, and move IGIA and RGIA to even
higher levels of air cargo and commercial success.
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Exhibit 3.1
PROPOSED BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT FOR A DIAL/HIAL AEROTROPOLIS AND LOGISTICS NETWORK
Multimodal Management
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Wi-Fi Networks

KS Management

Customs Facilitation

Worker Training &
Distance Learning

Expo Centers &
Trade Rep Offices

Supply-Chain and
Industrial Databases

Government &
Legal Services
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Market Research &
Strategic Planning

Universities & Colleges

KNOWLEDGE
SUPPORT

R & D Laboratories

Consultants and
Applied Technologies
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Exhibit 3.2
POTENTIAL TARGET FIRMS FOR THE DIAL/HIAL AEROTROPOLISES
Company

Industry

Website

3Com

Networks

www.3com.com/

ABB Asea Brown Boveri

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.techrepair.com/abb.html

Abbott Laboratories

Pharmaceuticals

www.abbott.com/

ABX Logistics (USA) Inc

Logistics

www.abxusa.com

Acer

Computers & Semiconductors

www.acer.com

Adams Rite Aerospace

Aerospace

www.ar-aero.com

Advanced Micro Devices (AMD)

Computers & Semiconductors

www.amd.com

Airbus Industrie

Aerospace

www.airbus.com

AIT Worldwide Logistics

Logistics

www.aitworldwide.com

Alcatel-Lucent

Telecommunications

www.alcatel-lucent.com

Amazon.com

E-Commerce

www.amazon.com

American Home Products

Pharmaceuticals

www.ahp.com/

Americold Logistics

Logistics

www.americold.net

AMH Corp.

Logistics

www.amh-corp.com

AMP

Networks

www.amp.com/

Analog Devices

Networks

www.analogdevices.com/

Anam Group

Telecommunications

www.anam.ie/

APL Logistics

Logistics

www.apllogistics.com
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Exhibit 3.2—Continued
POTENTIAL TARGET FIRMS FOR THE DIAL/HIAL AEROTROPOLISES
Company

Industry

Website

Apple

Computers & Semiconductors

www.apple.com/

Applied Materials

Computers & Semiconductors

www.appliedmaterials.com/

ARM

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.arm.com

Arnold Logistics

Logistics

www.arnoldlogistics.com

AstraZeneca

Pharmaceuticals

www.astrazeneca.com/

AT&T

Telecommunications

www.at&t.com

Averitt Express

Logistics

www.averittexpress.com

Barnes & Noble

E-Commerce

www.bn.com

BAX Global Supply Chain Management

Logistics

www.baxglobal.com

Baxter

Medical Products

www.baxter.com/

Bayer

Pharmaceuticals

www.bayer.com

Beckman Coulter

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.beckman.com

Bekins Worldwide Solutions

Logistics

www.bwslogistics.com

Bell Helicopter

Aerospace

www.bellhelicopter.textron.com

BigDogLogistics

Logistics

www.bigdoglogistics.com

Bigwords

E-Commerce

www.bigwords.com/

BMW

Motor vehicles and Parts

www.bmw.com

Boeing

Aerospace

www.boeing.com/

Bombardier

Aerospace

www.aerospace.bombardier.com/
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Exhibit 3.2—Continued
POTENTIAL TARGET FIRMS FOR THE DIAL/HIAL AEROTROPOLISES
Company

Industry

Website

Bombardier

Aerospace

www.bombardier.com

Breitling

Watches

www.breitling.com/

Bristol-Myers Squibb

Pharmaceuticals

www.bms.it

Bruker

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.bruker.com/

C.H. Robinson

Logistics

www.chrobinson.com

Cable & Wireless

Telecommunications

www.cwplc.com

Cabletron Systems

Networks

www.cabletron.com/

Canon Inc.

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.canon.com

Cardinal Logistics

Logistics

www.cardlog.com

Cartier

Apparel & Accessories/Watches

www.cartier.com

Caterpillar Logistics Services Inc.

Logistics

www.catlogistics.com

Cendian

Logistics

www.cendian.com

China Telecom

Telecommunications

www.cthk.com/

Ciena

Networks

www.ciena.com/

Cisco Systems

Networks

www.cisco.com

Citroen

Motor vehicles and Parts

www.citroen.com

Cole-Parmer

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.coleparmer.com

Comapny

Industry

Website

Commodity Logistics

Logistics

www.commoditylogistics.com
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Exhibit 3.2—Continued
POTENTIAL TARGET FIRMS FOR THE DIAL/HIAL AEROTROPOLISES
Company

Industry

Website

Compuware

Networks

www.compuware.com

Con-Way Logistics

Logistics

www.con-way.com/logistics

Concentrek Inc.

Logistics

www.concentrek.com

Continental Traffic Service

Logistics

www.contraf.com

Corporate Traffic

Logistics

www.corporate-traffic.com

Crowley Logistics

Logistics

www.crowley.com

D-Link

Networks

www.dlink.com

Dell

Computers & Semiconductors

www.dell.com

DaimlerChrysler

Motor vehicles and Parts

www.daimlerchrysler.com/

Dana

Motor vehicles and Parts

www.dana.com/

Data General

Networks

www.dg.com/

DDD Company

Logistics

www.dddcompany.com

Deustsche Telekom

Telecommunications

www.dtag.de

DHL Worldwide Express

Logistics

www.dhl.com

Disney Stores Distribution

E-Commerce

www.disney.com

E-Toys

E-Commerce

www.e-toys.com

EDS

Networks

www.eds.com/

EGL Eagle Global Logistics

Logistics

www.eaglegl.com

Electrolux

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.electrolux.com/
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Exhibit 3.2—Continued
POTENTIAL TARGET FIRMS FOR THE DIAL/HIAL AEROTROPOLISES
Company

Industry

Website

Eli Lilly

Pharmaceuticals

www.lilly.com

Embraer

Aerospace

www.embraer.com/

Emerson Electric

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.emersonelectric.com

Epson

Computers & Semiconductors

www.epson.com

Ericsson

Telecommunications

www.ericsson.com

Esprit

Fashion Clothing

www.esprit.com

Exel plc

Logistics

www.exel.com

FedEx Supply Chain Services

Logistics

www.fedex.com

Flextronics

Computers & Semiconductors

www.flextronics.com/

Fluke

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.fluke.com

Ford Motor

Motor vehicles and Parts

www.ford.com

Fujitsu

Computers & Semiconductors

www.fujitsu.com/

Gap Inc.

Fashion Clothing

www.gap.com

Gateway 2000

Computers & Semiconductors

www.gateway.com

GENCO

Logistics

www.genco.com

General Electric

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.ge.com

General Motors

Motor vehicles and Parts

www.gm.com

General Warehouse & Transportation

Logistics

www.gwtlogistics.com

Geodis Logistics

Logistics

www.geodis.com
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Exhibit 3.2—Continued
POTENTIAL TARGET FIRMS FOR THE DIAL/HIAL AEROTROPOLISES
Company

Industry

Website

GeoLogistics

Logistics

www.geo-logistics.com

GlaxoSmithKline

Pharmaceuticals

www.gsk.com

GTE

Telecommunications

www.gte.com

Hitachi

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.hitachi.com/

Honda Motor

Motor vehicles and Parts

www.honda.com

Honeywell

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.honeywell.com/

HP–Compaq

Computers & Printers

www.hp.com/

Hub Group Inc.

Logistics

www.hubgroup.com

IBM

Computers & Semiconductors

www.ibm.com

InSite Logistics

Logistics

www.insitelogistics.com

Integrated Device Technologies

Computers & Semiconductors

www.idt.com/

Intel

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.intel.com

Isuzu Motors

Motor vehicles and Parts

www.isuzu.com/

J.B. Hunt Dedicated Contract

Logistics

Services (www.jbhunt.com

J.B. Hunt Dedicated Contract

Logistics

www.jbhunt.com

Jacobson Companies

Logistics

www.jacobsonco.com

Johnson & Johnson

Medical Products

www.jnj.com

Kane Is Able

Logistics

www.kaneisable.com

Kapsch AG

Telecommunications

www.kapsch.co.at
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Exhibit 3.2—Continued
POTENTIAL TARGET FIRMS FOR THE DIAL/HIAL AEROTROPOLISES
Company

Industry

Website

Keithley

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.keithley.com

Kenco Logistic Services

Logistics

www.kencogroup.com

Keystone Dedicated Logistics

Logistics

www.kdlog.com

Kuehne & Nagel

Logistics

www.kn-portal.com

Kyocera

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

global.kyocera.com

L-3 Communications

Telecommunications

www.l-3com.com

Landstar Logistics

Logistics

www.landstar.com

LG Electronics

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.lge.co.kr

Linksys

Networks

www.linksys.com

Liz Claiborne

Fashion Clothing

www.lizclairborne.com

Lockheed-Martin

Aerospace

www.lockheedmartin.com

LogiMax

Logistics

www.e-logimax.com

Logistics Management Solutions

Logistics

www.lmslogistics.com

Logistics Management Solutions

Logistics

LMS (www.lmslogistics.com

LSI Logic

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.lsilogic.com

Maersk Logistics Inc.

Logistics

www.maersk-logistics.com

Marubeni

Electronics, Electrical Equipment www.marubeni.co.jp/home/english/

Masscal Scientific Instruments

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.masscal.com

Matsushita Electric Industrial

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.panasonic.com
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Exhibit 3.2—Continued
POTENTIAL TARGET FIRMS FOR THE DIAL/HIAL AEROTROPOLISES
Company

Industry

Website

Mattel

Toys

www.mattel.com/

MCI / Verizon

Telecommunications

www.mci.com

Menlo Worldwide Logistics

Logistics

www.menlolog.com

Merck

Pharmaceuticals

www.merck.com

Meridian IQ

Logistics

www.meridianiq.com

Micron Technologies

Pharmaceuticals

www.microntech.com/

Mitsubishi Electronic

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.mitsubishi.com

Mitsubishi Motors

Motor vehicles and Parts

www.mitsubishi-motors.co.jp

Mitsui

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.mitsui.com

Motorola

Telecommunications

www.mot.com

Movado

Watches

www.movado.com

nAL

Logistics

www.nalworldwide.com

National Distribution Centers

Logistics

www.ndc-nfi.com

National Semiconductor

Computers & Semiconductors

www.national.com

NCR

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.ncr.com/

NEC

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.nec.com

Nestle

Food Products

www.nestle.com/

NETGEAR

Networks

www.netgear.com

Network Equipment Technologies

Networks

www.net.com
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Exhibit 3.2—Continued
POTENTIAL TARGET FIRMS FOR THE DIAL/HIAL AEROTROPOLISES
Company

Industry

Website

New Breed Inc.

Logistics

www.newbreed.com

Newgistics

Logistics

www.newgistics.com

Nextel

Telecommunications

www.nextel.com/

Nike

Apparel & Accessories

www.nike.com

Nippon Telegraph & Telephone

Telecommunications

www.ntt.com

Nissan Motor

Motor vehicles and Parts

www.nissan.com

Nokia

Telecommunications

www.nokia.com

Nortel Networks

Networks

www.nortel.com

Novartis

Pharmaceuticals

www.novartis.com

Novartis

Pharmaceuticals

www.pharma.us.novartis.com

Novell

Networks

www.norvell.com

NT Logistics Inc., Logistics Division

Logistics

www.ntlogistics.com

NYK Logistics

Logistics

www.nyklogistics.com

Odyssey Logistics and Technology

Logistics

www.odysseylogistics.com

Olympus Industrial

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.olympusindustrial.com

OMNI Logistics

Logistics

www.omniez.com

Oracle

Telecommunications

www.oracle.com

Ozburn-Hessey Logistics

Logistics

www.ohlogistics.com

P&O Nedlloyd

Logistics

www.ponl.com
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Exhibit 3.2—Continued
POTENTIAL TARGET FIRMS FOR THE DIAL/HIAL AEROTROPOLISES
Company

Industry

Website

Pacer Global Logistics

Logistics

www.pacerglobal.com

Packard Bell NEC

E-Commerce

www.packardbell.com

Panalpina

Logistics

www.panalpina.com

Panasonic

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.panasonic.com

Patek Philipe

Watches

Web site is under construction

Patek Philipe

Watches

www.patekphilippe.com/

PBB Global Logistics

Logistics

www.pbb.com

Pegasus Logistics Group

Logistics

www.pegasuslogisticsgroup.com

Penske Logistics

Logistics

www.penskelogistics.com

Perkin Elmer

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.perkinelmer.com

Pfizer

Pharmaceuticals

www.pfizer.com

Piaget

Watches

www.piaget.com

Plant Site Logistics

Logistics

www.plantsitelogistics.com

Polo Ralph Lauren

Fashion Clothing

www.polo.com/

Pratt & Whitney

Aerospace

www.pratt-whitney.com

Princeton Scientific Instruments

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.prinsci.com

Qualcomm

Telecommunications

www.qualcomm.com

R.R. Donnelley Logistics

Logistics

www.rrdonnelly.com

Rambus Inc.

Computers & Semiconductors

www.rambus.com
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Exhibit 3.2—Continued
POTENTIAL TARGET FIRMS FOR THE DIAL/HIAL AEROTROPOLISES
Company

Industry

Website

Raytheon

Aerospace

www.raytheon.com/

Richo

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.ricoh.com

RMX Global Logistics

Logistics

www.rmxglobal.com

Robert Bosch

Motor vehicles and Parts

www.robertbosch.com/

Roche Holding

Pharmaceuticals

www.roche.com/

Rockwell Collins

Aerospace

www.rockwellcollins.com

Rolex

Watches

www.rolex.com

Royal Philips Electronics

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.philips.com

Ruan Transportation Management

Logistics

Systems (www.ruan.com

Ruan Transportation Management

Logistics

www.ruan.com

Ryder System Inc.

Logistics

www.ryder.com

Saab

Aerospace

www.saab.se

Saddle Creek Corp.

Logistics

www.saddlecrk.com

Samsung Electronics

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.samsung.com

SanDisk

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.sandisk.com

Sanyo Electric

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.sanyo.com

SBC Communications

Telecommunications

www.sbc.com

Schenker Inc.

Logistics

www.schenker.com

Schneider Logistics

Logistics

www.schneiderlogistics.com
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Exhibit 3.2—Continued
POTENTIAL TARGET FIRMS FOR THE DIAL/HIAL AEROTROPOLISES
Company

Industry

Website

Seagate

Computers & Semiconductors

www.seagate.com

Seagate Technology

Networks

www.seagate.com/

Seiko

Watches

www.seiko.com/

Seiko Epson Corp.

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.epson.co.jp/epson/e/ae/

SEKO Worldwide

Logistics

www.sekoworldwide.com

ServiceCraft Logistics

Logistics

www.servicecraft.com

Sharp

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.sharp.com

Shimadzu USA

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.ssi.shimadzu.com

Siemens

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.siemens.com

Silicon Graphics

Computers & Semiconductors

www.sgi.com

Sony

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.sony.com

Standard Corp.

Logistics

www.standardcorp.com

Stonier Transportation Group Inc.

Logistics

www.stonier.com

Stork Aerospace

Aerospace

stork.com/aerospace

Sumitomo

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.sumitomo.com

Sun Microsystems

Networks

www.sun.com/

Swift Transportation Co.

Logistics

www.swifttrans.com

TAG Heuer

Watches

www.tagheuer.com

Technical Transportation Inc.

Logistics

www.techtrans.com
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Exhibit 3.2—Continued
POTENTIAL TARGET FIRMS FOR THE DIAL/HIAL AEROTROPOLISES
Company

Industry

Website

Tektronix

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.tek.com

Tektronix

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.tek.com

Tellabs Operations

Networks

www.tellabs.com

Temic Semiconductor

Computers & Semiconductors

www.temic-semi.de/nt/corp/

Texas Instruments

Electronic Devices

www.ti.com

The Bender Group

Logistics

www.bendergroup.com

Thermo Electron Corp.

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.thermo.com

Tibbett & Britten Group plc

Logistics

www.tbgamericas.com

Timex

Watches

www.timex.com/

TMSi

Logistics

www.tmsilog.com

TNT Logistics North America

Logistics

www.tntlogistics.com

Toshiba

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.toshiba.com/

Total Logistic Control

Logistics

www.totallogistic.com

Toyota Motor

Motor vehicles and Parts

www.toyota.com

Transfreight

Logistics

www.transfreight.com

Transplace

Logistics

www.transplace.com

Transport Logistics Inc.

Logistics

www.translogistics.com

Tranzact Technologies

Logistics

www.tranzact.com

TSI Logistics

Logistics

www.tsilogistics.com
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Exhibit 3.2—Continued
POTENTIAL TARGET FIRMS FOR THE DIAL/HIAL AEROTROPOLISES
Company

Industry

Website

Tucker Company Inc.

Logistics

www.tuckerco.com

Tyco International

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.tyco.com

U.S. Robotics

Networks

www.usr.com

Unisys

Networks

www.unisys.com/

UPS Supply Chain Solutions

Logistics

www.ups-scs.com

US Worldwide Logistics Inc.

Logistics

www.usworldwidelogistics.com

USCO Logistics

Logistics

www.usco.com

USF Logistics

Logistics

www.usflogistics.com

Vacheron

Watches

www.vacheron-constantin.com

Varian

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.varianinc.com

Volkswagen

Motor vehicles and Parts

www.vw.com

Volvo

Motor vehicles and Parts

www.volvo.com

Wagner Industries Inc.

Logistics

www.wagnerindustries.com

Walmart Stores Distribution

E-Commerce

www.walmart.com

Warner-Lambert

Pharmaceuticals

www.warner-lambert.com

Waters

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.waters.com

Weber Distribution

Logistics

www.weberdistribution

Weber Distribution

Logistics

www.weberdistribution.com

Whirlpool

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.whirlpool.com/
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Exhibit 3.2—Continued
POTENTIAL TARGET FIRMS FOR THE DIAL/HIAL AEROTROPOLISES
Company

Industry

Website

Xerox

Electronics, Electrical Equipment

www.xerox.com

Xilinx

Computers & Semiconductors

www.Xilinx.com
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Chapter 4
IGIA/RGIA Air Logistics and Commercial Complex
Implementation Plan Guidelines
I. Introduction
In the previous two chapters, guidelines were provided for DIAL/HIAL
Aerotropolis infrastructure and facility design and for the development of a
corresponding business plan with emphasis and developing world-class air
logistics at RGIA. Building on these two chapters, this final chapter will present
guidelines for an implementation plan to boost air cargo and commercial
development at the airports, including (1) needed regulatory changes, (2)
elaboration of infrastructure and marketing phasing, (3) incentives to attract and
leverage appropriate air cargo service providers and industry, (4) coordination
and harmonization with multimodal logistics hubs elsewhere, and (5)
Alternative public-private partnership mechanisms for financing and managing
DIAL/HIAL air logistics hub development and operation. I will also discuss
public/private sector approaches to developing the greater DIAL/HIAL
Aerotropolis. This chapter concludes with recommendations for DIAL/GHIAL
and local, state, federal agencies to improve prospects for successful
development of IGIA/RGIA and their greater aerotropolises.
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II. Implementation Stages
Since RGIA is a greenfield airport where multimodal air logistics and
Aerotropolis development can occur on a blank canvas, I will commence with
using it as the case for implementation. Though expectations are very high for a
rapidly developing and successful aerotropolis at and around RGIA, the reality is
that it will likely evolve over a 5 to 25 year period through a series of
overlapping development stages. Understanding this is necessary for marketing
and to making prudent investments in infrastructure and facilities timed to
facility demand. Below I summarize key stages of an infrastructure and facilities
implementation plan for RGIA to become a leading air cargo/ industrial
complex.

Stage 1
During Stage 1, which can last up to five years, site improvements must be made
at and near the SEZ's and other planned logistics and commercial zones,
including utilities and internal and external highway connections as described in
Chapter 2. All airport site plans should be initiated for utility, grading and soil
issues. Top priority should be given to SEZ and future logistics/MRO sites
which will be important drivers of increased air cargo volumes at RGIA. GHIAL
should immediately execute the contract for the engineering, geological, and
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topographical work plan and prepare these sites in compliance with aeronautical
safety requirements and ecological restrictions.
Ultimately, air logistics hub success of RGIA will rest on two measurable
outcomes: (1) substantially increasing cargo flows at the airport, and (2)
attracting a critical mass of industrial tenants and users to the airport SEZ's and
broader Aerotropolis. In addition to RGIA infrastructure and support facilities,
accomplishing these objectives may require regulatory and legal changes. These
“soft” infrastructure changes should occur in Stage 1.
First, federal policy initiatives may be necessary to attract international air
cargo carriers. One of the most effective would be to fully liberalize India's air
cargo environment, beginning with RGIA. Research done at the University of
North Carolina’s Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise shows that air cargo
liberalization not only attracts international freighter aircraft, it is also a major
stimulus of job creation and foreign direct investment at and around the airports
where air cargo skies were liberalized. It was also shown to substantially boost
exports.
As just one example, to attract FedEX to set up its Asian regional hub at
Subic Bay, the Philippine government signed an extremely liberal open skies
cargo agreement with the U.S. which provided FedEx unrestricted rights to (1)
serve other domestic airports throughout the Philippines from Subic Bay as well
as other countries from this hub, (2) determine capacity on these routes, and (3)
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change gauge, allowing FedEx to utilize wide-body aircraft on long-haul, highvolume routes and shift to smaller aircraft on shorter, lower-volume routes, and
to self-handle cargo at the airports, including in-transit cargo without time limits.
A sub-agreement was simultaneously signed between FedEx and Philippine
Customs for 24/7 express clearance with special customs officers (paid for by
FedEx) stationed at the FedEx cargo facility (see Appendix A for official
agreement).
Within months of the opening of the FedEx hub in 1995, large foreign
investments in time-sensitive industries began flowing into free trade zones and
industrial parks at and around the new air express hub. As noted in Chapter 1,
between 1995 and 2000, 150 firms located at Subic Bay, contributing US$2.5
billion in investment. During this same five-year period, air exports from Subic
Bay rose from US$24 million annually to over US$1 billion annually.
Since then, China, Taiwan, and Thailand have signed similar “open skies”
cargo agreements. The results appear just as dramatic. (Such outcomes are
consistent with the recent Kenan Institute multivariate analysis using data for a
63-nation sample which showed that international air cargo flows, foreign direct
investment, and trade are highly correlated with air liberalization and quality of
customs.) It should be pointed out that, as with the 2004 China–U.S. cargo
bilateral agreements, rights to establish a cargo or express hubs and other
privileges such as rights to serve other domestic points and change of gauge
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require a minimum guaranteed number of weekly flights at the hub by the air
cargo carrier. In the case of China, this is 72 air-cargo movements (landings or
take-offs) per week (see Appendix B).
Based on successful policy experiences elsewhere in the world in jumpstarting and/or growing air cargo carrier service, cargo flows and air exports, the
following policies should be pursued for RGIA, IGIA, as well as at GMR's other
future airports.
• Open Skies for Freighter Aircraft. This should include seventh freedom
rights to operate hubs for cargo aircraft between RGIA/IGIA and other
seventh freedom airports. Seventh freedom is the right for a carrier to
take on or discharge cargo originating from or destined for a third
country without reconnection to its home country. Seventh freedom
rights provide optimal routing flexibility to carriers and are pivotal to
hub operations.
• Change of Gauge Rights. This will allow international cargo carriers
serving RGIA/IGIA to transfer cargo between small and large aircraft
allowing these carriers to serve smaller regional market, thus boosting
RGIA/IGIA cargo flows.
• Co-terminal Rights. Co-terminal rights at RGIA/IGIA (and other GMR
airports) would permit cargo carriers to stop at any point in India to
drop off shipments which originate outside of India or to pick up
shipments for points outside of India. This maximizes payload and
provides flexibility in the event RGIA/IGIA were to be closed due to
weather or for other reasons.
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In-Transit Bonded Status
Another policy change that would lead to boosting air cargo at RGIA/IGIA is the
provision of in-transit bonded status. This would work to reinforce airport SEZ’s
while increasing cargo volumes. In-transit bonded status permits goods to enter
India via RGIA/IGIA, then carried by ground transport to bonded
manufacturing sites throughout Hyderabad or Delhi, be processed and then
returned to the airport for export, all without India Customs involvement.
In-transit bonded status will be necessary once airport non-SEZ industrial
property is developed. Once established, these will facilitate the formation of
productive bonded industrial estates and other SEZ’s around the metropolitan
area and throughout India.

Operating the Airport SEZs
A key legal and regulatory advantage will be RGIA's SEZs. These will be
implemented in phases as described in Chapter 2. SEZ's (Special Economic
Zones sometimes referred to as foreign trade zones or export processing zones)
have proven to be effective tools for attracting domestic and foreign investment ,
job creation, and trade promotion. They are designed though tax concessions
and exemption from federal and state duties and levies as well as regulatory
freedoms to cut tenant costs, reduce bureaucracy, and speed the movement of
imports and exports, thereby promoting firm competitiveness and thus
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encourage them to set up and/or expand their operations in the country. In
RGIA’s case, they are also meant to grow cargo and non-aeronautical revenues.
The zones consist of specified areas (usually fenced) within which value is
added to goods via manufacturing, assembly, disassembly, sorting, labeling,
picking, packing, breaking bulk, grading, sequencing, consolidation or other
forms of product manipulation. Merchandise entering and exiting the zone is
provided tax and duty privileges as stipulated by federal laws and their flows
accelerated by not having to go through the traditional customs declaration and
inspection process.
Under typical zone operations, formal customs entry procedure and
payment of duties are not required on imported merchandise unless and until it
leaves the zone for domestic consumption, in which case the importer normally
has the choice of paying duties on either the original imported materials,
components and parts, or on the finished products. If the imported materials or
finished products are re-exported, no taxes or duties are paid. Domestic goods
that are moved into the zone for export are typically considered exported upon
entering the zone for purposes of excise tax rebates and drawback.
Zones are sponsored by qualified entities (Such as GHIAL) that may
develop and operate the facilities or may contract for their operation with public
or private firms (e.g., through a co-developer or contractor). In general, the SEZ
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operator has the following zonal responsibilities, some of which may be
subcontracted.
• Strategic property management and acquisition
• Facility and land leasing to tenants;
• Maintaining shared physical infrastructure (road, utilities, etc)
• Safety and security and access within the zone
• X-ray screening of imports and exports
• Truck routing and docking services within the zone
• Truck holding and employee parking
• EDI systems to improve the speed and efficiency in customs clearance
and taxation
• Finance and accounting for zone operations
• Marketing (nationally and internationally) and public relations
• Tenant recruitment and support services
• Interfaces with customs, revenue, and other government units
The SEZ operator is also frequently involved in the inside and outside the
fence tracking of cargo movements, cargo locations, cargo status as well as
tracking the value-added activities occurring within the zone. Apropos the
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latter, the operator monitors cargo input to the value-added process and output
from the process as required for reports to federal customs and revenue agencies.
To accomplish all the above, the SEZ operator must provide both “hard”
and “soft” services. Hard services ensure that all SEZ facility systems are
working efficiently, reliably, safely, and legally. Soft services ensure
environmental cleanliness and high performance levels of services by monitoring
the work of subcontractors and the operators’ own employees via general
supervision and through feedback from SEZ tenants and users.
A typical zone provides leasable storage/distribution space to users in
general warehouse-type buildings with access to multiple modes of
transportation. Most SEZ’s include an industrial park site with lots on which
users can construct their own facilities.
The handling of imports and exports differs among SEZ’s around the
world. In many, the operator sets up a special facility within the zone where
they monitor (and sometimes control) merchandise admissions, storage,
transportation, removals, record keeping, manipulations, distribution, exhibition,
and physical and procedural security in the zone as determined by federal laws
and regulations. Some operate warehouses where in partnership with Customs
they receive, inspect, store and distribute merchandise in a safe and sanitary
manner.
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In the US, the operator (often a private sector 3PL) is authorized to
provide guards or contract for guard service to safeguard the merchandise and
ensure the security of the zone. However, in the U.S., the operator at its liability,
may allow the zone importer or owner of the goods to store, safeguard, or
otherwise maintain or handle the goods and the inventory records pertaining to
them. Information is provided by the tenant to the operator and customs on a
weekly basis on all merchandise flows to and from its manufacturing facility.
This allows 24/7 operation by the manufacturer in a fast and flexible fashion,
unencumbered by federal customs employee work hours and weekends in which
customs or other government agencies may not operate.
According to the head of the Association of Economic Processing Zones,
in most SEZ’s around the world, the zone tenant (e.g., manufacturer) has the
responsibility for goods coming into the zone (i.e., stored in its own building). In
fact, the SEZ operators often do not want this responsibility for reasons I will
elaborate shortly. In some zones, the manufacturing facilities contain a bonded
cage where the merchandise (e.g., parts, components) are received. Employees
of the firm’s facility count and do quality control, but it takes an official (either
the SEZ operator or customs official) to remove them. In such cases, the
manufacturer pays the operator or customs officials for the hours of service
desired, up to 24/7.
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Throughout the U.S. and in much of Europe, Asia and the Middle East,
there is a movement towards tenant control and responsibility for merchandise
entering and leaving the zone, including all customs documentation and taxes.
This has been greatly facilitated by new open architecture software that allows
data inputs on merchandise flows to be shared in real-time (instantaneously)
with customs and the SEZ operator. Taxes and duties are paid within 14 days of
filing weekly entries. Customs conducts thorough audits of zone firms every six
months with duties and penalties paid on discrepancies. There are more
frequent audits and physical inspections of firms having significant
discrepancies. This electronic weekly filing by the manufacturer substantially
reduces paperwork while increasing speed and efficiencies of product
movements, which are pivotal goals of SEZ’s. Under modern SEZ operations,
the onus is thus on the tenant firm for merchandise security and to make sure
that it is fully in compliance with customs rules and regulations and that the
tenant keeps its taxation and customs obligations current and accurate. This
shelters organizations such as GHIAL from liability.

Suggested Customs Reforms
Customs is critical for federal government revenue, national security and
increasingly country competitiveness. Traditionally, it was designed to collect
duties and taxes on imported goods, taxes on exported goods, and to protect
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national security by ensuring that illegal goods are not imported or exported.
Among the world’s most competitive economies, Customs’ continuing roles in
revenue generation and stopping illegal trade have been superceded by its
growing role in facilitating legal trade. Rather than a gatekeeper of imports and
exports, it has become a partner of businesses in promoting trade flows. Backed
by shared open-architecture software and appropriate risk analysis, trust has
replaced suspicion in a transparent, automated customs environment.
In discussions I have had with numerous international shippers and thirdparty logistics providers , a prevailing view is that India Customs procedures,
while improving, do not measure up to the best practices and needs of globally
competitive manufacturers, logistics providers, and air cargo operators.
Complaints range from limited preclearance, to lack of 24/7 operations, to
arbitrary assessment for prices of imported goods, to sluggish clearance times
due to multiple inspections by other government agencies (e.g., agriculture,
public health), to voluminous documentation. All hinder speed and agility
which have become essential to 21st century logistics success.
Since changes in India Customs laws and procedures takes years, GHIAL
(and DIAL) should commence efforts immediately. Otherwise, it will be more
difficult to recruit air express and air cargo firms to hub at RGIA or any India
airport.
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Stage 2
Stage 2, estimated to be three to six years after commencement of Stage 1, will
involve the operation of the first SEZ and completion of infrastructure for the
second; recruitment of logistics management companies, the expansion of air
express and air cargo carriers at RGIA, and improvements in the internal road
system. At this stage, with incrementally expanded air cargo facilities and
possible new perishables and air express facilities (along with the a possible
MRO facility), RGIA will serve primarily as a limited manufacturing and
distribution center, a regional air express sort facility, and a cargo handling and
perishables transshipment center, with on-site pick and pack, consolidation and
breakdown, kit assembly, and cold chain management.
During this second stage, GHIAL should develop the RGIA logistics and
air cargo service support conditions to eventually become a full scale air logistics
hub. This involves attracting a critical mass of freight forwarders, third-party
logistics providers and air cargo airlines.

Attracting Logistics Management Companies to RGIA.
I noted previously that nearly ninety percent of Asia’s larger manufacturers rely
on freight forwarders and third-party logistics providers (3PLs) to manage and
handle their shipments. As freight forwarders have grown and become more
sophisticated in their IT and shipping management services, they have become
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known as 3PLs. So important are they now in determining which airport and
which airline they will utilize for shipping products, a number are being gobbled
up by airlines such as FedEx, Lufthansa, and Korean Air. Among the largest
international and India forwarders active in India are UT Worldwide, BAX
Global, DHL Danzas and Expo Freight. Exhibit 4.1 lists the top 100 freight
forwarders in India and their 2006 revenues. Since the line has blurred between
larger forwarders and 3PLs, I will refer to both as logistics management
companies. Their typical services involve
• Managing the transport of cargo from origin to destination;
• Scheduling the cargo for earliest possible flight and coordinating
production at manufacturing plants with space availability on aircraft;
• Brokering and clearing customs;
• Warehousing the cargo when not being transported or processed;
• Managing the supply chain of suppliers to ensure suitable coordination
with the factory production schedule; and
• Ensuring and providing proof of delivery.
The logistics management companies have the ability to direct cargo to
RGIA, predicated on having the air cargo service they require being available.
Since this is a chicken-and-egg dilemma, special dual efforts need to be made
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with the logistics management companies and the air cargo airlines to ensure
mutual benefit by concentrating service at RGIA.
In a moment I will address recruiting air express and air cargo companies.
Suffice it to note here that a cooperative agreement will need to be reached that if
cargo airlines use RGIA, the logistics management companies will ship through
RGIA and not truck the cargo to Channai or Mumbai. This will not be easy.
Often, the logistics management company headquarters and best warehouse
facilities are near one of these large international airports. The logistics company
may wish to consolidate freight there to get the best airline volume discount
rates (in fact they may have a contract with the airline that requires minimum
weekly volumes).
So it is a difficult, though far from impossible, situation. What is
necessary is that the GHIAL, Hyderabad and state economic promotion agencies
meet one-on-one with the major logistics management companies in India to
begin a dialogue on what would be required for them to use RGIA, and possibly
establish a facility nearby.
The 3PLs will no doubt tell you that they need more extensive and more
frequent international air cargo service at RGIA. Along with determining what
other incentives they require, obtain information on how much cargo load could
be accepted from these logistics companies that would constitute a real
Hyderabad regional market for the air cargo carriers to serve. Then go to the air
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cargo and air express companies with this information. Exhibit 4.2 lists the
world's top 50 global logistic providers and their 2006 revenues, while Exhibit 4.3
the top 25 air cargo carriers ranked by freight tonne kilometres (FTK). These
should be DIAL/GHIAL targets.

Attracting Air Cargo Airlines to RGIA
I described the changes in the regulatory environment required in Stage 1 (e.g.,
open-skies for cargo aircraft at RGIA, change of gauge rights, co-terminal rights)
that would make RGIA attractive to cargo airlines. Yet, all this will go for naught
unless the cargo airlines can be guaranteed weekly cargo loads. In short, cargo
airlines are reactive not proactive—they go where the business is. This is why
working with the logistics management companies (freight forwarders and 3PLs)
to direct cargo to RGIA is so critical.
There are also other factors that determine whether a cargo airline will
serve an airport or not. These factors are highlighted in a 2005 survey and report
by Loughborough University. The sample used was the 70 airports and airlines
who are members of The International Air Cargo Association (TIACA) as of
September 2004.
In a listing of the air cargo airlines top 10 factors of importance for
selecting an airport, night operations capability came out first followed, in rank
order, by cost of using the airport, airport cargo quality reputation, origin–
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destination traffic, quality of road access to the airport, customs clearance times,
financial incentives, trucking time to main markets, average delays, and labor
environment.
Consistent with my suggestions above, the overwhelming majority of
cargo airlines (74%) stated that the presence of freight forwarders to be extremely
important to attract them, whereas not a single airport or airline found this
unimportant. With that in mind, two-thirds of the airports were active in
recruiting freight forwarders.
Over 80 percent of the airports surveyed had an explicit marketing plan
aimed at attracting freight forwarders using a variety of approaches. Exhibit 4.4
shows the methods used by airports to market themselves to freight operators.
At the top of the list are personal approaches to cargo airlines followed by
working directly with freight forwarders. These personal contact approaches to
airlines and forwarders are what I recommend to GHIAL, as well.

Stage 3
During Stage 3, (at least six years and as much as twelve years from RGIA
opening), the second SEZ should be fully operational. The commercial zones,
business park, and corporate office complex should be built, along with the
distance education center previously discussed. More logistics service providers
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will locate on or near the airport and more air cargo airlines will be added to
RGIA’s growing set of air cargo service providers. Additional clusters of
businesses should form in the airport environs, leveraging growing passenger
and cargo flows at RGIA.
It will be important to appropriately plan for and locate these clusters to
maximize economic, environmental and aesthetic returns following Aerotropolis
principles. There may be zoning restrictions and terrain issues that will need to
be addressed, and commercial development will have to adapt to these as well as
to Hyderabad Airport Development Area land-use regulations which I have
recommended be modified to allow more than one-third of the land parcels to be
built upon.

Stage 4
Stage 4 (the full-scale air cargo/industrial airport) will be reached when
sufficient manufacturing and distribution tenants and multimodal transportation
and multimodal logistics providers reach a critical convergent mass so that
production and logistics becomes fully integrated. At this stage, estimated to be
in the 12- to 25-year time frame, all the elements of the ultimate air logistics
complex will be put in-place, including both SEZ's, an additional air cargo
facility (providing off-ramp and off-site manufacturers and distributors with air
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freighter access) and a nearby intermodal rail yard with an inland port. A cargo
transport system will connect all SEZ, industrial, logistics, and cargo facilities.
Just-in-time manufacturers, freight forwarders and third-party logistics
providers will locate in the SEZ's, as will e-commerce fulfillment and timesensitive distribution facilities. It is expected that by this phase the second
runway will have been built with commercial development during Stage 4
meeting the CPG planning vision for a full-fledge HIAL Aerotropolis.
Exhibit 4.5 illustrates a four-stage phased sequence of infrastructure and
industrial development that could evolve at RGIA with appropriate planning
and action. Each of these overlapping stages would be accompanied by
cumulatively increasing and more sophisticated industrial, logistics, and cargo
activity.

III. Providing Appropriate Investor Incentives
RGIA, as an aerotropolis, should be designed and managed to attract and grow
commerce, industry and air cargo. Therefore, incentives will play an important
role. Since traditional government financial incentives are declining in
importance, new incentives to attract and grow industry must be pursued.
RGIA, itself, can be one of the most powerful incentives. This is because
operational incentives will be at least equally important, and in the longer term
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possibly even more significant, than financial incentives in attracting fast-cycle
goods-processing industries.
From the beginning, RGIA and its operations must be structured to
promote speed and agility in supply chain management, unmatched at other
locations. Key to this is Customs, as industry group after industry group around
the world has argued. Components of products assembled in India are often
manufactured in several other countries and imported on a just-in-time basis.
Likewise, international orders for these products are also increasingly timedefinite, requiring that assembled goods flow out rapidly and efficiently.
According to the US-ASEAN Business Council, “The productivity and
profitability of a manufacturing plant depends in large part on cycle time—that
is, its ability to process inputs into outputs as quickly as possible. Decreased
cycle time leads to lower inventories, with correspondingly lower inventory
costs. In order to support world-class manufacturing, customs clearance time
must be measured not in weeks, or even days, but in hours. Any customs
administration that can provide reliable, timely customs clearance, or immediate
release based on pre-clearance, creates an enormous competitive advantage in
attracting manufacturing.”
Numerous conversations I’ve had with companies inside and outside of
India have convinced me that customs reforms described previously would
make India far more attractive for manufacturers to set up export-based
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platforms at and around its airports and effectively compete against any country
in the world, including China. For this reason, I will elaborate further upon the
improvements needed.
Customs clearance procedures at RGIA should minimize dwell time and
reduce the amount of attention required by customs agents. Modernization of
clearance procedures depends on improvement in communications among the
shipper (manufacturer, retailer, etc), forwarder, 3PL, carrier, consignee, customs
administration, and other pertinent parties, as discussed in previous chapters.
Installation and extensive use of web-based, open architecture EDI at RGIA by
India Customs must ultimately be the cornerstone of improvements in clearance
procedures and in tracking of cargo within any storage, transfer, or in-transit
facilities. Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) was described as a digital cargo data
management system that incorporates the latest in communications and data
management technology to trace, track and control product movements.
Improvements in customs clearance procedures for airfreight should
emphasize “pre-clearance” as well as “express clearance.” The former refers to
the clearance of shipments, or portions of shipments, before they reach RGIA.
Once an aircraft is airborne, the manifest and other needed information is
electronically transmitted to a freight agent (e.g., forwarder) at RGIA. The agent
reviews the data, assures that the freight is properly classified, determines the
value of commodities in the shipment, and arranges for electronic payment of the
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tariffs on the shipment. This information would then be given to India Customs
for “profiling.”
Profiling is a procedure which checks the data for compliance with
regulations, verifies payment of applicable tariffs, and determines which
portions (if any) of the shipment or document are suspect and need to be
inspected. Assuming the data and payments are consistent with their
requirements, Customs “pre-clears” all or portions of the shipment while the
aircraft is still in the air and identifies which portions of the shipment will
require inspection. When the aircraft lands, the cleared portions of the shipment
go directly from the aircraft to the freight agent or 3PL for delivery to the
manufacturing firm or customer and the remaining portions of the shipment are
set aside for customs inspection.
Implementation of pre-clearance will require:
• Extensive coordination and communication among all parties involved;
• Published and easily understood guidelines identifying the format,
content, and procedures for completing required pre-clearance
documentation;
• A clear and concise system for classifying cargo shipments and the
contents of the shipment;
• An acceptable way to establish or calculate the value of each item in the
shipment; and,
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• A published and accepted tariff for all categories in the shipment.
Efficient operations at RGIA will require electronic forms and protocols
for the above capabilities. These should be coordinated with software being
tested and implemented by India Customs. It is also suggested that India
Customs take a close look at EDI systems employed at Amsterdam, Frankfurt,
Singapore, Hong Kong and Bangkok (see Exhibit 4.6)
An additional advantage of EDI for rapid customs clearance is its use in
cargo profiling and tariff classification. EDI allows easy access to the records of
product value and classification and should, thereby, speed these checking
procedures. The EDI system will, moreover, be able to: (1) automatically
categorize most regular shipments into tariff categories; (2) search records for
previously assessed values and then; (3) indicate whether the declared value of
the shipment in question is close to that typical of previous imports. If there is a
difference a warning can be issued to the India Customs officer, who might then
deem it appropriate to make further investigations. Most shipments would,
however, be processed automatically and without recourse to further
investigation or, indeed, inspection. This cargo “profiling” is akin to the
procedures now common at most international airports for stopping terrorists or
other suspect passengers, and which is based on analyses of passenger
characteristics and behavior.
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In addition to customs efficiency incentives, it is recommended that RGIA
offer substantially reduced landing fees for air cargo carriers. Air freight is a
highly cost-competitive industry and such an incentive (at least for a fixed period
such as the initial ten years) could be a differentiating inducement for an air
express or major air cargo firm to select RGIA as a regional hub. This feereduction incentive would be a wise investment. Once substantial air express
service is provided at RGIA, it operates as a magnet for time-sensitive industries,
as numerous prior experiences have shown. As just one example, FedEx has
transformed Memphis into a center of international commerce, attracting tens of
billions of dollars in investment in manufacturing and distribution facilities to
the vicinity of its airport. In addition to thousands of domestic firms, hundreds
of foreign-owned firms have located near the airport. Nearly all these companies
pointed to the FedEx hub as a key attraction.
Similar patterns of industrial attraction hold where other air express and
air cargo hubs have formed around the world. The message is clear, landing an
international air express service provider is a powerful magnet in its own right
that will draw many modern high value industries to the vicinity of the airport,
as has been the case around Subic Bay, Philippines and Viracopos, Brazil
described in Chapter 1. Every incentive should be pursued by GHIAL and
public sector agencies in the State Andhra Pradesh to attract air express service
providers to hub at RGIA.
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IV. Coordination and Harmonization with Similar
Facilities Elsewhere
If parts, components, and finished goods are to flow rapidly and seamlessly
between RGIA and other transportation facilities within India and between
RGIA and facilities abroad, it is essential that their information technologies and
materials handling systems be harmonized. This requires using standardized
EDI messages with compatible or open architecture software systems, as
described in the prior chapter. If not in use already,it is further recommended
that HIAL and India Customs take a good look at the ASYCUDA system
developed by the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development
(UNCTAD) which is already being used by 80 countries around the world.
Containerization must also be standardized across shipping modes so that
containers arriving by vessel at India's ports can be transferred efficiently to
truck or rail and be moved to the inland container yard near RGIA. Since some
of these containers may, at future stages, also be air freighted via heavy-lift
aircraft from RGIA, they must also be made compatible with materials-handling
equipment for loading on all-cargo aircraft. Multimodal materials handling
harmonization will require close coordination between RGIA and other modal
freight centers.
When purchasing material-handling equipment, and building key
infrastructure, careful consultations should be made with major air cargo, sea
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cargo, and surface cargo handlers throughout Asia and, indeed, the world. It
would be a terribly expensive mistake not to coordinate design of technologies
and facilities at RGIA with the predominant technologies, materials handling
equipment and space utilization standards at major ports and airports which
serve as India’s trading partners.
In process of recruiting air cargo service providers to RGIA, it is
recommended that GHIAL executives visit air cargo hubs at Memphis,
Louisville, Ontario, California, Hong Kong, Incheon, Singapore, Frankfurt, and
Amsterdam to examine state-of-the-art materials-handling systems being put in
operation there. Though RGIA will certainly not have the volume and scale of
these global air cargo centers, an excellent vision can be obtained of the direction
that air cargo handling is taking with a variety of automated and semiautomated cargo operations as well as other processes and procedures being
implemented at these airports to speed the flow of goods through the airport.
It should also be noted that air express companies like FedEx have their
own facility design firms, at least in the U.S. Contact should be made with these
companies and advice received before any facility development contracts are
signed. As a special incentive to a prospective air express or air cargo firm
locating at RGIA, public sector agencies in cooperation with GHIAL may wish to
offer to build a cargo facility to suit with a long-term lease-back contract. The
key point is that the extent to which RGIA’s cargo processing facilities are
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designed to be harmonized with potential user facilities elsewhere, the chances
of attracting these users are increased substantially.

V. Promoting Appropriate HIAL Aerotropolis Land
Development
An aerotropolis will inevitably emerge around RGIA in the coming decade. The
critical question is: will it form and grow intelligently, achieving the full benefits
to area residents, businesses and communities discussed in prior chapters, or in a
spontaneous, haphazard, less than efficient manner that has characterized most
development around airports elsewhere in India?
Intelligent development built on airport assets and its evolving
surrounding multimodal transportation infrastructure needs to be planned now
and implemented. The stakes are high for RGIA, its nearby municipalities, and
the entire Hyderabad metro area. Already hundreds of spontanous ventures are
springing up on Bangalore Highway, such as Puravidha, a 204 acre gated
community; Sripala Estates, a 440 acre residential and commercial venture;
Srimitra Estates, a 180 acre gated development abutting the highway; Madhupala
Township, a 630 acre gated community; and Janachaitanya Township, a 410 acre
venture, the first to appear on this stretch. Closer to RGIA along the Srisailam
Highway, over 13,000 acres are being developed including Fab City, Fab County,
Suchir India, and MAK Banyan Tree. Along this highway and other areas near
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the airport the State of Andhra Pradesh has been active in promoting industrial
parks and SEZ's such as the Hardware Technology Park, the Rajiv Gandhi
Nanotechnology Park, an IT SEZ anchored by Infosys, and a gems and jewelry
park.
Aerotropolis master planning to ensure efficient, visually appealing and
sustainable development should therefore commence as soon as feasible.
Speculations have already driven up the price of land in the airport area to levels
that threaten profitability of many types of development, so corners are being
cut. Though established, in part, to guide sustainable development outside the
airport fence, regulations of the Hyderabad Airport Area Development
Authority may be contributing to inflated land values. These problems need to
be addressed.
There are lessons to be learned by federal, state and local leadership from
some innovative development approaches elsewhere. For example, recognition
by local jurisdictions in the Netherlands that Amsterdam Schiphol Airport was at
the center of an expanding territorial complex of airport-linked industrial and
commercial development led to the establishment of a public-private partnership
(including the Schiphol Group) to oversee the development of available sites
near the airport. This organization—the Schiphol Area Development
Corporation (SADC)—directly manages some of these projects while
coordinating all of them. It operates like a quasi-development authority for the
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broader Schiphol Aerotropolis. It is suggested that GHIAL and local and state
government leadership take a close look at this model.
While creating such an inter-jurisdictional aerotropolis organization
would be favored to coordinate and promote airport-driven development in the
greater RGIA area, it is recommended that interim measures be implemented to
improve chances of this outcome. One would be to institute periodic working
sessions with local municipal officials and planners in the broader HADA and
HUDA areas to inform them better about the nature of airport-linked
development and explore how their specific jurisdiction might complement and
leverage this new form of aerotropolis development. A larger picture view of the
HIAL Aerotropolis and their role in its evolution could reduce local jurisdictional
competition for entering businesses, encourage more effective and mutually
beneficial place marketing and branding for business recruitment, lead to more
coordinated actions to address airport-induced problems, and realize more
beneficial development outcomes.
Related to this would be periodic convening of all land-use decisionsmakers within the Aerotropolis area (including GHIAL, planners, developers,
and local an state government officials) for transparent discussions and
information exchange on each other’s real and perceived needs and goals to
prevent (or at least reduce) future problems and improve prospects for
sustainable HIAL Aerotropolis development. Potential arterial congestion,
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pollution, noise, unsightly construction, and other disamenities negatively
impacting the quality of life of nearby residents and the image of the
Aerotropolis must be addressed. Architecturally appealing, high-quality
building construction, improved site planning, green-space, signage regulation,
attractive thoroughfare lighting, and other “image” or impression-making
features need to be incorporated into consistent development structures.
Aerotropolis gateways, defining the project area, should be planned and
designed with appropriate signage and corridors beautified through aesthetic
lighting, themed electronic art, and landscaping that include screenage of large
parking areas and unsightly buildings. Consistent with Aerotropolis principles,
cluster rather than strip development should characterize commercial land-use
planning, with maintained green-space between clusters.
One of the most promising institutional models for promoting
Aerotropolis development I’ve observed is the DIA (Denver International
Airport) Partnership. The DIA Partnership (DIAP) is a consortium of public,
private, and community leaders dedicated to promoting economic opportunity
and quality of life in the broad Denver International Airport District.
Priority areas of the DIA Partnership are:
1.

Making the DIA District a premier business location

2.

Leveraging business and investment
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3.

Promoting quality community development

Represented by the airport district’s most visible and influential business
people and government officials, DIAP is exceptionally well-networked,
informed and can be an effective advocate for new business prospects. The
Partnership offers assistance with
• Economic and demographic information
• Incentive possibilities
• Regulatory approvals
• Master-planned location options within the District
• Design/build considerations
• Relocation services
• Metro area business practices and requirements
The Partnership works closely with Denver International Airport to
develop complementary efforts locally and regionally to maintain and support
DIA’s strategic business plan and air service development objectives (e.g., the
completion of a new on-airport hotel, cargo development, retail, hospitality, and
the development of additional airline service). Along with encouraging both onairport and off-airport development, DIAP pursues office complex development
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to house firms with frequent business travelers and hotel and entertainment
clusters near the airport.
The DIAP works especially hard with the airport to recruit cargo and
passenger service. For example, it helped create an action plan to optimize air
cargo development at DIA, improved local infrastructure in support of cargo
development and promoted the use of incentives directed towards attracting
international cargo and passenger flights.
DIAP has an annual budget of approximately US$1.2 million with
US$850,000 derived from membership fees (75% private, 25% public),
US$150,000 from events, and $200,000 in-kind. Guided by a board of directors,
and an executive committee (both of which meet bi-monthly) and full-time
president, DIAP represents the region at national and international trade shows,
with government and the media, with prospective investors, and with site
selection consultants strongly advocating the merits of DIA and the DIA region.
Exhibit 4.7 shows the basic organizational structure of the DIA Partnership.

VI. Recommendations and Action Steps
Let me conclude by presenting a set of recommendations and action steps for
DIAL/GHIAL and appropriate government organizations to consider for
successful aerotropolis development within and around IGIA and RGIA. I will
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begin with economic, aesthetic and airport-area development factors then move
on to specific recommendations for IGIA and RGIA to prosper. Some
recommendations will be broadly strategic; others will drill down to specific
needs at and around IGIA and RGIA.
1.

Delhi and Hyderabad private sector and government leadership (as
well as state and federal agencies) must be repeatedly reminded that
IGIA and RGIA represent their regions' (and nation’s) primary
infrastructural assets for global competitiveness and economic
prosperity in the 21st century. Key points made in this report on the
critical importance of airports for India’s competitiveness and for local
job creation and business revenues should be conveyed regularly as
part of DIAL’s and GHIAL’s corporate communications campaigns.

2.

Local and state government officials must also be made aware that
they have a fiduciary responsibility to guide land-uses near the two
airports so that they leverage and are leveraged by the airport.
Encroachment of residential and other non-compatible uses near
airport peripheries can limit required future airport expansion and
thereby undermine the positive economic impacts that IGIA/RGIA
can have on their metropolitan areas, states, and the nation.

3.

Powerful environmental movements are spreading that could
threaten commercial aviation and airports on a range of noise, local
pollution and greenhouse gases issues. DIAL and GHIAL should take
a lead in green airport development to position the IGIA and RGIA
Aerotropolises favorably during the likely intensifying debates on
aviation and airport impacts on the environment. Airside and
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landside infrastructure, facilities, and operations should be designed
and developed to be as environmentally friendly as possible.
4.

Planning for DIAL/HIAL Aerotropolis development should also give
high priority to aesthetics. Since the airport area is becoming a major
commercial employment district along with serving a growing
number of leisure and business travelers, its appearance and spatial
division of labor must be improved. As just one example, logistics,
cargo processing and trucking should be physically separated as far as
possible from flows of business and leisure travelers, as well as airport
hospitality, retail, and office sectors.

5.

IGIA and RGIA are front doors to their metropolitan areas and in
some cases to the nation for distant travelers. It is the first thing and
last thing that distant air travelers see. Since such impressions are
often enduring, physical appearance of the immediate airport area is
extremely important. Therefore, to the degree feasible, IGIA/RGIA's
surrounding areas should follow Aerotropolis principles and be
upgraded and redesigned to look more like clustered commercial
campuses rather than industrial or commercial strips. Where possible,
landscaped greenery should separate clusters while unsightly
structures should be screened with vegetation and/or mural walls.

6.

Because airport entry appearance, architecture and other symbols also
send an important message, all IGIA/RGIA gateway entrances should
receive special emphasis in design and image-making. These entries
must set the tone for the development within which the IGIA/RGIA’s
identity will be reinforced through distinctive signage, architecture,
lighting, landscaping, and internal commercial configuration. New
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electronic art technologies with laser lighting designs might be used to
project the airport’s and region’s image in a futuristic, but non-gaudy
manner. This “image-making” should become pivotal marketing
strategy in its own right.
7.

There are lessons to be learned by DIAL/GHIAL and local and state
economic development agencies from real estate development
approaches around Amsterdam Schiphol Airport and Denver
International Airport. For example, recognition by local jurisdictions
in the Netherlands that Amsterdam Schiphol Airport was at the center
of an expanding territorial complex of airport-linked industrial and
commercial development led to the establishment of a public-private
partnership to oversee the development of available sites near the
airport. This organization—the Schiphol Area Development
Corporation (SADC)—directly manages some of these projects while
coordinating all of them. It operates like a quasi-development agency
for the broader Schiphol Aerotropolis. Likewise, as was described
previously in this chapter, a public-private partnership has been
established to foster economic development at and around Denver
International Airport (the DIA Partnership). It is recommended that
DIAL/GHIAL and the economic development agencies visit these
locations and examine their outside-the-fence models.

8.

Whereas creating an inter-jurisdictional development organizations
such as SADC and DIAP may not be well received in an area already
served by a number of public economic development agencies, such
as HADA in the RGIA area, it is recommended that a nonbureaucratic alternative be implemented to improve chances of
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coordinated efforts. One would be to institute periodic working
sessions with local jurisdictional officials and planners to inform them
better about the nature of aerotropolis development and explore how
their specific jurisdiction might complement and leverage this new
form of development. A larger picture of understanding aerotropolis
development along with their community’s role in its evolution could
reduce local jurisdictional competition for entering businesses,
encourage more effective and mutually beneficial place marketing and
branding for business recruitment. It could likewise lead to more
coordinated actions to address airport-area problems, and help foster
more beneficial regional development outcomes.
9.

Downtown Delhi and downtown Hyderabad proponents must be
educated that Aerotropolis development reinforces rather than
competes with downtown economic revitalization. A pertinent case is
Boeing, which relocated its world headquarters in the Chicago region
in large part because two of its largest customers (American Airlines
and United Airlines) had their main offices in O’Hare airport area.
Yet, Boeing chose to site its corporate headquarters offices in
downtown Chicago.

10. The booming areas of Gurgaon and Dwaraka near IGIA are placing
considerable strain on existing transportation infrastructure. This
infrastructure needs to be upgraded at a quicker pace than is
occurring at present. In particular, delays must be reduced in
incumbent DDA acquisition of surface transportation rights of way,
land clearing, and infrastructure development. Innovative
approaches such as DLF’s proposal to build India’s first private
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transportation corridor through its own elevated rail network linking
the SEZ area with the Delhi metro rail system need to be pursued as
well.
11. Whereas sufficiently approved land exists at RGIA for GHIAL to
develop commercially, such is not the case at IGIA. The government
restriction that only 5 percent of IGIA’s property can be used for
commercial purposes misguidedly constrains DIAL from optimizing
use of the property. This not only limits DIAL’s long-term ability to
meet airport modernization and infrastructure expansion needs, but
also limits the ability of IGIA to more positively contribute to the
economic development and prosperity of the Delhi region. Concerted
efforts must be taken to raise the commercial development ceiling at
IGIA to at least 10 percent of total property (500 acres).
12. The vast majority of open land near IGIA is owned by the military.
Much of it does not appear to be in productive use. DIAL may wish
to open dialogue with the military on how they both might benefit
immensely with some type of airport-linked commercial joint venture
on present military property.
13. There are strong indications that the Hospitality District at IGIA will
be both a commercial success and address a serious Delhi shortage in
quality hotel space. In addition to traditional five-star and four-star
hotels, it is recommended that each of the six hospitality sub-districts
have a hotel targeted for business traveler needs. These hotels would
include concierge business services, tech support services, such as
conference rooms equipped with audio-video and computer docking
stations, fitness centers that let guests check email while working out,
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and a business center outfitted with PCs, scanners, and copiers. All
rooms should offer free high-speed internet access and have hook-ups
for iPods or other MP3 players. At least one new U.S. business hotel
chain, eSuites, is incorporating this model and should be contacted by
DIAL.
14. Medical tourism is a booming US$20 billion industry expanding at 25
percent a year. India has become a global leader. It is recommended
that DIAL/GHIAL contract with such organizations as the Apollo
Group to develop medical tourist hospital/hospitality complexes at
IGIA and RGIA.
15. The one-third build-over limit on parcels in RGIA’s HADA area
appears to be fanning inflationary flames on land near the airport.
This problem needs to be addressed with the one-third limit raised,
ideally consistent with build-over policy for HUDA parcels which
permit two-thirds of the land to be built upon.
16. There will be a mushrooming of new commercial aircraft in India and
throughout Asia and the Middle East over the next two decades.
RGIA has its sights appropriately set on an MRO facility to service
these aircraft. It is recommended that GHIAL go one step further and
target an aircraft assembly facility in its SEZ. There is a high
probability that Airbus and Boeing will be seeking to assemble and
source more aircraft in Asia in the future. With nearly 1,000 new
aircraft to be purchased by airlines in India during the next two
decades, India might leverage its aircraft purchasing clout to attract
Boeing and/or Airbus aircraft assembly facilities.
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17. GHIAL and CPG might wish to reconsider their plans to have two
sets of SEZ’s and two sets of logistics hub at RGIA. It would seem
better to consolidate the SEZ’s and proposed adjacent logistics hubs
into one spatially integrated goods-processing area. Likewise offices,
hotels, and commercial facilities should be clustered in one major
zone as well. This would be consistent with aerotropolis planning
principles, which specify segregating blue-collar goods-processing
activities from predominantly white-collar service activities.
18. It will remain difficult in the future for the RGIA to attract industry to
its SEZs and substantially grow cargo volumes on lower-cost factors
and traditional SEZ incentives. Competitive advantage will come
through strategic focus on connectivity, speed, and agility. Fast-cycle
logistics should become RGIA’s new competitive tool as GHIAL
focuses on developing a full-fledged multi-modal air logistics hub.
19. This multi-modal air logistics hub should integrate air, highway, and
rail transportation modes with advanced telecommunications,
sophisticated materials handling systems, and state-of-the-art support
services to provide RGIA tenants and users superior capability to
respond rapidly and flexibly to changing markets nationally and
worldwide. Upgraded local highways and extended rail lines are
required to integrate RGIA with regional business clusters and major
national and international transport modes. Leveraging this set of
logistics assets at RGIA will be the best magnet for industry and air
cargo expansion.
20. Dwell times for air cargo at IGIA must be significantly reduced. Even
the target reductions by DIAL are not world-class. Measures
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described in this report to reduce dwell time, including improvements
in India customs must be implemented at IGIA and RGIA. In this
regard, IGIA or RGIA might serve as a beta test site for new express
customs clearance practices by India Customs.
21. Master planning at IGIA and RGIA and their surrounding areas
should not be so much a fixed physical plan as it is a flexible
framework for accommodating a wide variety of tenants, users,
facilities, and layouts that can be modified when new technologies,
industries, and infrastructure emerge. DIAL/GHIAL management
itself must be agile, prepared to respond rapidly and creatively
evolving to meet changing tenant and user needs.
22. Both the hard and soft infrastructure for cargo handling at IGIA and
RGIA must be harmonized with those elsewhere in the world. This
harmonization includes such factors as electronic data interchange
(EDI) and standardized cargo containerization.
23. Strong efforts must continue to attract additional passenger and air
cargo service to IGIA and RGIA. Airlines must be viewed not just as
companies, but more as basic transportation infrastructure, no
different from roadways and rail. Airlines, like public infrastructure,
are shared by all (business, tourists, etc) providing “highways in the
sky” that rapidly connect the area to the world. These highways in the
sky are “public good” infrastructures that do not have to be
maintained by public money as do roadways and much other public
infrastructure. To attract more passenger and cargo airlines, low
landing and gate fees should be offered, and additional incentives
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should be considered, such as subsidized airline marketing for new
desired carriers and routes.
24. To compensate for lower airline fees, both DIAL and GHIAL should
continue to vigorously propose further non-aeronautical revenue
sources, following airport city and aerotropolis principles. The 60
percent target as a non-aeronautical revenue percentage of total
airport revenues is doable.
25. Marketing of the RGIA air logistics hub (ALH) should emphasize the
importance of its logistics-based capabilities in attracting air cargo
firms and time-sensitive goods-processing businesses. Such
businesses will certainly continue to seek traditional investment
incentives such as tax relief, investment offsets for land or facilities
and workforce training. However, as noted above, as the competitive
priorities of connectivity, speed and agile market response grow in
importance, the relative power of traditional government incentives
will lessen. Increasingly, firm siting decisions will be made at least as
much on the basis of logistical capabilities of the site and access to
global networks as on traditional government incentives. Such
logistics-based marketing must be grounded in development realities
of the RGIA ALH, though, and phased, predicated on its stage of
logistics facility implementation. In each phase, the marketing effort
should be designed to attract a targeted segment of ALH tenants and
users based on logistics capabilities offered at the phase. This, in turn,
would serve as a catalyst to attract additional complementary firms to
RGIA and the greater Hyderabad Aerotropolis.
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26. Attracting time-sensitive manufacturing and distribution industries
will also require a thorough understanding of modern supply chain
management principles and the fast-cycle logistics. To offer a truly
marketable competitive advantage, DIAL/GHIAL management, with
the assistance of government economic development organizations,
should bring together experts in logistics and supply chain
management, multi-modal infrastructure development and
information technology to help design specifications that would
properly integrate and leverage all critical elements for fast-cycle
logistics. No airport group of which I am aware is doing this, so
DIAL/GHIAL can have a first-mover advantage in attracting high
tech and other time-critical industries if it takes the lead in seizing this
opportunity.
27. Logistics curricula concentrations should be developed or expanded
at Hyderabad area universities. Faculty possessing logistics expertise
should be among the recruitment priorities of these universities.
28. To ensure that firms being recruited to the RGIA’s SEZs have
appropriately skilled workers and managers, a wide range of worker
training, management education and technology transfer functions
should be provided through a state-of-the-art education and training
center (ETC). A key feature of the ETC should be distance-learning
capability, providing recruited firms with real-time audio, video, and
tactile worker training customized to their skill needs, from virtually
anywhere in the world. Such headquarters-direct training capability
would provide remarkable flexibility in firm recruitment and could
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distinguish the Hyderabad area in rapid-response customized workforce training.
29. DIAL and GHIAL should establish a close working relationship with
major corporate relocation firms and site selection consultants,
making them aware of IGIA/RGIA assets and regularly updating
them on development progress. In most cases, large companies
looking to expand or relocate rely on site selection specialists to
provide them with a short-list of potential locations to choose from,
along with their strengths and weaknesses. Similarly, major
commercial real estate firms such as Colliers International, CB Richard
Ellis, Hines, and Jones, Lang, LaSalle and Real Estate Investment
Trusts (REIT), such as Prologis and AMB, often work closely with
client corporations in their site selection and eventual commercial
location.
30. Air cargo and air express airlines are reactive, not proactive. They go
where the business is. The primary generator of air cargo airline
business are freight forwarders and global logistics providers. To
boost cargo volumes at IGIA and RGIA, DIAL and GHIAL need to
make contact with the leading forwarders and global logistics
providers (listed in Exhibits 4.1 and 4.2) and encourage or incentivize
them to set up shop at or near their airports.
31. DIAL/GHIAL management should remain focused on improving the
airport's aeronautical infrastructure and service. Their core
competency is not managing logistics services or commercial real
estate development. DIAL/HIAL should therefore consider bringing
in private-sector master developers for future logistics hub
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development at IGIA and RGIA in the form of joint-venture
partnerships. A similar type of joint venture should be pursued for
SEZ development at RGIA.
32. DIAL and GHIAL should take bold steps in branding the DIAL
Aerotropolis and the RGIA ALH (Air Logistics Hub) and
Aerotropolis. To some extent the media is the message. Such
branding could be instrumental in creating “buzz” in marketing to
potential outside investors, developers, tenants and users. It could
also provide an excellent marketing framework to promote the
respective airports.
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Exhibit 4.1
TOP 100 INDIA FREIGHT FORWARDERS FOR 2006
2006
ITIA Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

Company
UT WORLDWIDE (INDIA) PVT LTD
BAX GLOBAL INDIA PVT LTD
DHL DANZAS LEMUIR PVT LTD
EXPO FREIGHT PVT LTD
JEENA & COMPANY
CONTINENTAL CARRIERS PVT LTD
EXEL INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
HERMES TRAVEL & CARGO PVT LTD
KUEHNE + NAGEL PVT LTD
PENTA FREIGHT PVT LTD
SDV AIR LINK INDIA LTD
R.J TRADE WINGS PVT LTD
INDAIR CARRIERS PVT LTD
SCHENKER INDIA LTD
SKYWAYS AIR SERVICES PVT LTD
EASTERN CARGO CARRIERS (INDIA) P. LTD.
FLYJAC LOGISTICS
S A CONSULTANTS & FORWARDERS P. LTD.
GAC LOGISTICS PVT LTD
INDEV LOGISTICS PRIVATE LIMITED
NEW GLOBE LOGISTIK PVT LTD
MAERSK CONCORDE AIRFREIGHT (I) P. LTD.
DART EXPRESS (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
AFL PRIVATE LIMITED
MODERN CARGO SERVICES (P) LTD
GEODIS OVERSEAS PVT LTD
H.T.L. LOGISTICS INDIA (PVT) LTD.
ZEUS AIR SERVICES PVT LTD
ATLAS LOGISTICS PRIVATE LIMITED
AMRIT SEAIR EXPRESS PVT LTD
POMONA CARGO MOVERS
LA FREIGHTLIFT PRIVATE LIMITED
AIRLIFT (INDIA) PVT LTD
JTB JUPITER EXPRESS SERVICES PVT LTD
DIXONS CARGO CONSOLIDATORS PVT LTD
SHRISWAMI SAMARTH AIRFREIGHT PVT LTD
PATEL ON-BOARD COURIERS LTD
TRAVEL PLANNERS PVT LTD
J.M.D. CARGO PVT LTD
AARGUS GLOBAL LOGISTICS PVT LTD
SV FREIGHT
RELIABLE TRAVELS & CARGO PVT LTD
MANILAL PATEL & CO
MAGNUM CARGO PRIVATE LIMITED
GALLANT FREIGHT & TRAVELS PVT LTD
SHELL AIR FREIGHT EXPRESS PVT LTD
AIRTRAVEL ENTERPRISES INDIA LTD
WINGS LOGISTICS PVT LTD
JAYEM IMPEX PVT LTD
ROBINSONS AIR SERVICES

2006 Revenues
(Rs crore)
236.1
164.4
156.7
135.7
131.9
123.2
115.1
110.5
108.7
101.0
90.1
81.0
80.5
78.9
78.6
76.9
72.0
66.6
55.1
54.1
51.7
49.8
49.5
47.3
45.9
41.9
41.4
40.6
39.9
39.0
37.7
36.1
35.2
34.4
34.1
33.6
32.8
31.1
30.8
29.7
25.8
24.5
23.9
23.0
20.8
20.5
20.5
20.5
20.1
19.1

2006
ITIA Rank
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100

2006 Revenues
(Rs crore)
LINKS FORWARDERS PVT LTD
19.1
WIG AIR FREIGHT PVT LTD
18.5
FIRST INDIAN CARGO PVT LTD
18.3
CARGO LINKERS
18.1
A.V. THOMAS & CO LTD
18.0
RAHAT CARGO PVT LTD
17.6
GALAXY FREIGHT PVT LTD
17.2
SKYLINK FREIGHT FORWARDERS PVT LTD
17.1
AIROGO TRAVEL & CARGO PVT LTD
16.3
JAC AIR SERVICES PVT LTD
16.1
UNICA FREIGHT MOVERS
16.1
LEAAP INTERNATIONAL PVT. LTD.
15.9
AROSCAN CARGO TRADE PVT LTD
15.8
LEADKING AIR SERVICES PVT LTD
15.5
EXPRESS KARGO FORWARDERS PVT LTD
15.3
TULSIDAS KHIMJI PVT LIMITED
14.8
SREYAAS CARGO PVT LTD
14.5
LCL AGENCIES (INDIA) PVT LTD
14.3
QUATRO TRAVEL & CARGO PVT LTD
14.1
SHINE TRAVELS & CARGO PVT LTD
13.8
SINDHU CARGO SERVICES LTD
13.7
ASHTBHUJ OCEAN MOVERS PVT LTD
13.4
VIKSUN CARRIERS PVT LTD
13.2
RYAL LOGISTICS PVT LTD
13.1
INDIAN CARGO EXPRESS PVT LTD
12.7
TROPICAL TRANSPORT SYSTEMS (I) PVT LTD
12.4
EPL CARGO PVT LTD
12.3
OMNI FREIGHTS PVT LTD
12.3
SADGURU FORWARDERS PRIVATE LIMITED
12.2
CM LOGISTICS (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
11.7
CONSOLIDATED FREIGHT FORWARDERS PVT. LTD.
11.0
DAGA AIR AGENTS
10.7
CAPRICORN LOGISTICS PVT LTD
10.1
SUNRISE FREIGHT FORWARDERS (P) LTD.
10.1
TRANS AIR SERVICES
10.0
TRIO SHIPPING SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
10.0
GLOBAL AIRFREIGHT PVT LTD
9.6
TRANSLIFT CARGO MOVERS PVT LTD
9.5
FLYWAYS
9.1
N JAMNADAS & CO
9.1
MADHU TRAVELS FOREX & CARGO PVT LTD
9.0
SKY FIELD INDIA PVT LTD
8.8
FRIENDS CLEARING AGENCY PVT LTD.
8.7
AIRSEA FORWARDER
8.5
RUBEE AIR FREIGHT LTD
8.5
DAGA AIR AGENTS PVT LTD
8.4
TRANSFARE (INDIA) PVT LTD
8.3
ESQUIRE EXPRESS (INDIA) PVT LTD
8.2
FREIGHT LINES (INDIA) PVT LTD
8.2
THREE ACES GLOBAL LOGISTICS PVT LTD
7.8
Company

Source: Cargo Talk. Vol. VII. No. 9. August 2007.
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Exhibit 4.2
TOP 50 GLOBAL LOGISTICS PROVIDERS
Rank

Provider

2006 Revenue
($ Millions) *

Rank

Provider

2006 Revenue
($ Millions) *

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

DHL International
Kuehne + Nagel
Schenker/BAX
UPS Supply Chain Solutions
Panalpina
C.H. Robinson Worldwide
Geodis
Agility
Expeditors Int’l of Washington
CEVA Logistics
NYK Logistics
Uti Worldwide
Nippon Express
Hellmann Worldwide Logistics
Wincanton Logistics
EGL Eagle Global Logistics
Penske Logistics
ABX Logistics Worldwide
Sinotrans Limited
Ryder System
Thiel Logistik
Caterpillar Logistics Services
Fiege Logistics
Kintetsu World Express
Hub Group

30,015
14,919
14,000
7,706
7,200
6,556
5,016
4,900
4,626
4,600
4,200
3,561
3,400
3,300
3,300
3,217
3,050
3,037
2,900
2,597
2,496
2,400
2,300
2,288
1,610

26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

Schneider Logistics
DSV/Franz Maas
Menlo Worldwide
APL Logistics
Toll Holdings
Meridian IQ
J.B. Hunt Dedicated Contract Services
Arvato Logistics Services
Pacer Global Logistics Services
BLG Logistics Group
AmeriCold Logistics
Greatwide Logistics Services
Christian Salvesen
Maersk Logistics
Werner Dedicated & Value-Added Services
BDP International
FedEx Supply Chain Services
NFI Industries
Transplace
Landstar Global Logistics
Ozburn-Hessey Logistics
Phoenix International
Ruan Transportation Management Systems
GENCO
Air Ocean Group/Wice Logistics

1,500
1,400
1,400
1,310
1,100
1,000
915
910
902
880
850
810
800
800
800
750
739
718
700
683
660
611
600
565
525

Source: Logistics Management. June 2007.
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Exhibit 4.3
TOP 25 AIR CARGO CARRIERS FOR 2005
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Arline
FedEx
Air France-KLM
UPS
Lufthansa Group
Singapore 2
Cathay Pacific
Korean
China Airlines
Atlas
Cargolux
EVA
JAL Group 2
British Airways 2
Emirates
Martinair
Northwest
American
Asiana
Air China
Malaysia 2
Polar
United
Qantas 2
China Eastern
Nippon Cargo

FTKs (000)
14,577,425
10,606,000
8,507,711
7,829,000
7,555,356
6,618,000
6,146,841
6,078,000
6,000,574
5,291,887
5,285,329
4,929,736
4,928,000
4,191,931
3,518,000
3,210,270
2,915,290
2,856,616
2,759,600
2,691,620
2,598,596
2,415,071
2,371,328
2,370,329
2,294,065

Source: Logistics Today. October 2006.
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Exhibit 4.4
METHODS USED BY AIRPORTS TO MARKET THEMSELVES TO FREIGHT OPERATORS
Method Used

Percent of Respondents

Personal approaches to cargo airlines

92%

Work with freight forwarders

84%

Advertising brochures

80%

Cargo pages on airport website

69%

Work with established shippers

67%

Print advertising in industry publications

64%

Work with local business community

61%

Benchmark other airports

53%

Sponsor cargo events

38%

Source: Loughborough University. March 2005
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CARGO THROUGHPUT

Exhibit 4.5
PHASED DEVELOPMENT AT RGIA AIR CARGO/INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX

STAGE IV

STAGE III
STAGE I

STAGE II

0

5

YEAR

10

15

INDUSTRIAL, LOGISTICS, AND COMMERCIAL INFRASTRUCTURE & FACILITY DEVELOPMENT

STAGE
STAGE
STAGE
STAGE

I
II
III
IV

-

Government provides open skies for air cargo at RGIA, change of gauge rights and revised customs procedures.
Additional air cargo carriers and air freight service providers are attracted to RGIA & expand.
RGIA service providers evolve into total logistics management.
Full RGIA air cargo/industrial complex in operation.
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Exhibit 4.6
THAI FREE TRADE ZONES AND EDI PRE-CLEARANCE
FREE ZONES: Customs moves away from paper
Published on September 05, 2005
Its aim is to become a paperless organisation within the
next three years, so the Customs Department’s Free
Zone Division has adopted electronic container and
seal systems, operated by RFID (radio frequency
identification) to turn Free Zones nationwide into
paperless operations.
Free Zones are duty-free areas designated by the
Customs Department to promote industrial and
commercial activities, especially export manufacturing.
The imported goods in the zones are exempt from
Customs duties. There are now about 23 such zones
countrywide.
Surachart Janthavatcharagorn, director of the
Incentives Bureau Free Zone Division at the Customs
Department, said transfer orders or Customs
declarations from companies in the zones will be sent to
the department online by 2008.
To use the system, companies have to send to the
department their declarations for exports via an
electronic data interchange (EDI), and the department
will send a declaration number back. Companies then
enter both the declaration number and the container
number into an electronic form before sending it across
either a secure Tradesiam or CAT Telecom link back to
the department.
The containers can be checked through to the port
without the need for Customs officials to open them to
check again.
“Once the container arrives at the check point, an
official calls up information from the network. If the
container number matches that earlier submitted online,
it will be released without the need for any inspection,”
he said.
After releasing the container, the official will also
send a response to the exporters, electronically
confirming the release.
Surachart said that the Free Zone Division would
start to implement the plan with exporters next year
before the whole export process becomes paperless in
2007 when it would start for importers.
The entire import process in the Free Zones will be
completely paperless by 2008.
He said the division would also encourage the use of
electronic seals in the Free Zones. The new system will
facilitate both releasing and transferring import/export
goods and cargo/inventory control to reduce
documentation and time by controlling inventory costs.
Electronic-seal technology at this stage entails the
use of RFID to transfer freight information to the
Internet, facilitate inspections, and monitor commercial
vehicles and their drivers and cargo. It will come in the
form of an additional seal to be used with conventional
locks to increase the security of containerised cargo
movements.
The number of the seal used to lock the container

will be transferred to port-based reading devices every
time it is checked in and out. Through a connection to a
server, data read from the seal will automatically be sent
to the Internet, thus enabling exporters and officials to
trace its movements.
To complete the secure trade loop, the use of a GPS
(global positioning system) satellite is needed so the
status of each container can be checked en route. The
GPS device will be able to communicate with the
electronic seal and continuously send data back.
When this data arrives, the RFID readers at Customs
checking posts will read information from the seals. The
fact that the seals can only be opened with a password
will prove a major deterrent to unauthorised access. If
someone does manage to break a tag, it will send out an
immediate alert to the shippers.
However, Surachart said that the division would not
limit technologies to operate the electronic seal to
RFID. Any other systems that come in the near future
could be applied. In the move towards complete use of
the electronic seal, he said the Free Zone Division has
signed a memorandum of understanding with Western
Digital (Thailand), a hard-disk manufacturer in
Navanakorn Industrial Estate, for a pilot project for the
seal.
He said that the memorandum in the first phase
covers the use of electronic seals with the company’s
containers to transfer parts from its factory in Bang Pain to Western Digital 1 and 2, which operate as Free
Zones, with the transfer of completed products to the
airport in the second phase.
Together with the use of the electronic seal, the
company’s packaging list and invoice, which represent a
transfer-order, will be submitted to a Customs official
electronically.
“Before transfer, information about what is in the
containers has to be keyed in before electronic locking.
When the container leaves the zone, its data will be
read. When it arrives, officials will check that it arrived
on time and the seal is intact,” he said.
If all is well and a green light is issued, the container
will be released without the need for inspection as it
arrived on time and the seal is intact. A yellow light
means the container arrived a bit late and it is left for
the official to decide whether to let it go. Red means it
arrived late and the seal is broken, which means the
container will be held for inspection.
“In the pilot project, the company has invested in
both electronic seals and readers at Customs checking
posts. The result will be evaluated at the beginning of
October,” he said.
Suchachart said that if the results are positive, there
is potential for the division to adopt the electronic seal
as strandard to encourage free zones throughout the
country to implement the system.
suchalee@nationgroup.com
Suchalee Pongprasert
The Nation
http://nationmultimedia.com/2005/09/05/byteline/index.php?news=by
teline_18514470.html
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Exhibit 4.7
ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE OF DIA PARTNERSHIP

Members

Board of Directors
Meets Bi-Monthly
Board Level Only

Past Chairs
Meets Quarterly

Business Development
Meetings determined by
Committee and Task Forces
Board & Associate Level

Executive Committee
Meets Bi-Monthly
Board Level Investors by Election

Membership
Meetings determined by
Committee and Task Forces
Board & Associate Level
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Public Policy
Meetings determined by
Committee and Task Forces
Board & Associate Level
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